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RIYADH: Amir of Kuwait, HH Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
attends the second day of the 136th Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
summit held in Riyadh yesterday as kings and Amirs from six Gulf states
began two days of talks. — AFP 
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Local Spotlight

If you can’t trust a policeman, you can’t trust anyone.
So when a bad cop breaks the rules, he must be pun-
ished severely, because his illegal act damages public

trust in the law and its enforcers. A policeman was
recently suspended from duty and referred to investiga-
tion for charges of theft after some expats complained
he entered their building in Khaitan and stole money
from them. He committed this crime while wearing his
uniform and assumed no one will say a word. He was
wrong!  

The policeman was interrogated by detectives after
being identified by the expat victims. The policeman
offered to return the stolen money, but his proposal was
rejected and he was sent to the public prosecution. Now
he is facing trial and hopefully will get some jail time and
get thrown out of the force too to set an example.

A dirty cop is an unacceptable notion anywhere in the
world. If this man was an ordinary civilian who commit-
ted a theft, I would say maybe returning the money is
not a bad idea to end the case, but since he is a cop, for-
giveness has no place here. There is a general perception
of the police that they represent the law, security and
protection in the event of a calamity, so it is natural for
people to feel anxious when dealing with them, keeping
in mind that police officers are not usually nice or friend-
ly. So a feeling of dread and anxiety is a natural reaction,
even when there is no reason for it. 

I believe there is a big difference between the police
in the West and in the Arab world. I feel a lot of comfort
in dealing with police officers in Britain or Germany, for
example, because I know they comply with the law and
perform their duties in the event of exposure to risk
without taking into consideration irrelevant elements
such as origin, race, religion or social status. This is not
the case here, and sometimes not speaking Arabic can
be a barrier too. Luckily, this time expats had the courage
to speak up. Such incidents affect people’s confidence in
security, which cannot be tolerated. 

Cops robbing expats 

By Nawara Fattahova

Recently, a newborn baby was left in the parking
lot of a public building in Kuwait. The abandon-
ing of this infant, who was later found dead, was-

n’t an individual case. Almost every month, cases of
abandoned new borns are reported across the region.
Many of them are not found alive and some are delib-
erately murdered by their parents. For those who try to
abandon their babies, typical spots where they are left
include mosques, empty parking lots, garbage bins
and other lightly trafficked areas. 

Abandoning babies in public places sadly happens
all around the world, but it’s a common problem in the
Middle East and especially the Arab Gulf due to social
mores and a legal system that leaves no room for
unwed mothers. Sex outside marriage for women is a
taboo in the region, and delivering a baby proves this
crime that may result in the “honor killing” or imprison-
ment for the mother and a scandal that will tarnish the
reputation of the entire family. 

The majority of cases of abandoned babies in
Kuwait and other Gulf Arab states are by expatriates -
many of them domestic helpers who got pregnant out
of wedlock. Since abortion is illegal (and if done illegal-
ly can be expensive or dangerous), many secretly deliv-
er their babies and then leave abandon the newborns. 

Baby Boxes
In the West, especially in Europe and the United

States, governments have come with a solution that
can save the lives of these unwanted babies. Baby box-
es or hatches have been set up, usually in the form of
drawers that are part of a building. The box has a suit-
able temperature that will help a newborn baby stay
alive for some time. After the mother places the baby in
the box, some kind of alarm reaches medics or carers to
come and collect the baby and take it to the hospital.
This technique saves the life of the baby, rather than
being killed or left to die.

But are the local authorities or other Arab govern-
ments receptive to such an idea? It may sound against
local traditions and customs, as it may seem to encour-
age immoral behavior, while it’s only meant to save the

lives of unwanted babies. 
To clarify the religious opinion in this matter, Kuwait

Times called the fatwa call center for advice. The sheikh
on the line condemned the act of adultery and of
dumping babies resulting from this act on the streets to
let them die. About the baby box particularly, he said:
“You can place such a box near a mosque or elsewhere.
This is not forbidden by Sharia”. 

But when clarifying that should such a baby box be
placed by a ministry or other government body, the
sheikh refused to comment, ending the conversation by
saying that his advice is only for individuals and not for
public institutions or the government. 

Left to die
‘Finding an alternative to the region’s abandoned baby problem’

Photo of the day

KUWAIT: Image shows a man training his birds of prey to hunt. Hunting with falcons and other birds of prey is a time hon-
ored tradition in Kuwait. — Photo by Kuna/Ali Al Roumy
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By Ben Garcia 

Armed with envelopes and brave
faces, groups of Filipinos have
been going around Kuwait to

solicit money in the name of a charitable
movement in the Philippines. The charity,
Sonshine Philippines Movement, pro-
vides the envelopes and letters of solici-
tation to inform prospective donors
about their purpose and why members
go house-to-house to collect funds.
Kuwait Times tried in vain to contact the
SPM headquarters in Manila, but our calls
were left answered. 

The group has been roaming Kuwait
asking money for what they say are chari-
table purposes and sustain their activi-
ties, which they do nationwide. The
group has been encountered by not just
Filipinos, but other expats too.

Dr Chie Umandap, a community
leader, was approached by members of
the group at his house in Hawally recent-
ly. “I know that solicitation of money is
illegal in Kuwait. So I asked whether they
had embassy or police permits.  But
instead of answering my inquiries, they
left as if I was trying to throw them out.
But I was only clarifying their status
because I don’t want to see my country-
men dragged by authorities to be
deported. I know begging is strictly pro-
hibited and illegal in Kuwait. I was just
trying to help,” he said. 

When he saw the group, he grabbed
his phone and took a video of them, and
warned them about the danger of their
actions. “When I posted the video online
about ‘Sonshine’, I found out I wasn’t
alone. Many other Filipinos have also
crossed paths with these groups. One
commentator to my post said that he

encountered the group last year. The fact
that I only came upon them last week
means they have been in operation for
some time now,” he said.

Rodel in Fahaheel has also encoun-
tered the group. “I was sleeping soundly

in the afternoon when the doorbell rang.
When I opened the door, a group of five
Filipinos handed me an envelope. When I
asked some questions, one person told
me to read its contents. It said they are a
charity organization helping disaster

areas in Manila, so I give them KD 5. Only
later I realized they had no permit from
the embassy or local authorities here. It
was wrong for me to give money to peo-
ple I didn’t know,” he rued.   

An American family also encountered
the group in Salwa. “They knocked on my
door and showed me an envelope. Of
course I told them it is illegal to ask for
money for charity in this way. Even chari-
ty organizations based in Kuwait cannot
do this, so I warned them to stop since
they have no papers to show they are
operating legally,” the American lady
who did not want to give her name said. 

When Kuwait Times asked if  the
embassy will  issue an advisory for
Filipinos in Kuwait on this topic, the
Philippine Embassy said no formal com-
plaint has been lodged yet at their offices
and that they haven’t read the solicita-
tion letter and its purpose. “I want to
know more about this scheme, so I can-
not comment on the matter,” an
embassy official said.

The Sonshine Philippines Movement’s
projects are aimed at addressing the
most pressing environmental and social
issues and concerns plaguing the country
and the world today, according to its
website. Among programs they focus on
are agri-forest resource development
and management, marine and coastal
resource development and manage-
ment, solid waste management, eco-
tourism development and disaster
response program. 

But it’s unclear if the people in Kuwait
going house to house asking for dona-
tions are in fact connected to the SPM in
the Philippines. It’s also unclear whether
they have permits for their activity and
what the money is being used for. 

Donors sought door-to-door 
Filipino groups seek funds for ‘charity’ back home 

“I was sleeping soundly in the afternoon
when the doorbell rang. When I opened the

door, a group of five Filipinos handed me an
envelope. When I asked some questions, one

person told me to read its contents. It said
they are a charity organization helping dis-
aster areas in Manila, so I give them KD 5. 
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By Faten Omar 

Recycled art not only benefits the envi-
ronment, but breathes new life into old
objects that were once destined for the

landfill. Kuwaiti artist and sculptor Bader
Mansor Al-Mansor, who creates impressive
works of art made from recycled materials, cer-
tainly believes that one person’s trash is anoth-
er person’s treasure. 

Mansor, 38, got his bachelor’s degree from
the Higher Institute of Dramatic Art in the-

atrical decor. He works as a decor designer
at Kuwait TV, and has been the only

artist in Kuwait specialized in recycled
art since 1994. Mansor has partici-

pated in many art exhibitions in
and out of Kuwait, was a repre-

sentative of Kuwait University at
the Universities Forum Gulf in
Oman in 1997 and a represen-
tative of Kuwait at the Forum
League of Fine Arts and
Calligraphy in 2003 and the
Youth Salon II in Qatar in
2007.

He won the top award
twice in a row at the College
of Science Exhibition in 1996

and 1997. He also got the first
place and a gold medal at

the Designing College of

Science Symbol in 1997, the Hand’s Touch For
My Country exhibition in 1998, the general
exhibition of KUNIV in 1999 and the Qurain
Exhibition’s Essa Saqer Creative Award in 2002,
2003 and 2004 among other exhibitions.
Kuwait Times spoke to Mansor to learn more
about his experiences in recycled art. Some
excerpts.

Kuwait Times: When did you get involved in
recycled art? What inspired you?

Bader Al-Mansor: I used to create my own
toys from broken wooden boxes when I was 10
years old. After that I drew caricatures and
published them in local newspapers. But I
stopped and went back to recycled art,
because of the lack of raw materials in Kuwait,

Turning trash
to treasure 

such as wood or rocks. So I went on to use the only materi-
als that are available in my country - trash and plastic. My
talent was formed during my studies in theatrical decor. I
used to make the required pieces of art by recycling old
stuff.

KT: Which school of art do you belong to?
Bader: I think I belong to the Art of Idea school. This

school depends on the idea, then you can use this idea in
any style, whether photography, sculpture, art or mechani-
cal work.

KT: Who are your inspirations? 
Bader:The artist Saud Faraj and my decor professor at

the Higher Institute of Theatrical Arts Anbar Walid take
great credit in how great I have become today.

KT: Did you learn about recycled art in school or are you
self-taught?

Bader: I took some courses to learn some crafts, but in
making my artworks, I always rely on creating creative ideas.

Bader Al-Mansor
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‘Local artist creates masterpieces from recycled materials’

KT: What are the techniques or tools that you use in
your art?

Bader: I use every available material that I can find,
mostly from local markets, while sometimes I order online.
But most of time I collect remnants from factories and
workshops or buy it from the Friday market.

KT: How would you describe your style? 
Bader: I’m trying to forge a simple style, by changing

the concept of minimal intervention. This is the art of post-
modernism according to some critics in Kuwait.

KT: Tell us more about the stages of your artwork?
Bader: First I form the idea in my mind, then make it real

in my imagination. After that I get my materials and start to
work in a quiet place alone.

KT:Is there a specific artist who inspires you? Why?
Bader: The famous Pablo Picasso. When I was a teenag-

er, I used to draw in the Analytical Cubism style, but I didn’t
know about Picasso at that time. After I discovered
Picasso’s artworks, I felt that we had a connection over the
same styles that we have, especially after seeing his “Bull’s
Head”. I badly wanted to make this idea my art style.

KT: Which is your favorite piece of art? Why?
Bader: The piano piece that won the Bronze Palm award

at the Gulf Forum several years ago. The idea came to me
when I went to repair my car and saw the mechanical open-
ing the hood of my vehicle put his hands on the engine -
the scene looked like a pianist playing the piano. So I
bought half a car and made an iron man sit in front of the
open hood.

KT: Can you tell us a bit more about your philosophy in
this type of art?

Bader: Recycling is tantamount to a life of the elements,
converted to beneficial materials. But I like the element of
surprise. Turning a car into a piano with a minimal cost

makes the brain wonder if the piece is a piano or a car at the
same time.

KT: How many exhibitions have you taken part in?
Bader: Four solo exhibitions and more than twenty

group exhibitions.

KT: Any final words?
Bader: Recycling is the obvious solution to save a part of

our environment. It is an art that is the friend of the environ-
ment, and thankfully, there is increasing awareness about
the importance of recycling and investment in the field in
Kuwait now. I’m happy with this awareness and ask for
more.
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By Faten Omar 

As part of our irregular series on exploring various areas of
Kuwait, Kuwait Times visited Riggae to discover the main
features of this area.

Riggae is located in Farwaniya governorate, southeast of
Kuwait City, between the Fourth Ring Road and Fifth Ring Road,
bordering Andalus, Rai, Ardiya and Shuwaikh. Riggae is home to
the Courts Complex and the Public Authority for Youth and
Sports. The Avenues, the largest mall in Kuwait, is separated from
Riggae by the Fifth Ring Road. The area is divided into old Riggae
and new Riggae. 

Riggae is a busy area, with crowds around the Courts Complex

and in Block 2 around the school zone during rush hours. For
foodies, Riggae has plenty of restaurants and cafes in the midst of
residential buildings serving a variety of cuisines, which makes
this area bustle in the evening by attracting youths. Riggae is also
known for having a lot of Asian massage parlors. 

The downsides of this area are round-the-clock street noise,
while many of the roads are potholed. This may be due to the
multitude of trucks parked in the large, empty lots in the area.
The  open yards also give rise to dust in the summer, while they
become muddy in the winter rains.

Although not a posh part of town, it is nonetheless a busy,
highly visited area and there are little gems to be found in small
family-owned ethnic restaurants and neighborhood park. 

A visit to Riggae

— Photos by Joseph Shagra
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Temperature back to 

average annual rate

KUWAIT: The temperature in Kuwait will return back to its
average annual rate in the upcoming days, said a meteorol-
ogist yesterday. Acting head of the Kuwait Meteorology
center Sami Al-Othman said that the recent drop in tem-
perature was due to the northwestern wind coming from
Europe which led to a maximum temperature of 13 Degree
Celsius and a low temperature of 2C. As for today’s temper-
ature, the official said that the maximum was at 18C while
the low temperature was between 7-5C, adding that the
expected temperature for tomorrow will be at 19-21 for the
maximum while the low temperature might be at 6-8C with
a moderate wind speed of 6 to 18 kilometers per hour.
Tomorrow’s weather will be fine with temperatures reach-
ing 20-22C for the maximum while the low temperature
will be at 8-10C, said the official, adding that the wind
speed will at 8-20 kilometers per hour. 

Date for Kuwait Eurofighter 
contract remains uncertain  

ROME: Italian defense group Finmeccanica is not cer-
tain it will sign a contract for the sale of 28 Eurofighter
jets with Kuwait before Dec 25, company CEO Mauro
Moretti said yesterday. Finmeccanica had expected to
complete the deal,  worth 7-8 bill ion euros, in
November. Last month sources said the completion
had been delayed to the middle of December. Asked
on Thursday if the contract would be signed by
Christmas, Moretti told reporters: “We don’t know.” A
source said last month that the delay was due to prob-
lems linked to pilot training and the dispatching of spe-
cialized personnel. 

KCCI and SMEs Fund 
discuss cooperation

KUWAIT: Officials from Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KCCI) and the National Fund for Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) Development met on Wednesday to dis-
cuss means of cooperation. The meeting included the KCCI’s
Industry and Labor Committee chief Fahad Al-Jawan and
SMEs fund Chairman Dr Mohammad Al-Zuhair, the KCCI said
in a press statement. The meeting tackled means of collabo-
ration to encourage Kuwaiti youth to get involved in free-
lance business and private sector as an alternative to seeking
jobs at governmental bodies. Collaboration between the two
bodies will involve organizing awareness campaigns on the
importance of building one’s own business and its impact on
improving the country’s social and economic development,
the statement said. It added that the KCCI expressed readi-
ness to host these campaigns by setting a program under the
supervision of Abdulaziz Hamad Al-Sagar Development
Center, an offshoot of KCCI, to train and rehabilitate young
Kuwaitis to venture in the realm of freelance business and
entrepreneurship.

Criminal court to continue 
hearing on terror cell case

KUWAIT: The Criminal Court continued its hearing in the
case regarding the terrorist cell implicating 26 defendants
- listening to the final statement by the defense lawyers.
During the court session Tuesday’s, the testimony of the
witness Athby Al-Fahad Al-Sabah was heard. The court, in
previous sessions, listened to a number of defense lawyers,
the public prosecution, coroners and a ballistics officer. It
held the first hearing on September 15th, prosecuting 26
persons accused of being members of or affiliated with the
secret cell. The prosecution had accused the defendants of
committing acts that violate the State of Kuwait sanctity,
collaborating with Iran and Hezbollah for carrying out hos-
tile schemes against the country. They are also accused of
possessing explosives, guns, ammunition, unlicensed
eavesdropping devices, with the intention of perpetrating
crimes in the country. 

BEIRUT: Kuwait Red Crescent Society
(KRCS) continued its campaign to dis-
tribute aid to the Syrian refugees in
Lebanon. KRCS delegate Shamlan
Fakhru said yesterday, that 350 winter
rations were given out to Syrian
refugees in Bekaa Valley. This campaign
has kicked off earlier this month with
the aim to deliver assistance to more
than 3,000 Syrian refugees in different
parts of Lebanon. There are more than 1

million Syrian refugees living in various
camps in Lebanon. Kuwait, and its chari-
ty bodies, is considered the largest aid
contributor that helps alleviate the suf-
fering of the refugees. 

ICRC lauds Kuwait 
Meanwhile, president of the

International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) Peter Maurer has commended the
humanitarian efforts provided by Kuwait
to Yemen, Syria, and Iraq. On the side-
lines of the 32nd International
Conference of the Red Cross and Red
Crescent, Maurer told KUNA following a
meeting with the Kuwait Red Crescent
Society’s (KRCS) delegation that he evalu-
ates humanitarian aid provided by the
society to Syrians, Iraqis, and Yemenis. He
added that the KRCS is a key partner for
the ICRC, calling for further cooperation
with the committee in these countries
and noting that means of promoting
partnership between the KRCS and ICRC
were discussed with the delegation in
order to alleviate suffering of vulnerable

people. On his part, KRCS’s Vice Chairman
Anwar Al-Hasawi affirmed that the socie-
ty paid much attention to cooperation
and coordination with the international
humanitarian organizations, especially
ICRC, to serve humanity. 

He also pointed out that the society
seeks to enhance partnership with ICRC
and work together in order to improve
living standards of crisis-affected people,
adding that the society has a storing
presence in Yemen, Iraq, Syria and
Somalia, and effective mechanisms to
provide required services. He reviewed
with Maurer KRCS’s efforts and programs
carried out in several fields to meet needs
of crisis-affected people in these Arab
countries, stressing that the coming peri-
od will witness an expansion of the soci-
ety’s activities. — Agencies 

KRCS distributes aid 

to Syrian refugees 

ICRC lauds Kuwait’s humanitarian, relief efforts 

President of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) Peter Maurer takes
a group photo with the Kuwait Red Crescent Society’s (KRCS) delegation. — KUNA

Kuwait Red Crescent Society distrib-
uting relief materials to the Syrian
refugees in Lebanon. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti cultural heritage has its
share, as in numerous other societies, of mythi-
cal folk tales with often frightening central
characters that were resorted to in the past by
parents to induce the children to comply with
parental requests to do certain chores. In the
main, parents used these mythical characters,
some having human traits, others mostly
supernatural, to coax the children to go to
sleep at bedtime or to stay home and not go
outside to play at certain hours of the day
which the parents deemed inappropriate.

Overall these characters were routinely
relied on by Kuwaiti adults in the past in spic-
ing up what may be described as spooky
camp-fire tales to attract children’s attention
to these tales. On this subject, Professor of
Anthropology at Kuwait University Dr
Mohammad Al-Haddad indicated in an inter-
view with KUNA that mythical folk tales and
mythical boogeymen that deal with the super-
natural are very much part-and-parcel of a
nation’s culture handed down from one gen-
eration to another.

Why did adults in Kuwait’s past tell their
children stories with mythical characters that
were beastly and terrifying? Dr Al-Haddad said
it was all done to scare the children into com-
plying to their parents’ orders, mainly, not to

go outside to play at high noon when the tem-
perature in Kuwait was unbearably sizzling hot
and could be a source of danger to children
exposed to it.  Basically it was the fear of a sun-
stroke that made the parents tell these awful
stories to their offspring to dissuade them
from playing outside the house, he said.

The vast majority of the boogeymen in
Kuwaiti mythological tales for children were
male, the most notorious of them being one
known in the Kuwaiti dialect as the “Tantal,” a
tall black man, of three meters in height, with
disheveled hair whose footsteps were audibly
heavy. He would roam around in the dead of
night, holding a large staff or cane which he
would use to strike his victims with. Tantal was
sometimes not seen at night because he opt-
ed to wander in the night as a ghost, looking
to kidnap children. “The mythical character of
Tantal has vanished from today’s culture, yet
the name itself is still used in the Kuwaiti
dialect to refer to a man of great height or a
woman for that matter,” said Dr. Al-Haddad.

Mythical characters 
Another such mythical character in old

Kuwait lore is that of Al-Seolu, which he said
was referred to by the Kuwaiti historian Yousef
Al-Qenaie in his book “Pages from the History

of Kuwait.” In it, Al-Seolu is described as a
Nubian slave, tall with elongated teeth who
kidnaps children and cannibalizes them. In
1910, a lot of people in Kuwait became terri-
fied of Al-Seolu because a little boy drowned
by the seashore and was never found again,
leading people to believe that he had been
eaten by the Al-Seolu, said Dr Al-Haddad. 

Not all mythical characters in Kuwaiti folk-
lore are of evil nature, he said, noting that the
character of “Sehaila Um Al-Khalajeen” was
thought of as a homeless woman who rum-
maged in the garbage to salvage old rags
which she would hastily retailor to fit her
physique. The result was often that the clothes
were way too big for her and dragged on the
ground behind her, making her look unseemly
and repugnant.

Another not so evil character is that of Um
Al-Sa’af Wa-Alleef, who is a grotesque-looking
woman, totally unkempt, who can fly using a
palm frond, said Kuwaiti heritage researcher
Hani Al-Asousi. A character who is a hybrid
human and animal, having the frightening
countenance of an old woman and the feet of
a donkey is named “Himarat Al-Gayla” (literally
meaning a high noon donkey) who parents
referred to in order to scare the children with
when they were ornery, he said. “—KUNA

Mythical characters abound

in old Kuwaiti folk tales
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KUWAIT: The Kuwait Oil Tanker Company (KOTC) has
announced that it won the Environment Protection
Award for the Middle East and Indian Subcontinent
Region 2015. In a statement to KUNA yesterday, KOTC
said that the award is a new achievement made by the
company over the last two years, adding that it
received the award late Wednesday during an annual
celebration held in UAE’s Dubai.

The company noted that some global companies
specialized in the industry of sea transport and envi-
ronment protection competed fiercely for the award
which is granted by Lloyd, an international organiza-
tion. Meanwhile, KOTC CEO Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled Al-

Sabah stressed the company’s keenness on abidance
by international environment standards, saying that it
gives a top priority to the protection of environment. 

The award was obtained this year, thanks to con-
certed efforts of all workers who are keen to promote
their company’s status internationally in sea transport
industry, he said. “This promotes our insistence on pre-
serving fully environment and keenness on developing
the company to offer constantly services in accordance
with international standards through abidance by all
international laws concerning environment protec-
tion,” he added. The company also won this year the
award for best tankers operator in the maritime.

The company is mainly involved in the ownership
and management of tankers engaged in the transport
of crude oil, refined petroleum products and liquefied
petroleum gases (LPG). In addition, it also operates a
Marine Agency Branch, acting as sole agent of all
tankers calling at Kuwait’s sea port and a Gas Branch
for the filling and distribution of LPG cylinders for local
industry and domestic consumption. Lloyd’s List is a
world’s oldest continuously running journal which has
been providing weekly shipping news in London on
risks in sea transport field since 1734. It grants annually
several awards in different fields to the best companies
in sea transport. —  KUNA

KOTC wins Environment Protection Award

KUWAIT: As modern and classic sports cars are always appreciated by automobiles enthusiasts, Kuwait’s Corvette and Mopar Clubs organized an exhibition featuring some of the
most highly acclaimed vehicles throughout the ages. — KUNA

Crime
R e p o r t

Kuwaiti beaten up 
A citizen accused her former brother-in-law of beating and insult-
ing her when he went pick up his brother’s children. The citizen
reported the case to Jabriya police station - saying that she was
beaten up after she refused to hand the children to him. She gave
police a medical report stating that she sustained bruises.

Three Iranians arrested
KUWAIT: Ahmadi detectives have arrested three Iranians who
traded on illicit tablets. 6000 pieces of Tramadol were found in
their possession - which they got from Lebanon. The detectives
were working on the information they received about the
Iranians’ activities and traced their hiding place in Khaitan. The
place was raided and Tramadol tablets were found there. The
three said that they got the tablets from a drug dealer in
Lebanon who sends them in Labaneh (yogurt spread) cans to
Iran - and then to Kuwait. 

KUWAIT: The health ministry’s medical
emergency department held a partial
evacuation drill at Jaber International
Stadium, in participation with Kuwait
National Guard’s (KNG) medical servic-
es, interior ministry’s bodies, Kuwait
Fire Service Directorate (KFSD), and
Kuwait rangers. 

The evacuation process is a first and
partial stage of completing the prepa-
rations for the opening ceremony of
the large sports arena, Dr Khaled Al-
Sahlawi, Health Ministry
Undersecretary, said in a press state-
ment. The main aim of this process is to
train emergency teams and the stadi-
um’s staff and acquaint them with the
building’s emergency entry and exit
points, in addition to locations of the
clinics distributed inside the stadium
that would enable them to perform
their duties to the fullest, Al-Sahlawi

added. He also stressed the importance
of holding such an exercise in excelling
the ways to deal with huge disasters
and accidents, to cooperate with other
bodies in the country such as civil
defense, KFSD, defense ministry, KNG,
and others. 

Today’s exercise has recorded the
evacuation of around 400 people, and
dealt with 20 cases of injuries that
were sorted at the location, he said,
adding that the pretend injured were
transported to field clinics inside the
stadium according to injury type and
severity. 

Meanwhile, Minister of Information
and Minister of State for Youth Affairs
Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah said he looks for-
ward to a great celebration at the
launching of Jaber Al-Ahmad
International Stadium. 

Speaking to reporters during a tour
of the stadium, the minister said: “The
celebration should suit the status of
the stadium and the name of the late
Amir Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad.” 

“We have done our best in prepara-
tion for the event,” he said, adding
that preparations and arrangements
by the organizing committee for the
celebration were in full swing. 

He considered the celebration for
launching the stadium on December
18th as a “national event”, hoping that
it would be a fresh jumping-off for
Kuwaiti sports. 

Necessary arrangements and meas-
ures are to be made in coordination
with the Ministry of Interior during the
festival. “The stadium is one of the best
stadiums across the world in terms of
designs, equipment and potentials,”
the minister boasted. — Agencies 

Kuwaiti storms school
Policemen brought a citizen under control as he stormed a
school in Jahra - threatening to attack the person who beat his
son. A security source said the citizen went to the school with a
loaded pistol - shouting “I want the person who beat my son”,
scaring teachers and students. 

Medical emergency holds drill 

at Jaber International Stadium
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RIYADH: Gulf monarchs yesterday endorsed a
“political solution” for war-ravaged Syria,
under an international framework agreed to
last month. At the end of a two-day annual
summit, the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
rulers said they “support a political settle-
ment... that guarantees the territorial integrity
and independence of Syria.” The GCC repre-
sents the oil and gas-rich states of Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates.

Their announcement came as Syrian oppo-
sition and armed groups met elsewhere in
Riyadh in an attempt to form a unified front
ahead of possible talks with the regime of
President Bashar Al-Assad. The meeting fol-
lows an agreement last month in Vienna
between diplomats from 17 countries, includ-

ing Saudi Arabia, for a political transition and
end to the Syrian war. The GCC “welcomed
the conclusions of the Vienna meetings,” the
Gulf statement said. The Vienna plan set a
January 1 target for peace talks and would see
a transitional government set up in six
months and elections in 18 months. Since
2011 more than 250,000 people have been
killed in Syria and millions of others forced
into exile. 

FM criticizes Iran 
As Gulf Arab leaders reiterated their calls

for a political solution to the wars in Yemen
and Syria, the kingdom’s foreign minister
went a step further and criticized Iran’s role in
those conflicts. Foreign Minister Adel Al-
Jubeir told reporters after the two-day sum-

mit in Riyadh concluded that “Iran is playing a
negative role in most regional issues.” He
added that he met only for “a few minutes”
with his Iranian counterpart in Vienna last
month on the sidelines of a meeting to dis-
cuss ways to end the nearly five-year Syrian
war, in which Saudi Arabia and Iran are back-
ing opposite sides of the conflict.

Riyadh is also hosting a Syrian opposition
summit that gathered more than 100 factions,
including rebel groups, in an effort to unite
their ranks ahead of proposed peace talks
with Syrian President Bashar Assad’s govern-
ment. Al-Jubeir said that the kingdom hopes
for better relations with Iran, but added the
Islamic Republic’s policies have hindered
diplomatic ties. His comments point to the
struggle for regional supremacy between the

Sunni kingdom and the Shiite republic that
has played out in conflicts in Bahrain,
Lebanon, Syria and Yemen, where Saudi
Arabia is leading an Arab military intervention
against Shiite rebels who are backed by Iran.

However, the official statement from the
six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council over the
meeting refrained from directly criticizing
Iran, but instead condemned terrorism and
called on Yemen’s warring sides to reach a
desirable political solution. The GCC also
called for a political transitional period in Syria
that eventually leads to free and fair multipar-
ty elections. Leaders from Kuwait, Qatar,
Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates and a sen-
ior royal official from Oman took part in the
summit, which was held in King Salman’s
Diraya palace. — Agencies 

Gulf rulers back ‘political solution’ for Syria
Saudi FM blasts Iran at Gulf Arab summit

RIYADH: King Salman of Saudi Arabia (center) attends the closing session of the 36th Gulf Cooperation Council Summit in Riyadh yesterday. — AP 
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SALALAH: Muscat-based British explorer Mark Evans (center) stands next to a
camel in the city of Salalah in southern Oman. —AFP

SALALAH: Omani Amour bin Ali bin Majeed Al-Wahaibi (center), team member of
Muscat-based British explorer Mark Evans, leads the train of four camels at the
sending off ceremony. —AFP

SALALAH: A team of walkers set off on a 50-day trek from
Oman yesterday that will take them across the world’s largest
desert, the Empty Quarter, in the southern Arabian peninsula.
Led by Muscat-based British explorer Mark Evans, the three-
man team will retrace the 1,300-kilometre (800-mile) route tak-
en by a British civil servant, Bertram Thomas, in 1930, from
Salalah in southern Oman, through Saudi Arabia, to Doha in
Qatar.

Despite the threat of warring tribes and a constant struggle
to find enough water, Thomas completed the journey in 57
days. Evans, 54, and his two Omani colleagues will be accompa-
nied by two vehicles to carry water and provisions, along with a
train of four camels, but will need to stop at the same watering
holes Thomas used 85 years ago to top up their supplies. “It will

be a trip that has its difficulties. We’re walking across one of the
least inhabited places on earth,” Evans told AFP as he prepared
to set off.

But he said the team would count on the same kind of hospi-
tality that Thomas experienced on the original journey. “The
openness and the warmth and the friendship is the same as it
was 85 years ago,” Evans said. “People’s misconceptions of this
part of the world are pretty wide off the mark.... I feel safer out
here than I certainly do back in the UK.”

Evans said the journey was made possible with assistance
from the Omani government, which facilitated border crossings
into Saudi Arabia and Qatar.  One goal of the expedition is to
inspire younger Omanis to take an interest in the sultanate’s
desert heritage and teach them the values of hard work and

perseverance. It is also an opportunity to highlight Oman’s soft
diplomacy in a region plagued by insecurity. Ruled by Sultan
Qaboos since 1970, Oman has for decades pursued a foreign
policy focused on tolerance and conflict resolution, often acting
as a mediator in regional affairs. Unlike many of its Gulf neigh-
bors, Oman has not joined the Saudi-led coalition battling Shiite
rebels in Yemen and has cultivated closer ties with Iran.

“We are all one Arabia, working together to bridge positive
aspects of life that we all share,” Sayyid Badr bin Hamad Al-
Busaidi, the secretary general of the Omani foreign ministry,
said at a ceremony in Salalah for the start of the expedition.
“This trip is reasserting that message of peace and love, to
build cooperation across the whole region for better days to
come.” —AFP

Explorer on 50-day trek across Arabia’s ‘Empty Quarter’

GENEVA: The Swiss city of Geneva raised its
alert level yesterday and said it was looking for
suspects who national officials said had possi-
ble links to terrorism. A security guard at the
United Nations’ European headquarters said
Swiss authorities were searching for four men
believed to be in the city or nearby. Another
guard said the UN compound was on maxi-
mum alert. Initially, the Geneva department of
security said the measures were “in the frame-
work of investigations carried out following the
Paris attacks”, in which 130 people were killed
by Islamist militants a month ago.

But later, federal police in the capital Berne
said the statement had been unfortunately
worded, and that they had told the Geneva
police about people with possible links to ter-
rorism but were not connecting them to the
Paris attacks. Switzerland’s Le Matin newspaper
said a car registered in Belgium, home to some
of the Paris attackers, had driven through a
police check near Geneva, prompting police to
examine a photograph of four suspected
Islamist militants provided by the US Central
Intelligence Agency.

The Tribune de Geneve newspaper said a
suspect car with two men in it had been spot-
ted in Geneva, which sits on the French border,
and then leaving Switzerland. Swiss television
said the city’s Jewish community had been told
to be vigilant. A Geneva security department
spokeswoman said she had no further com-
ment. The guards stationed at vehicle entry
points to the UN  grounds were, unusually, car-
rying Mp5 sub-machine guns yesterday. One

guard said the UN premises had been evacuat-
ed for a time late on Wednesday night “as a
precaution”.

The sprawling complex sits at the heart of
“international Geneva”. The headquarters of
the World Health Organization, the UN human
rights office, the refugee agency UNHCR, the
World Trade Organization and the
International Committee of the Red Cross are a

short walk away. Senior US and Russian diplo-
mats are set to hold talks on Syria in Geneva
today. Swiss and French officials say they have
been working closely together since the Paris
attacks. The Swiss Attorney General’s office is
currently conducting 33 criminal proceedings
linked to Islamist militancy, and opened nearly
a dozen new investigations in October and
November, a spokeswoman said. —Reuters

Geneva on high alert
Swiss city to host US-Russia talks on Syria today

GENEVA: A Swiss police officer controls the area in front of the Russian
mission yesterday. —AP

Further floods 
deluge Britain

LONDON: Heavy overnight rain yesterday piled further
misery on parts of northwest England still reeling from
Storm Desmond, which left two people dead, with police
warning the situation remained “extremely dangerous”.
Britain deployed army personnel, lifeboats and a military
helicopter to rescue people trapped by floods that del-
uged parts of the country at the weekend, with the north-
west bearing the brunt. The river in the village of
Glenridding, northwest of the city of Manchester, once
again burst its banks yesterday, sending fast-flowing
water through the streets.

“Cumbria Police would like to urge the people of
Glenridding to stay inside their properties to keep them-
selves and their families safe,” Cumbria police said.
“Although the flood water is starting to recede, it is still
extremely dangerous and would ask any members of the
public not to walk or travel through any flood water.”
More than 350 military personnel were deployed Sunday
in the town of Carlisle to help evacuate people to recep-
tion places as the water reached waist height in places.

One death was reported in London after an elderly
man was blown into the path of a bus, police said on
Saturday. A body was also found in a search of the River
Kent in Cumbria, police said, after reports that an elderly
man had fallen into the water. The Met Office national
weather service said a new British record had been set for
rainfall over a 48-hour period, with 405 millimeters falling
in 38 hours at Thirlmere in Cumbria. Desmond is the
fourth named storm to hit Britain in recent months.
Following criticism, the Environment Agency said £45
million ($68 million, 63 million euros) had been spent on
the defenses in the last decade, and described the rainfall
as “beyond the forecasts and beyond the models”. —AFP
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RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s first election cam-
paign open to women ends yesterday but
voters see little chance of a breakthrough
for female candidates. More than 900
women, along with some 6,000 men, are
seeking seats on 284 municipal councils
whose powers are restricted to local affairs
including streets, public gardens and rub-
bish collection. The vote has been hailed
as a small step forward in the conservative
Islamic kingdom, one of the most restric-
tive countries in the world for women. But
many voters said tribal allegiances-rather

than a candidate’s gender would be a big
factor in the ballot. Um Mohammed, a 47-
year-old woman living near the Kuwaiti
border, said her daughters had helped
organize the campaign of a female candi-
date, but she herself would back a man.

“I am voting for this candidate because
he is from our tribe and he will ensure our
rights. He also has a good personality and
we have never heard anything negative
about him,” she said. Her husband had
dinner with the candidate at his campaign
tent, helping to confirm their choice, she

said. Such tents-traditional male gathering
places in Saudi Arabia that can be as large
as houses-have been a common way for
candidates to get their message across
during Saudi municipal elections. Ballots
for local councils have taken place twice
before, in 2005 and 2011, with only male
candidates and voters.

Ruled for decades by the al-Saud royal
family of King Salman, oil-rich Saudi
Arabia has no elected legislature and has
faced intense Western scrutiny over its
rights record. Um Mohammed may have

chosen her candidate but whether she
makes it to the polling station tomorrow
is another matter. Unable to drive and
with no taxis in her community, Um
Mohammed said she can only vote if her
husband takes her, or if a group of women
rent a car and driver together. Saudi
Arabia is the only country in the world
where women are not allowed to drive.
They must also cover themselves in black
from head-to-toe in public and require
permission from male family members to
travel, work or marry. — AFP 

First Saudi poll campaign for women enters final day

RIYADH: Syrian opposition groups met for a
second day in the Saudi capital yesterday
seeking unity on a transition plan for their
war-torn country despite differences over the
future of President Bashar Al-Assad. Some 100
delegates began meeting on Wednesday
under tight security at a luxury hotel in
Riyadh, the first time a broad range of both
political and armed factions from the Syrian
opposition have sat at the same table. 

The talks follow a major diplomatic push
to resolve Syria’s nearly five-year civil war, with
top diplomats from 17 countries-including
backers and opponents of Assad-agreeing in
Vienna last month on a transition plan. It
would see a transition government set up
within six months and elections held within
18 months, and calls for negotiations between
the opposition and Assad’s regime by January
1. US Secretary of State John Kerry said the
meeting had made progress, boosting the
chances that peace talks could take place. “It’s
not locked in yet, but the meeting in Saudi
Arabia appears to be very constructive at this
point, and we need to wait for the results of
that conference,” Kerry told reporters on the
sidelines of the UN climate summit in Paris.
“But I think everybody is moving in the direc-
tion that they want to rapidly try to get to a
political process and get it underway under
UN auspices,” he added. The Riyadh talks aim

to form a unified bloc for the potential talks
and opposition sources said some progress
had been made on the first day.

Agreement on principles
A source in the National Coalition, the

main opposition group which is based in
Istanbul, said delegates had agreed on a set of
basic principles, including ensuring Syria is a
“pluralist and civil state” and guaranteeing the
country’s territorial integrity. The source,
whose information was confirmed by a sec-
ond opposition figure, said delegates also
agreed on “the preservation of state struc-
tures, the restructuring of military and security
bodies, and the rejection of terrorism and the
presence of foreign combatants”. Opposition
figures also agreed to create a body of 23 to
31 members to supervise a negotiating team,
another source said. Few details were emerg-
ing from the talks but there were no signs of
agreement yet on one of the most con-
tentious issues, the fate of Assad.

Western- and Arab-backed rebel groups
insist the Syrian leader must step down imme-
diately but internal opposition groups dis-
agree, as do Assad’s key backers Tehran and
Moscow. Some delegates have nonetheless
expressed hope the end result of the talks will
be positive, with questions on Assad’s future
potentially put off until later. National

Coalition chief Khaled Khoja said Wednesday
he expected the meeting to agree on “form-
ing a negotiating team and on the principles
of negotiations” with Assad’s regime. Not all
of Syria’s armed factions are attending the
talks, with jihadists such as the Islamic State
group and the Al-Qaeda affiliated Al-Nusra
Front excluded.

Assad must leave 
Kurdish fighters have also been excluded

and at parallel talks in Syria this week a
Kurdish-Arab coalition fighting IS in northern
Syria announced the creation of a political
wing called the Syrian Democratic Council
(SDF). But groups that include hardline
Islamists, such as the Saudi-backed Jaish Al-
Islam (Army of Islam) which sent to two dele-
gates, are taking part.

Riyadh has been among those calling
most strongly for Assad’s departure and on
Thursday Saudi Foreign Minister Adel Al-
Jubeir insisted he must leave. “Bashar Al-
Assad has two choices: leave through negotia-
tions, which would be fastest and easiest, or
he will be removed by force, because the
Syrian people refuse for this man to be
allowed to stay in power,” Jubeir said. Jubeir’s
comments came as leaders from the six-
nation Gulf Cooperation Council held their
annual summit in Riyadh. — AFP 

Syria oppn pursues 
unity talks in Saudi

Western-and Arab-backed groups insist Assad must go  

Over 2,400 killed in Saudi 
hajj stampede and crush

DUBAI: The September stampede during the hajj in Saudi Arabia killed
at least 2,411 pilgrims, a new Associated Press count shows, three times
the number of deaths acknowledged by the kingdom three months
later. The AP figures establish the Sept. 24 crush at Mina as the deadliest
in the history of the annual pilgrimage. It occurred just weeks after a
fatal crane collapse in Mecca. Saudi Arabia rebuffed criticism from its
regional Shiite rival Iran and efforts by other countries to join a probe
into the deaths. And while King Salman ordered an investigation into
the tragedy almost immediately, few details have been made public
since. The AP count is based on state media reports and officials’ com-
ments from 36 of the over 180 countries that sent citizens to the hajj.
Hundreds of pilgrims remain missing. The official Saudi toll of 769 peo-
ple killed has not changed since Sept. 26, and officials there have yet to
address the discrepancy.

The state-run Saudi Press Agency has not mentioned the investi-
gation into the disaster since Oct 19, when it reported that Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Nayef, who is also the kingdom’s interior min-
ister, was “reassured on the progress of the investigations.” The crown
prince is the next in line to the throne and any blame cast on the
Interior Ministry, which oversees safety during the hajj, could reflect
negatively on him.

The ruling Al-Saud family maintains its major influence in the
Muslim world through its oil wealth and its management of Islam’s
holiest sites. Like Saudi monarchs before him, King Salman has taken
the title of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques. Authorities have
said the Mina crush and stampede occurred when two waves of pil-
grims converged on a narrow road, suffocating or trampling to death
those caught in the disaster. Saudi Arabia has spent billions of dollars
on crowd control and safety measures for those attending the annual
five-day pilgrimage, required of all able-bodied Muslims once in their
life, but the sheer number of participants makes ensuring their safety
difficult.

The hajj this year drew some 2 million pilgrims, though in recent
years it has drawn more than 3 million without any major incidents. Iran
was most affected by the disaster, according to the AP count, with 464
Iranian pilgrims killed. Mali said it lost 305 people, while Nigeria lost 274
and 190 pilgrims from Egypt were killed.  Others include Bangladesh
with 137 pilgrims killed; Indonesia with 129; India with 120; Cameroon
with 103; Pakistan with 102; Niger with 92; Senegal with 61; Ethiopia
with 53; Ivory Coast with 52; Benin with 50; Algeria with 46; Chad with
43; Morocco with 42; Sudan with 30; Tanzania with 25; Burkina Faso
with 22; Kenya with 12; Somalia with 10; Ghana, Tunisia and Turkey
each with seven; Libya and Myanmar with six apiece; China with four;
Afghanistan, Djibouti, the Gambia and Jordan with two each; and
Lebanon, Malaysia, the Philippines and Sri Lanka each with one. The
second deadliest incident at hajj was a 1990 stampede that killed 1,426
people. The Sept 11 crane collapse at Mecca’s Grand Mosque, which
preceded the Mina disaster, killed 111 people. — AP

RIYADH: A general view of the second day of the 36th Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) summit held in
Riyadh. — AFP

MINA: Bodies of people who died in Mina, Saudi Arabia
during the annual hajj pilgrimage lie in a street. — AP
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HUELVA: “People stole a lot and noth-
ing ever happened to them,” says
lawyer Lola Alonso outside a Spanish
court hearing the latest corruption
scandal, a scourge that could cost tradi-
tional parties dear in upcoming elec-
tions. The 44-year-old has just come
out of court in Huelva, a small town in
the southern Andalucia region where
for weeks a judge has been question-
ing more than 1,000 people, both
defendants and witnesses, in connec-
tion with the alleged embezzlement of
European funds destined for training
the unemployed.

It is a problem which has blighted
Spain since the 2008 financial crisis,
affecting parties from across the politi-
cal spectrum, as well as companies,
unions, banks, celebrities, and even
royalty. “People used to say that cor-
ruption was terrible but would then
vote for parties that counted corrupt
people in their ranks,” says sociologist
Jose Pablo Ferrandiz of polling institute
Metroscopia. But when sky-high unem-
ployment and austerity started hitting
the middle classes, the sense of wide-
spread corruption became “intolera-
ble”, he added. And it looks set to be a
key issue when voters go to the polls
on December 20. 

Key issue for voters 
“It’s not right that we young people

have to sweat for a job while they fill
their pockets,” says Alberto Sanchez, a
28-year-old waiter standing in a square
lined with palms and orange trees in
Seville, some 90 kilometers (56 miles)
from Huelva. Here, in front of the large
grey courthouse, protesters regularly
gather to boo those involved in corrup-
tion cases, including one that ended

the careers of two former presidents of
Andalucia, both from the Socialist Party
(PSOE).

And in this southern area which is
known as the cradle of flamenco, some
use music and dance to denounce cor-
ruption-like the Flo6x8 collective that
regularly barges into banks or even the
regional parliament to sing out their
disgust. “Corruption has become an
issue of concern for people, thanks to
the action of civil society,” says one of
the collective’s founders, who calls
himself “Moody’s”, an ironic allusion to

the credit rating agency. 
“And once politicians realize this (is

effecting) the polls, they get con-
cerned.” According to the Centre for
Sociological Research’s latest poll, “cor-
ruption and fraud” come second in
Spanish people’s concerns, after unem-
ployment. An avalanche of scandals
involving the major parties-the PSOE
and the ruling conservative Popular
Party-has contributed to this deep-
seated unease. Even Prime Minister
Mariano Rajoy, who is up for re-election
in December 20 polls, has acknowl-

edged that graft issues “hurt us more
than the decisions taken in the realm of
economic policy”-a reference to a raft
of unpopular austerity measures.

Since taking power in 2011, his
Popular Party has been accused of
keeping a secret set of accounting
books that was fed by “exterior dona-
tions and contributions” for close to
two decades. One of the party’s key fig-
ures, former finance minister and ex-
IMF head Rodrigo Rato, is also being
probed for tax evasion, money launder-
ing and other offences as part of three

different cases. And Rajoy’s former
health minister Ana Mato was forced to
resign after being linked to an alleged
kickback scheme at the heart of the PP.

‘Two Spains’ 
To try and limit damages, his gov-

ernment has pushed a bill through par-
liament aimed at tightening party
accounting rules and stiffening penal-
ties for public workers found guilty of
fraud or influence peddling. But public
discontent over corruption has not
abated and was one of the main rea-
sons for the emergence of two new
parties-the anti-austerity Podemos and
centrist Ciudadanos-which are both
threatening to the two-party monop-
oly at the polls, says Ferrandiz.

Podemos is the “first party that
managed to harness this popular indig-
nation,” he adds, though the faction
failed to unseat the Socialists in
Andalusia’s regional elections in March.
This paradoxical situation could repeat
itself at a national level. “The PP will
probably win and we will say ‘nothing
happened in this country’,” says
Ferrandiz.

But change is happening, albeit
slowly, and Ciudadanos and Podemos
will likely snatch a lot of seats from the
traditional, mainstream parties, he
says. “Right now, from an election
standpoint there are two Spains, one
of older people... in mainly rural areas,
and another younger, more urban
Spain,” he says describing the first
group as stuck in their ways and
unlikely to change. Such is the case in
Huelva. “Here, there are few protests
over corruption, we’re used to it and
people don’t find it so serious,” says
Alonso. — AFP

CADIZ: Carlos Cabilla poses in the “parque de bomberos” (Fireman’s Park) in Cadiz. Rising
late, hanging out at the park, slouching in front of the television: At 18, Carlos Cabilla thus fills
his days. — AFP  

Corruption in Spain, a scourge likely to weigh on vote
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CHICAGO: Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel,
under heavy criticism for his handling of the
fatal police shooting of a black teen, gave an
emotional apology on Wednesday, but angry
crowds closed city streets to demand his res-
ignation hours later. In a special address to
the City Council, the mayor said “I’m sorry”
and promised “complete and total reform of
the system.”

Emanuel’s speech was met with applause
from the City Council, but protesters said the
city’s actions do not go far enough. Hundreds
of mostly young demonstrators filled down-
town on Wednesday, temporarily shutting
down some streets and chanting “no more
killer cops” and “Rahm must go.” “This system
is designed for us to be dead or in jail and
we’re tired,” said protester Jamal Wayne, 20.

Emanuel’s speech followed two weeks of
protests in Chicago after the release of a 2014
police dashboard video showing officer
Jason Van Dyke shooting 17-year-old Laquan
McDonald 16 times. Van Dyke, who is white,
was charged with first-degree murder late
last month. High-profile killings of black men
by mostly white police officers in US cities
have prompted a national debate and
protests about the use of excessive force by
police.

With his voice occasionally breaking, the
mayor of the nation’s third-largest city reiter-
ated reform steps he has already promised.
These include setting up a task force to
review police accountability, the appoint-
ment of a new head of the agency that inves-
tigates police misconduct and searching for a
new police superintendent.

Among problems with police, Emanuel
aimed particular criticism at the “code of
silence” that keeps police officers from
reporting misconduct by fellow officers. He
also has criticized the agency that investi-
gates police misconduct for finding almost all
police shootings justified. “We have a trust
problem,” said Emanuel, who stated last
week that he had no plans to resign.

A poll over the weekend for the Illinois
Observer showed 51 percent of Chicagoans
think the mayor should resign, compared
with 29 percent who think he should not.
Twenty percent were undecided. The survey
of 739 respondents had a margin of error of
plus or minus 3.68 percent.

Civil rights leader Jesse Jackson, in a brief
phone interview with Reuters, said the mayor
was facing a “sea of distrust” with his con-
stituents, in large part because of his han-
dling of the McDonald shooting. On

Wednesday evening, about 200 people gath-
ered at a Police Board meeting where they
held up signs such as “Black Lives Matter” and
“Rahm You Have Blood On Your Hands.”

Protesters have also called for the resigna-
tion of Cook County State’s Attorney Anita
Alvarez, who has been criticized for taking
more than a year to charge Van Dyke. The
protesters were mostly in their teens and 20s
- and three teenagers were arrested on
unknown charges. Protester Aaron Clay, 34,
said that while Emanuel’s speech may have
been emotional, “I don’t think it was an apol-
ogy to the community.”

Representative La Shawn Ford, a Chicago
member of the Illinois legislature’s black cau-
cus, filed a bill in Springfield on Wednesday
to allow voters to recall Emanuel. The US
Justice Department said on Monday it will
launch a civil rights investigation into the
city’s police department, examining its use of
deadly force among other issues. Also on
Wednesday, a federal judge said he would
rule by Jan 14 on whether to release video in
the shooting death of another black teen.
The mother of Cedrick Chatman, 17, has sued
the city over Chatman’s death on Jan. 7, 2013.
The city has opposed release of video in the
case. — Reuters 

Chicago mayor apologizes, 
protesters urge him resign

Hundreds chant ‘no more killer cops’

CHICAGO: Protesters demonstrate outside Chicago police headquarters. — AFP

Minnesota man accused
of conspiring to help IS

MINNEAPOLIS: Another Minnesota man has been charged with
conspiring to help the Islamic State. Abdirizak Mohamed
Warsame, 20, of Eagan was charged Wednesday by criminal com-
plaint with conspiracy to provide material support to a foreign ter-
rorist organization. Court documents allege Warsame tried to help
other young men from Minnesota’s Somali community travel to
Syria to fight for the Islamic State. Nine others in that group have
already been charged, authorities say. The documents allege
Warsame and others settled on a plan of going to Syria by way of
Mexico.

According to an FBI special agent’s affidavit, one man who was
planning to leave for Syria appointed Warsame to replace him as
“emir,” or leader, of the group.  “As the new emir, Warsame imme-

diately encouraged those
with passports and mon-
ey to travel to Syria by the
end of the upcoming
summer,” the affidavit
said.  The document says
Warsame gave another
man $200 for an expedit-
ed passport application.
Warsame also applied for
a US passport on an
expedited basis but was
denied.  Warsame even-
tually obtained a pass-
port in August 2014, the
affidavit said.  One man
made reservations for a
May 2014 flight from
Minneapolis to Istanbul,
Turkey, with the intention

of going on to Syria, the document said. The day before the man
was to leave, Warsame accompanied the man and two others to a
public library where the man printed out his itinerary. The four
men then went to a mall and shopped for items needed for travel,
according to the affidavit. The man who planned to fly to Turkey
was stopped at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport by FBI
agents, who prevented him from boarding his flight.

FBI spokesman Kyle Loven said Warsame was arrested
Wednesday night and is in custody. He’s expected to make an ini-
tial appearance Thursday in US District Court. Court records don’t
list a defense attorney. The Associated Press wasn’t immediately
successful in reaching relatives of Warsame’s through a communi-
ty activist.  Five Minnesota men are scheduled to stand trial in May
on charges including conspiracy to provide material support to a
foreign terrorist organization and conspiracy to commit murder
outside the United States, which carries a maximum sentence of
life in prison.  The men have been described as friends in
Minnesota’s Somali community who recruited and inspired each
other to join the Islamic State. Some of them communicated with
Islamic State members overseas, some took steps to get fake pass-
ports, and some played paintball to prepare for combat, prosecu-
tors say. Three other members of the group have already pleaded
guilty to conspiracy to provide material support to a foreign terror-
ist organization and are awaiting sentencing. Authorities say the
ninth is in Syria. About a dozen Minnesota residents have traveled
to Syria to join jihadist groups there since late 2013. In addition,
more than 22 young men from Minnesota’s Somali community
have left the state since 2007 to join al-Shabab in Somalia. — AP

ROTTERDAM: A little girl who lost her fami-
ly and suffered disfiguring burns in an arson
fire is having an incredible Christmas, thanks
to the generosity of thousands of strangers
around the world who were moved by her
simple Facebook wish. “This year’s been
magical, amazing,” said Liz Dolder, who
posted a picture of her niece, Safyre Terry,
on Facebook earlier this month. The post
showed Safyre with a Christmas card tree
Dolder got at a thrift store, and said the 8-
year-old hoped to get enough cards to fill it.

“I haven’t found a word in my vocabu-
lary to describe what has happened,” Dolder
said Wednesday. Kevin Clark, a member of a
motorcycle group who met Safyre at a ben-

efit bikers held for her this fall, reposted the
picture. Before long, it had been shared tens
of thousands of times, and cards and gifts
started pouring in from across the United
States and overseas.

Another friend put a post on the
YouCaring.com crowdfunding site with a
$15,000 goal to help Dolder and her hus-
band, Mike - Safyre’s new family - deal with
medical costs and other financial chal-
lenges. More than $174,000 has been
donated since the Christmas card post went
viral this week. On Wednesday, Safyre
opened some of the hundreds of cards and
gifts that had arrived at a post office box in a
local mall. There were teddy bears, stuffed

kittens, handmade jewelry, personalized
Christmas tree ornaments, whimsical socks,
books and cards signed by whole class-
rooms of schoolchildren. Safyre opened a
silver box with a card that said, “Every
princess should have a tiara. Here’s yours,”
and then skipped to Dolder to show her the
shiny rhinestone tiara, saying “Look, Mom!”
Safyre has endured much since the awful
day in May 2013 when firefighters found her
clutched in the arms of her dying father,
who had shielded her with his body and
saved her from the flames that killed him
and Safyre’s three younger siblings in their
apartment in Schenectady in upstate New
York. — AP

Christmas comes early to 8-yr-old disfigured by fire

Abdirizak Mohamed Warsame

ROTTERDAM: Safyre Terry, 8, wears
a rhinestone tiara, one of the gifts
she received at a post office near her
home in Rotterdam, NY.  — AP



DHAKA: Religious leaders in Asia yesterday condemned Donald
Trump’s inflammatory comments on Muslims, warning that the US
presidential hopeful was helping the Islamic State group’s cause and
diminishing America’s global stature. In Bangladesh, Indonesia and
Pakistan, together home to more than a third of the world’s 1.5 billion
followers of Islam, anger at the bouffant billionaire’s incendiary pro-
posal to ban Muslims from entering the United States ran high.

Leading Bangladeshi cleric Fariduddin Masud told AFP the
remarks fed IS propaganda that sought to depict a grand war
between Islam and the West. “By uttering such a hate-spreading
statement, Donald Trump has committed a crime by indirectly help-
ing the cause of so-called global Islamist militants such as Islamic
State,” the chairman of the Jamiatul Ulama Bangladesh, an Islamic
scholars council, told AFP.

The Republican frontrunner’s remarks came after an apparently
radicalized Muslim couple shot dead 14 people at a workplace party
in the Californian town of San Bernardino this month. Trump’s
demand for a moratorium on Muslims entering the United States
until politicians “can figure out what was going on” was roundly con-

demned, although fellow Republican contender Ted Cruz and some
conservative commentators praised the call.

In Indonesia, the world’s most populous Muslim nation, Zuhairi
Misrawi, an Islamic scholar from Muslim organization Nahdlatul
Ulama, said the call was “a step backwards for American democracy”.
“We previously regarded America as a role model for democracy,
equality, peace and justice,” he said. The controversial candidate’s lat-
est outburst came two weeks after he proposed creating a database
system in the United States to track Muslims.

Amid fears his comments would fuel extremist violence, the leader
of a Pakistani seminary attended by Taleban militants decried the
comments as emblematic of Western “aggression” towards Islam.
“Trump’s statement is part of a strong hatred and grudge against
Muslims,”  Maulana Sami-ul-Haq, who was nominated by the Pakistani
Taleban as a negotiator in government peace talks last year, told AFP.

In Indian Kashmir, top separatist leader Syed Ali Geelani described
Trump’s call as indicative of an “imperialistic and sick mindset”. “We

strongly condemn the California massacre but the whole Muslim
community can’t be held responsible for the actions of an individual,”
he said in a statement.

‘Hitler was elected’ 
Trump’s presidential bid has met with widespread ridicule, with

the mainstream media struggling to take the former reality TV star
seriously and doubting whether he could succeed at the ballot box,
despite his popularity in the polls. In India, home to nearly 200 million
Muslims, an opinion piece in the leading Times of India newspaper
yesterday invoked a warning not to underestimate the businessman,
pointing out that Adolf Hitler was an elected leader. 

It also called for New Delhi to refuse Trump entry to the country.
While reaction on the streets remained muted, outrage at his com-
ments continued to reverberate among Asian Muslims on Facebook
and Twitter. Pakistani Facebook user Sanaullah Abro expressed faith
in the American voters, writing: “I don’t think American people are so
stupid to elect him”. Yet others voiced fears that even unelected, the
comments from a high-profile presidential hopeful would fuel a rise

in aggression. “His hate speech will spread violence not only in the
United States but also across the globe,” a post by Bangladeshi
Facebook user Sameer Hassan read.

Meanwhile, Republicans struggled to deal with the fallout from
Donald Trump’s widely condemned remarks on Muslims Wednesday,
worrying the controversial mogul could torpedo their 2016 White
House hopes. The party-which hopes to end eight years of
Democratic White House rule faces a stark choice between turning on
their presidential frontrunner and tethering a 161-year-old brand to
the whims of a billionaire many Americans see as a bigot.

Sensing trouble
Trump caused international outrage Monday, when he demanded

a ban on Muslims traveling to the United States. He currently leads
Republican polls by double digits margins over his nearest rivals. His
fellow Republican candidates were among those to condemn that
plan, but senior party figures have refused to throw Trump under the

bus, or even rule out voting for him.
“I like and respect Donald Trump,” said Senator Ted Cruz, who is a

favorite of conservative Republicans. “I continue to like and respect
Donald Trump. While other candidates in this race have gone out of
their way to throw rocks at him, to insult him, I have consistently
declined to do so and I have no intention of changing that now.”

But sensing trouble, Trump very bluntly warned Republicans he
may launch a third party campaign if they move against him. That
could all but kill Republicans chances of beating Hillary Clinton, if
she is indeed the eventual Democratic nominee. “A new poll indi-
cates that 68 percent of my supporters would vote for me if I
departed the GOP (Republicans) and ran as an independent,”
Trump said in a Facebook post Tuesday. —Agencies
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LOS ANGELES: Since Donald Trump
announced his bid for presidency, his
outlandish remarks have seen backlash
from Helen Mirren to Harry Potter author
JK Rowling-this week especially after
Trump called on Monday to bar all
Muslims from entering the United States.
The latest Trump attacker isn’t even a
person-it’s America’s national emblem, a
bald eagle. Trump agreed to pose with
the majestic bird for a Time magazine

cover when he first established himself
as a front-running Republican presiden-
tial candidate, and it didn’t go very
smoothly. A behind-the-scenes video of
Trump’s trouble with the eagle surfaced
online on Wednesday, launching a thou-
sand .gifs. Portrait photographer Martin
Schoeller came up with the idea to cap-
ture the candidate with a bald eagle,
thinking the American symbol would tie
in nicely with Trump’s campaign slogan,

“Make America Great Again.” “It’s hard to
plan what animals will do,” Schoeller
said to Time. “There’s not much training
you can do with a wild bird and Mr
Trump was a little hesitant holding the
bird, so it was very tricky to get the bird
to [stay] on his hand.” During the photo
shoot, the eagle, who is 27 and aptly
named Uncle Sam, was restless in
Trump’s presence, flapping his enor-
mous wings into the candidate’s often-

mocked hair.  “How’s my hair look?”
Trump asks. “Not good,” the crew echoes
from behind the camera. While Trump
was on Time’s cover in August, he didn’t
make the cut this week. The magazine
named Angela Merkel as the person of
the year on Wednesday, with Trump
making the short list. Trump sits on the
eight-person l ist  alongside Caitlyn
Jenner, Uber CEO Travis Kalanick and
Vladimir Putin. —Reuters

Donald Trump nearly attacked by bald eagle

In this file photo, Republican presidential candidate, businessman Donald Trump, speaks during a rally coincid-
ing with Pearl Harbor Day at Patriots Point aboard the aircraft carrier USS Yorktown in Mt Pleasant, S.C. —AP

Trump scraps 

planned trip 

to Israel
WASHINGTON: Republican Donald Trump has scrapped a
planned trip to Israel, saying he will reschedule “at a later
date after I become President of the US” Trump tweeted
yesterday that he is postponing the trip, which had
become problematic for Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. Viewed as a Republican Party supporter,
Netanyahu’s position became risky after Trump called for
keeping Muslims from entering the US and making con-
troversial comments to a Jewish group.

Trump told Fox News there were many reasons he
decided to hold off on a trip, among them that he didn’t
want to put Netanyahu in a bind. “In fact, I did a campaign
ad for him, and he’s a good man, but I didn’t want to put
him under pressure,” Trump said.  “You know, he said, ‘We
have a meeting,’ and he looks forward to the meeting and
all of that.  But I didn’t want to put him under pressure, No.
1. I also did it because I’m in the midst of a very powerful
campaign that’s going very well and it was not that easy
to do. So I would say lots of different reasons,” Trump said.

Trump has the Republican party in turmoil over his call
for a temporary ban on Muslims entering the US following
last week’s mass shooting by an Islamic militant couple
that killed 14 people in San Bernardino, California.
Netanyahu’s office had said in a statement issued
Wednesday that he rejects Trump’s comments about
Muslims but planned to move forward with the meeting
with Trump.  The Republican presidential candidate, who
has maintained a wide lead in most early polling, sparked
criticism among many American Jews last week after
speaking to a gathering of Jewish donors. He was booed
after refusing to endorse Jerusalem as the undivided capi-
tal of Israel.  The United States, like most of the interna-
tional community, refuses to recognize Jerusalem as
Israel’s capital and says the city’s status must be resolved
in negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians. Trump
also made remarks that some said promoted Jewish
stereotypes. “I know why you’re not going to support me:
you’re not going to support me because I don’t want your
money,” Trump said. “You want to control your own politi-
cian.” He also said, “I’m a negotiator, like you folks.” —AP

Trump’s comment sparks anger 
Republicans struggle with Trump fallout



NEW DELHI: The future will be a watery one for some of the world’s
biggest cities. Predicted sea level increases this century mean many face
increased flooding, stronger storm surges and unpredictable weather.
How well coastal cities can cope will dramatically affect quality of life and
their economic destiny. Many of the biggest are in Asia, powering
economies while housing hundreds of millions of poor in sprawling
slums.

Scientists generally agree seas will rise an average of 1 meter (3 feet)
this century, though some predict an eventual increase as high as 6
meters on average. How quickly these changes occur will partly depend
on whether negotiators at this week’s UN climate talks in Paris can broker
a strong treaty to limit the release of climate-warming greenhouse gases.
But with a certain amount of sea rise considered inevitable as warmer
temperatures melt glaciers and expand oceans, cities will have to adapt
quickly to spare investors losses and citizens from disaster. Those unpre-
pared risk being highlighted as poor places to invest. “It’s difficult for
businesses and societies to grasp what’s happening,” said Richard
Hewston, a climate change analyst at Verisk Maplecroft, which advises
companies on business risks. But some governments now realize “they
need to pay attention to these climate risk factors to attract invest-
ment.”Global losses from flooding in coastal cities are already averaging
about $6 billion a year, according to a 2013 study published in the jour-
nal Nature. Those losses could rise to $52 billion annually by 2050, it said.

2.8m people crammed in slums
Asia is particularly vulnerable because many of its countries are still

struggling to lift hundreds of millions up from poverty, while its cities
attract droves of migrants seeking better economic opportunities.
Within a decade the world is expected to have 37 megacities with popu-
lations over 10 million, and 21 of them will be in Asia. The Bangladesh
capital, Dhaka, holds sprawling slums to which millions fled when rising
seas swallowed their coastal homes. India’s finance capital Mumbai has
an annual gross domestic product of about $151 billion, along with
some 2.8 million people crammed into low-lying slums that flood regu-
larly. “There are many children, too, who live in these homes,” said
Birender Bacchar Singh, who lives in Mumbai’s Dharavi slum.
“Sometimes when huge waves reach the houses and crash, the shacks
collapse and all our belongings get washed away. Yet we have no option
but to live here.” But the economic contribution of these cities is crucial.
Highly vulnerable Dhaka alone makes up more than half of Bangladesh’s
GDP of $150 billion. Frequently flooded Manila accounts for two-third of
the Philippines’ economy, while Shanghai’s $594 billion GDP or Hong
Kong’s $416 billion are bigger than the economies of many nations.

In India, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has a vision of 100 smart cities
popping up across the country, integrating high-tech systems for trans-
portation, communication and sewage treatment. His urban develop-
ment minister said last week in Paris that the plan would “ensure sustain-
able development and economic growth.”

Ongoing climate talks 
But little has been said about upgrading existing cities, where some

400 million Indians still cope with shoddy infrastructure, makeshift hous-
ing, trash-clogged drainage systems and inadequate sewage treatment.
“In terms of sea level rise, we really are at a very critical juncture. But we
continue to build housing and infrastructure along the coast. Society
does not seem to be cognizant of the risks,” said Rishi Aggarwal, an envi-
ronmental activist and fellow with the Observer Research Foundation in
Mumbai.

Chennai is still drying out from monsoon floodwaters that sub-
sumed the southern Indian city last week, largely due to chaotic urban
planning that compromised its storm drains. The city’s international air-
port, which sits on a dry river bed, was forced to close for days. Ten years
earlier, the same thing happened in Mumbai, where both the old and
new airports are also built over flood plains.  “If something like the 2005
floods in Mumbai could not wake up the city, it’s hard to imagine what
it will take,” Aggarwal said. If the Paris climate talks cannot steer the
world from its current path toward a 4 degree Celsius rise in tempera-
tures, sea rise will subsume coastlines that are now home to 470 million
to 760 million people, according to a November study by the nonprofit
research and news organization Climate Central. Asia has seven of the
10 megacities with the highest number of people at risk of being dis-
placed, the report says: Shanghai, Hong Kong, Kolkata and Mumbai,
Dhaka, Indonesia’s Jakarta and Vietnam’s Hanoi.

Flip side
Businesses worried about risks to production and profits are pushing

hard in Paris for strong action. Banks have pledged green energy funds.
Companies are promising to go carbon neutral.  “The interests of govern-
ments, the private sector and cities are aligning as never before,” UN cli-
mate chief Christiana Figueres said Sunday in Paris. “We are witnessing
the turning point in the way the global economy prices pollution and
invests in real wealth.” The stakes are high. In Southeast Asia alone, the
Asian Development Bank expects climate change to cause losses that
will reduce the region’s potential GDP by 11 percent in this century.  

But there’s a flip side to the gloomy projections. Countries and busi-
nesses that are preparing for climate change could reap considerable
financial benefits.  “When there’s an improvement, it enhances the
competitive of those cities,” said Tatiana Gallego-Lizon, director of the
bank’s division on urban development and water.  She cited sewage
improvements in Kolkata and drainage systems in Hanoi as helping
those cities appeal to investors. “If you plan it and market it properly, it
could provide a very special boost for the economy.”

Shanghai, where the annual rainfall is about 20 percent higher than
the global average, is already faced with occasional severe flooding. But
while it has one of the highest populations at risk of climate-induced
displacement, it also scores well on some lists ranking its capability to
cope.  The city has constructed more than 520 kilometers (320 miles) of
protective sea walls virtually encircling half the city to protect from
typhoons and also to guard against rises in sea level over the coming
century. The system of concrete walls and ramparts around the city is
bolstered by a mechanical gate that rises and falls to regulate the
amount of water that Suzhou Creek feeds into the Huangpu River
which runs through the city. “The controls we have in place already
should be able to deal with the next 20, 50, even 100 years of rising sea
levels,” said Zhang Zhenyu, spokesman for Shanghai’s flood control
headquarters. —AP
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Asia’s coastal cities face 

challenge of rising seas
Global losses from flooding averaging at $6bn a year

JAKARTA: In this photo, a motorist rides on a bridge built on an area regularly flooded
with seawater in Jakarta, Indonesia. —AP

DHAKA: A Bangladeshi man walks though a slum next to multi-storied residential
buildings in Dhaka, Bangladesh. —AP

CHENNAI: Indian people sort out possessions as
floodwaters recede in Chennai. —AFP
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BEIJING: China yesterday rejected a call
from a United Nations rights watchdog to
halt torture of detainees, saying the
group’s recommendations were based on
unverified information and that it should
“improve its work style”. China consistently
rejects any criticism of its human rights
record, saying it is a country ruled by law
and that it opposes foreign interference in
its domestic affairs. On Wednesday, the UN
Committee against Torture voiced deep
concern about the deaths in custody of
several high-profile political prisoners and

over China’s crackdown on lawyers and
activists.

China is “resolute and determined on
its opposition to the use of torture” and
has made much progress in this regard,
Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua
Chunying said. “We have noticed that the
opinions of the UN commission against
torture are based on unverified informa-
tion,” Hua told a daily news briefing. “We
hope they can scrupulously abide by their
mandate, further improve their work style
and view China’s honoring of its agree-

ments more fully and more objectively.”
Earlier, the US ambassador to China,

Max Baucus, called on China to recognize
several detained rights lawyers such as
Wang Yu, Li Heping and Zhang Kai as
“partners, not enemies of the government”
on International Human Rights Day.
Baucus’s statement coincides with one
from the German embassy in Beijing,
which also highlighted the cases of several
detained dissidents and said “serious prob-
lems persist” in China with regard to free-
dom of opinion.

In a statement, Canada’s ambassador
to China, Guy Saint-Jacques, said he had
“witnessed a worrisome increase in the
number of Chinese citizens jailed merely
for peacefully expressing their views, as
well as attempts to silence critics outside
of China”. In July, President Xi Jinping’s
administration launched an unprecedent-
ed crackdown on human rights lawyers,
targeting hundreds in a nationwide
sweep. The United Nations said at least 25
of 200 lawyers rounded up since July
remain in detention. —Reuters

Germany, Canada slam China’s human rights situation

KUALA LUMPUR: President of the ruling United Malays National Organization (UMNO) and Malaysia’s prime minister,
Najib Razak (center),  inspects a ceremonial guard of honor during the party’s annual congress yesterday. —AFP

SYDNEY: Five people, including a 15-year-
old boy, were charged yesterday in Sydney
over a terror plot targeting a government
building, with authorities expressing alarm
at the age of those being radicalized. The
teenager and a 20-year-old man were seized
at their homes yesterday morning and
accused of conspiracy to conduct an act in
preparation for a terrorist act. Three others
currently in jail, aged 21, 22, and 22, were lat-
er charged with the same offence, police
said. The arrests and charges stem from evi-
dence gathered during pre-dawn raids in
Australia late last year in which 15 people
were taken into custody and an alleged plan
to kidnap and behead a member of the pub-
lic was uncovered.

Australian Federal Police’s Deputy
Commissioner for National Security Michael
Phelan said the plot linked to yesterday’s
developments was not new, but related to
last year’s operation where material about
targeting a government building was first
discovered. “Last December, there were a
number of documents seized as related to
the search warrants we undertook in Sydney
and those documents clearly talked about a
plan and there was government buildings

named in those plans,” he said, adding that
one of them was the Australian Federal
Police offices. “As a result of putting all of
that information together, working through
those documents, putting physical and elec-
tronic surveillance together, we were able to
build a case of conspiracy for five people
involved in the preparation of these docu-
ments.” Asked how developed the plot was,
Phelan replied: “Enough for us to disrupt it at
the time in December.” The arrests were part
of Operation Appleby, a rolling investigation
into persons suspected of being involved in
domestic acts of terrorism, foreign incur-
sions into Syria and Iraq and the funding of
terrorist organizations.

Disturbing 
Canberra is concerned about the

prospect of lone-wolf attacks by individuals
inspired by organizations such as the Islamic
State group, and has cracked down on
Australians attempting to travel to conflict
zones including Syria and Iraq. The country
lifted its terror threat alert to high over a year
ago, introduced new national security laws
and has conducted several counter-terror-
ism raids since. The most recent were in

October when four people were arrested in
Sydney over the terror-linked murder of
police employee Curtis Cheng. The person
blamed for that killing, Farhad Jabar, was
also only 15, and police subsequently said
they were aware of 12 men or boys in the
community who they believe could commit
an act of terror. Authorities said those
charged yesterday were “associates” of the
men accused of involvement in the Cheng
murder. Phelan added that while those
detained were likely influenced by jihadists
overseas, police were not alleging they were
working to orders from Islamic State. “It’s dis-
turbing that we’re continuing to see teenage
children in this environment,” New South
Wales state Deputy Police Commissioner
Catherine Burn said.

“There’s absolutely no doubt that the fact
that we’re charging a 15-year-old with a
very, very serious offence, one that has a
maximum of life imprisonment, this is con-
cerning not only to us in law enforcement
but should be concerning to everybody.
“How they’ve become radicalized we don’t
actually know. We don’t know how the 15-
year-old has got to the point where we will
allege he got,” she added.—AFP

Five charged in Australia 

over plotting terror attack 

Authorities ‘disturbed’ by radicalized youth

Embattled Malaysia PM 

vows ‘no surrender’ 

amid funding scandal

KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak yester-
day defiantly rejected calls to step down over a political fund-
ing scandal as the ruling party doubled down on its support for
him in the face of an uncertain electoral outlook. Najib vowed
not to give in to unnamed “traitors” seeking his removal, as he
addressed the annual assembly of the ruling United Malays
National Organization (UMNO), the most closely watched in
years due to the current tumult.

“Even though there are traitors, and no matter how many
times we are pushed to the ground, there shall be no retreat,
no surrender,” Najib told the assembly in Kuala Lumpur, in a
speech that drew a standing ovation from more than 2,000
delegates clad in the party’s red colors. Najib’s troubles have
raised new questions over whether UMNO-which has ruled
since independence 58 years ago but faces declining support-
can survive the next elections due by 2018 with his brand now
tainted. It was revealed in July that Najib received nearly $700
million in what the government calls “political donations.”
Najib has resisted calls to explain the money’s source and pur-
pose. The discovery came as he was battling separate allega-
tions that hundreds of millions of dollars were missing from
deals involving a state firm he launched, 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB). Najib, 62, made only passing ref-
erence to the affair in his speech, saying he had briefed party
leaders on the matter. He offered no new details.

‘Clear conscience’ 
Earlier in the week he said his conscience was “clear”.

Malaysia’s anti-graft agency said it interviewed Najib last week
over the allegations, but it also gave no details. Both Najib and
1MDB vehemently deny wrongdoing, but critics, including for-
mer strongman premier Mahathir Mohamad, say Najib has
abused his office to cow whistle-blowers and hobble investiga-
tions, and should face a criminal probe.

On Monday, party vice president Muhyiddin Yassin, sacked as
deputy prime minister by Najib in July for demanding answers in
the scandal, urged the premier to leave office until investiga-
tions are completed. But opposition to Najib has failed to gain
traction in a party that detractors say is built on patronage and
money politics.

“In light of the challenges, no matter how big, I will not at all
surrender,” Najib told the assembly, vowing to “continue to lead
UMNO towards victory”. As party president, Najib commands
solid support from UMNO power-brokers nationwide, and party
leaders have rallied behind him in speeches this week.

“We are solidly with the prime minister. We will continue to
remain steadfast with him,” said Jehan Ongkomon, an UMNO
delegate from a rural constituency, echoing other party repre-
sentatives interviewed by AFP. He said the allegations matter lit-
tle to the rural, mostly ethnic Malay voters who are UMNO’s
bedrock. The Muslim, ethnic Malay party has dominated multi-
cultural Malaysia through coalition governments for decades,
enshrining policies that favour the Malay majority. But the large
ethnic Chinese minority and a new generation of other voters
have flocked to the opposition in disgust over racial politics and
persistent accusations of corruption and democratic abuses.

Time to recover 
The opposition won a majority of votes cast in 2013 parlia-

mentary elections, but Najib’s coalition retained power thanks to
seat allocations that favor its rural strongholds. Since the elec-
tion, scores of opposition politicians and other government crit-
ics have been targeted with accusations of sedition and other
charges. —AFP
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SEOUL: North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un’s
uncle has described how fear of the deadly
power politics in Pyongyang drove him and
his wife to defect to the United States nearly
20 years ago. In a telephone interview with
South Korea’s Yonhap news agency, Ri
Kang said the couple had been deeply con-
cerned what might become of them in any
power struggle that followed the eventual
death of Kim’s father Kim Jong-Il. Ri is mar-
ried to Ko Yong-Suk, the younger sister of
Kim Jong-Un’s mother. “After spending
nearly two decades near Kim Jong-Il, I had
felt the cruelty of power,” Ri said
Wednesday. “I thought it wasn’t such a

good idea to live near that.”
Ri and Koh had been tasked with look-

ing after Kim Jong-Un while he was study-
ing in Switzerland as a teenager, and rather
than return to North Korea they chose to
defect to the United States in 1998. Kim’s
mother was very ill at the time and receiv-
ing treatment in Europe. She would eventu-
ally die in France in 2004. “My wife thought
we could get some good treatment for her
sister in the US. I went there out of fear of
what those in power can do,” Ri said.

It would be another 13 years before Kim
Jong-Il died, and the transfer of power to
Kim Jong-Un was relatively smooth.

However, Ri’s worries about the pitfalls of
Pyongyang’s power politics were well
founded. After two years at the helm, Kim
Jong-Un had another of his uncles by mar-
riage, Jang Song-Thaek, purged and execut-
ed.

After living in relative anonymity in the
United States for so many years, Ri and his
wife came under the media spotlight last
week when it emerged that Ko had filed a
defamation suit in Seoul against three
South Korea-based defectors from the
North. She is seeking a total of 60 million
won ($51,900) for remarks the defectors
made on South Korean TV talk shows

between 2013 and 2014.
The alleged defamation covers claims

that Ko once managed a secret fund for Kim
Jong-Il, that her father collaborated during
Japan’s 1910-45 colonial rule over the
Korean peninsula and that she had plastic
surgery after defecting to the US. “My wife
has a heart condition and she was very
upset by what the defectors said,” Ri told
Yonhap. The interview did not reveal where
the couple lived in the United States, but Ri
said he was running a successful laundry
service. The couple have two sons and a
daughter who are attending university in
different US states, he added. — AFP

N Korean leader’s uncle says fear drove defection to US

SEOUL: North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un
has suggested his nuclear-armed state has
developed a hydrogen bomb, a move that
would signal a major step forward in its
nuclear weapons capabilities.  During a
recent inspection tour of a historical mili-
tary site, Kim mentioned that North Korea
was already a “powerful nuclear weapons
state ready to detonate self-reliant A-bomb
and H-bomb to reliably defend its sover-
eignty”, the North’s official KCNA news
agency said yesterday.

North Korea has already tested three
atom bombs, which rely on nuclear fission.
A hydrogen, or thermonuclear device, uses
fusion in a chain reaction that results in a
far more powerful explosion. North Korea

has hinted before at the possession of
“stronger, more powerful” weapons, but
Kim’s remarks were believed to be the first
direct reference to an H-bomb.

The North has made many unverifiable
claims about its nuclear weapons strength,
including the ability to strike the US main-
land, which most experts dismiss-at least
for now. A South Korean intelligence offi-
cial said Kim’s claim was nothing more than
“rhetoric” for domestic consumption. “We
don’t have any information that North
Korea has developed an H-bomb... and we
do not believe that North Korea has the
technology to produce an H-bomb,” the
official told the Yonhap news agency. In
September, however, the Washington-

based Institute for Science and
International Security (ISIS) had raised a red
flag over what appeared to be a new “hot
cell” facility under construction at the North
Korea’s main Yongbyon nuclear complex.

Analysts at the think tank said satellite
images suggested it could be an isotope
separation facility, capable of producing
tritium. Tritium is a key component in the
design of more thermonuclear weapons
with far greater yields than those made
only of plutonium and uranium.  The
North’s first two nuclear tests in 2006 and
2009 were of plutonium devices, while
the third was believed-though not con-
firmed-to have used uranium as its fissile
material. — AFP

N Korea leader hints 
at H-bomb capability

Claim just a ‘rhetoric’ for domestic consumption: S Korea 

Thai cop seeks asylum
BANGKOK: The police general who led Thailand’s probe into
human trafficking said yesterday he was in Australia seeking politi-
cal asylum, after fleeing the kingdom fearing for his life for impli-
cating senior officials in the grim trade. Thailand has long been a
major hub for human trafficking and people smuggling, with rights
groups accusing officials of turning a blind eye to the multi-million
dollar industry-and even complicity in it. Major General Paween
Pongsirin headed a police investigation into trafficking after
dozens of shallow graves were uncovered on the Thai-Malaysia
border.

They were the sites of trafficking camps where victims-mainly
from Myanmar’s Muslim Rohingya minority and Bangladesh-were
held in appalling conditions, many awaiting ransom payments
from relatives for their release. “I am asking for asylum because liv-
ing in (Thailand) at this time is very dangerous,” Paween told AFP
yesterday after arriving in Melbourne earlier this week on a tourist
visa. “I feared for my life because of the human trafficking cases.
During my work... I was threatened and it became worse and
worse.”

Paween resigned from the police rather than take up a new
post after allegedly receiving death threats, he added. “No one can
protect me now. There is no sympathy, or mercy, for me from my
bosses,” he told AFP. The kingdom’s pivotal role in the trade
emerged in May as people-smugglers abandoned thousands of
migrants at sea or in jungle camps after a Thai crackdown.

Thai officials are accused of orchestrating smuggling routes
through the south of their country to neighboring Malaysia, raking
in huge sums of money over several years. Dozens of people
including Manas Kongpan, a powerful Thai army general in the
south, and other local officials appeared in court last month
charged with trafficking. The police case against the 88 accused
pivots on bank transfers of hundreds of thousands of dollars from
known traffickers.

Embarrassment for ruling junta 
Paween told AFP that the arrests were made after his probe had

found regular payments of up to $380,000 to the accounts of a
number of key officials. Manas is accused of being a linchpin, using
his local influence to funnel migrants through the south, though he
denies the charges. His alleged involvement is hugely embarrassing
to the Thai junta, which seized power last year declaring themselves
as the only institution capable of running a graft-free country. 

The junta trumpeted the arrests as proof that the kingdom will
no longer tolerate the trade and will pursue complicit officials no
matter how powerful they are. But speaking to AFP before he left
the country and visibly shaken, the policeman said he was ordered
to stop the investigation prematurely and that many more officials
were likely involved.

Paween’s unit was disbanded and he was transferred to
Thailand’s three insurgency-hit southernmost provinces, and the
probe was declared complete in early October. He told AFP in
Melbourne yesterday that despite his experience he hoped the key
anti-trafficking work would continue, notwithstanding the difficul-
ties. “I can’t handle the cases anymore, but I think the prosecutor
and the judge are trying their best in their situation, as well as the
witnesses and my team,” he said. Thailand has long been a hub for
the trafficking of persecuted Rohingya Muslims from Myanmar,
who in recent years have been joined by Bangladeshi economic
migrants. With the monsoon ending, rights groups warn that boats
are likely to set sail over coming weeks.

The belated Thai crackdown came after the United States last
year relegated the kingdom to the bottom rung of an influential
report ranking nations on their anti-trafficking efforts. It has
remained on the bottom tier for a second year in a row, alongside
nations like Iran, Libya, North Korea and Syria. — AFP

PYONGYANG: The once sleepy streets of
Pyongyang, where the city’s iconic traffic con-
trollers would stand in the middle of usually
deserted intersections to direct what few cars
came by, are now looking a lot busier. So
much so, in fact, that a new word has entered
the North Korean lexicon - “jam,” as in traffic
jam. Traffic in North Korea’s capital has gotten
visibly heavier over the past year or so, with
more trucks, taxis, passenger cars and other
vehicles plying the streets and giving the
often empty-seeming city of roughly 2.5 mil-
lion a much more lively look.

To be clear, Los Angeles or Jakarta it is not.
Even with more vehicles on the roads, it’s
unusual to have more than a dozen or so cars
waiting behind a red light at any time of day,
in any part of the city. At night, the roads
remain virtually empty. Most residents still get
around on foot, pedal their way around town
on bicycles - Pyongyang also got its first
cycling lanes this year - or use public trans-
portation. Unlike any other city in North Korea,
Pyongyang has a subway system.

What’s driving the increase in traffic in
Pyongyang, like many things about North
Korea, is something of a mystery. Obtaining
official figures on vehicle numbers in North
Korea is virtually impossible given the opaque
nature of the government bureaucracy. But
the trend does seem to jibe with an increase
in construction going back about five years,

which has meant more trucks are on the road
to deliver workers and building materials, and
the spread of entrepreneurial-style businesses
that have the backing of state-run organiza-

tions. Such businesses could be generating
the kind of profits needed for their mother
organizations and their own managers or
workers to use automobiles. — AP

Pyongyang’s once sleepy 
roads now filled with cars

PYONGYANG: In this photo, a police woman directs traffic in
Pyongyang, North Korea. Traffic in North Korea’s capital has gotten
visibly heavier over the past year or so, with more trucks, taxis, pas-
senger cars and other vehicles plying the streets and giving the often
empty-seeming city of roughly 2.5 million a more lively look. — AP 
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Italian SUP (Stand up Paddle)
surfer Federico Piccinaglia
dressed as Santa Claus poses
with his board on December 1,
2015 in Levanto, near La
Spezia.— AFP
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Abdulhamid Juma was part of the initial
team that founded the Dubai Intl. Film
Festival (DIFF) in 2004, and has been its

chairman since 2006. An influential figure in
Arab cinema circles, Juma has shepherded
the Dubai event to its current standing as a
crucial Arab film industry driver amid shake-
ups in the Middle East festival landscape and
also political turbulence and tragedy on the
global stage. Shortly after the Paris attacks he
spoke to Variety about the role Dubai can
play going forward.

Variety: Simply put, can you tell me how
the festival got started?

Abdulhamid Juma: One of the main rea-
sons for Dubai to think about a film festival in
2003 stemmed from 9/11. To create a bridge
between East and West. After that devastat-
ing tragedy, people wanted to know more
about us, about the Arab world. And the
interest really came from the West. We
thought Dubai is the best place to start this
dialogue, but focusing not on politics, not on
religion, but on culture and the medium of
film. We strongly believe film is one of the
strongest mediums to try to at least have a
conversation in different areas to understand
this gap, what’s really going on and what
went wrong. Funnily enough, after 12 years,
(with the Paris attacks) we see ourselves
today in the same situation, which means that
the festival is probably more important now
than any other time in the past. Today we feel
stronger and more determined to keep going
and keep sending this message: Let’s really
defeat that negativity!

Variety: What are some key aspects of this
complex gap you are referring to, especial-
ly as it relates to movies?

Juma: It’s really not just the misunder-
standing by the West of the Muslim world; it’s
also the reverse. Most of what we see in the
Arab world, basically, is a lot of mainstream
Hollywood movies, which are entertaining.
Car chases and cowboys. Fine, Ok. But we also
wanted to bring to our audiences the other
side of Western-especially American-society.
Independent films; films that touch your soul
and start conversations. So when I say “create
a bridge,” I mean a bridge that goes both
ways. On our side that means trying to
enhance Arab filmmaking and prompt mak-
ing films about who we really are: for our-
selves, but also for the West. That’s really
where the idea of the festival came from.

Arab cinema has been around from the

start of the art. But Emirati cinema is really
something new. Exactly. The Gulf is probably
the last frontier in filmmaking, in terms of
being the absolute newcomer. Everywhere
else around the world they had already had
some sort of moviemaking experience. But in
the Gulf we were really still only consuming
cinema. We were bringing films in from out-
side, but not producing any. So we thought,
“Why don’t we start bringing filmmakers in,
with new ideas, with new filmmaking styles?”
It started as a need to tell our stories; to try to
bring new commerce into the filmmaking,
and also from the business aspect because it’s
a multi-billion dollar business. 

Variety: The Gulf, as I understand it, has
more of an oral culture than a visual cul-
ture. And ultimately that’s where the
transformation is taking place, I think. Do
you agree? 
Juma: I think a lot has changed in the past 10
years. And Dubai was part of that change. To
my knowledge until 1991 there were only 40
films, mostly shorts, produced in the UAE. But
in the past five years, we have programmed
between 20 and 40 works by Emirati directors
in each edition. This year we have five feature
films from Emirati directors in our program.
That would have been a dream five years ago.
We’ve come a long way, and this is only the
beginning. And there are also more local film
funds directors can draw financing from,
though perhaps still not enough.

Yes, now you have Sanaad in Abu Dhabi,
you have Enjaaz in Dubai, the Doha Film
Institute. There are a lot of funding entities in
the Gulf, different doors a director can knock
on. But you are right, it’s not enough yet. In
Dubai we are missing a (major) film fund. And
we are working on one. I am pushing hard for
that to happen in the next two or three years.
Also, when I look at the Arab film industry I
really think the ego has to go out. If a film is
supported by the twofour54 or the Doha Film
Institute, then we should really open up for
this film and give it a platform. It doesn’t have
to be only supported by me, otherwise I’m
being really selfish, and don’t really want to
help the Arab filmmakers. Abu Dhabi is the
same country as Dubai, so let’s showcase their
movies in Dubai. I’m working very closely
with twofour54. And we have plenty of films
supported by Doha. Yes, we compete in cer-
tain areas, but let’s also help filmmakers find
their voices and show their films. — Reuters

Dubai Fest: Topper sees cinema as 

cultural bridge-builder with West

The Bombay High Court has acquitted
Bollywood star Salman Khan of all
charges in a long-running hit and run

case. In Sept 2002, a vehicle owned by Khan,
with him in it, ran over pavement dwellers in
Mumbai, killing one and injuring four. After a
protracted hearing process, a lower court
found Khan guilty and sentenced him to five
years imprisonment in May this year. Khan
sought and was granted bail and appealed the
decision.

Reading out the verdict yesterday, the High
Court judge said: “The decision of the trial
court is set aside. Salman Khan is acquitted of
all charges. On the basis of evidences pro-
duced by the prosecution Salman Khan can-
not be convicted, no matter how differently

the common man thinks.” The High Court said
that the prosecution could not prove that
Khan was driving the vehicle and that he was
under the influence of alcohol. The court also
decided that the testimony of key witness,
Khan’s former bodyguard Ravindra Patil who
was also in the car, was “not wholly reliable.”
Patil died in 2007.

The prosecution can appeal the decision
and, if accepted, take the case to India’s high-
est court, the Supreme Court. Khan has had
two hit films in 2015. July release “Bajrangi
Bhaijaan” collected $95 million worldwide and
November release “Prem Ratan Dhan Payo”
$60 million. His next release is “Sultan” due in
the 2016 Eid holiday frame. — Reuters

Salman Khan walks free
from 2002 hit and run case

Indian Bollywood actor Salman Khan (center) walks from Bombay High Court in Mumbai
yesterday, after being acquitted of culpable homicide. — AFP

Nominations for the 73rd annual Golden
Globes nominations were announced
yesterday morning with “Carol” leading

the way with 5 nominations while Netflix had
a network high 8 mentions. “Carol,” the drama
from Todd Haynes, saw nods for both of its
stars, Cate Blanchett and Rooney Mara, while
Haynes was also nominated for helming and
best pic. “The Revenant,” “Steve Jobs” and
“The Big Short” were close behind with four
nods. Multiple TV shows landed three men-
tions, including “American Crime,” “Fargo,”
“Mr Robot,” “Outlander” and “Transparent.”

Leonardo DiCaprio and Michael
Fassbender were nominated for Best Actor in
a drama opposite Bryan Cranston (“Trumbo”),
Will  Smith for “Concussion” and Eddie
Redmayne in “The Danish Girl.” Lady Gaga,
receiving her first nod, was nominated for FX’s
“American Horror Story: Hotel,” which was
also nominated for best TV miniseries.
Amazon, after scoring its first Golden Globe at
last year’s ceremony, had two different series
competing in the Best TV Comedy Series or
Musical category including “Mozart in the
Jungle” and “Transparent.” Hulu’s “Casual,”
Netflix’s “Orange is the New Black” and HBO’s
“Veep” were also nommed.

The CW also scored early wins in the Best
Actress in a Comedy series category, with Gina
Rodriguez (“Jane the Virgin”) and Rachel Bloom

(“Crazy Ex Girlfriend”) landing nods. Also recog-
nized were Julia Louis-Dreyfus for “Veep,”
Jamie Lee Curtis (“American Horror Story:
Hotel”) and Lily Tomlin for Netflix’s “Grace and
Frankie.” Best animated film honorees include
“Anomolisa,” “The Good Dinosaur,” “Inside
Out,” “The Peanuts Movie,” and “Shaun the
Sheep Movie.” Awards watchers will look to
Thursday’s nominations to help crystalize an
Oscar race that is viewed as wide open. Films
such as “Spotlight” and “Carol” have done well
with critics groups, but the Screen  Actors Guild
stunned prognosticators by ignoring major
contenders such as Will Smith (“Concussion”),
Jennifer Lawrence (“Joy”), and Michael Keaton
(“Spotlight”) in favor of performers such as
Sarah Silverman (“I Smile Back”) and Helen
Mirren (“Woman in Gold”) who were not
expected to factor into the major awards. The
Globes have deviated from the Oscars in their
choices for Best Picture, handing out the top
prizes to such films as “The Social Network” and
“Avatar,” which went on to lose the Academy
Award. Last year, the Globes split the difference
between front-runners. “Birdman,” which won
the Best Picture Oscar, won the Globes’ Best
Picture - Comedy prize, while “Boyhood” cap-
tured the Best Picture - Drama statue.—Reuters

‘Carol,’ Netflix lead 
Golden Globes nominations
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Singer Madonna made an emotional appeal
following attacks in Paris a month ago that
killed 130, shouting “We will not bend down

to fear!” during a concert in the French capital on
Wednesday. “I think of what happened almost four
weeks ago now,” the visibly emotional artist said.
“The heart of Paris and the heart of France beats in
the heart of each city.” She continued: “We are one
heart and our heart can beat as one... The power of
love is greater than the love of power.

“I came here when I was 20 and it was here, in
Paris, that I decided to make music. Thank you Paris
for planting that seed in my heart!” Swathed in a
French flag, she sang the French national anthem,
La Marseillaise, bringing the concert-goers to their
feet. The star then moved to Place de la
Republique, which has become an unofficial hub
for mourners of the November 13 attacks, and sang
a series of songs to a small crowd.

“It was inspiring, it was raw, it was real,” said
Pete Hall, a 45-year-old tourist from London who

had just left Madonna’s concert at Bercy when he
saw on social media she was at the square in cen-
tral Paris. “She was paying her respects to Paris,” he
said. Wearing a down jacket with a fur hood over
her head and accompanied by her guitarist Monte
Pittman, Madonna sang her hits “Like a Prayer” and
“Ghosttown”, as well as John Lennon’s “Imagine”,
according to those who attended the impromptu
concert.

“She wanted to pay tribute, she loves this city,”
Pittman told AFP. “It is magical. I will never forget
this.” The November 13 attacks in Paris, which were
carried out by the Islamic State group and were the
deadliest ever in France, killed 130 people and left
350 others wounded. Days after the bloodshed,
Madonna paid a tearful tribute to the victims on
stage by singing the classic French song “La vie en
rose,” accompanied only by a guitar, during a con-
cert in Stockholm. — AFP

‘We will not bend to fear,’
Madonna says of Paris attacks

US singer Madonna performs at the Bercy AccorHotels Arena in Paris on December 9, 2015.

US singer Madonna (center) sings next to her guitarist Monte Pittman (center right) and her
adoptive son David Banda (left) yesterday at the place de la Republique in Paris at a makeshift
memorial in tribute to victims of November 13 terror attacks in Paris.

British singer-songwriter Ed Sheeran
was the most talked about entertainer
this year,  at least in the world of

Facebook. The social media site said
Wednesday that Sheeran, best known for his
ballad “Thinking Out Loud,” generated more
chatter than any other entertainer among
Facebook’s 1.5 billion users, edging out pop
superstar Taylor Swift.  Following them were
Kanye West, the omnipresent rapper who has
declared his aspirations to run for president,
and then, in a sign of Facebook’s Spanish-lan-
guage presence, the reggaeton artist Nicky
Jam. 

The fifth most-talked about artist on
Facebook was the rapper Wiz Khalifa. He
topped a separate list from YouTube, which
ranked his “See You Again” as the top music
video of the year. “See You Again,” a ballad
which features singer Charlie Puth and
appears in the action film “Furious 7,”
became the second fastest video ever to hit
one billion views, YouTube said. Also high on
the year-end list was British singer Adele’s

song “Hello,” the first track on her block-
buster album “25,” even though it came out
less than six weeks ago. “Hello” was the
fastest video to reach 100 million views. It
had more than 650 million views by
Wednesday. — AFP

Ed Sheeran the year’s
star on Facebook
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Alawsuit over who owns the copyright to
“Happy Birthday to You” has been settled,
bringing to an end a two-year legal battle

over what is said to be the most widely sung
tune in the English language. The settlement
announced Wednesday came days before a trial
in California that was to determine whether the
song should be part of the public domain. A US
judge had ruled in September that
Warner/Chappell Music, the global publishing
arm of Warner Music, never had the right to
charge for for-profit use of the song.

Nor did any of the other companies that had
collected royalties since the copyright was first
granted in 1935, the judge ruled, dismissing the
Warner copyright claim. Terms of the settlement
were not disclosed, but US media reports sug-
gested that based on the September ruling, the
lyrics to the song will now be free for anyone to
use. The lawsuit was filed by a group of filmmak-
ers who argued that the song should be in the
public domain.

The song was written in 1893 by Patty Smith
Hill, a Kentucky kindergarten teacher, and her

sister, Mildred J Hill, who titled it  “Good Morning
To All.”  The sisters published it in a book of
songs children and assigned the copyright to
their publisher, Clayton F Summy Co, in
exchange for a cut of the sales. The “Happy
Birthday” lyrics were added later, and since then
the song’s road to copyright has been windy.
Warner had been enforcing rights to “Happy
Birthday” since 1988, when it purchased Birch
Tree Group, the successor to Summy, the Los
Angeles Times reported.

It said that by some estimates, Warner collect-
ed as much $2 million a year in royalties. On
Wednesday, Judge George King wrote that the
court had been advised that the parties “have
agreed to settle this case.” The LA Times quoted
a person with knowledge of the settlement as
saying the entire case addressing the validity of
the copyright and potential damages has been
resolved and that there would be no further
appeals.— AFP

Settlement in suit over

‘Happy Birthday’ copyright
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Welhite Naro proudly proffers his fried spi-
ders and grilled crickets along with a
somewhat less exotic dish of millet and

squash-a small sample of the disappearing delica-
cies of India’s remote northeast. Naro is a farmer
from Nagaland, one of the eight states that make
up northeast India-an area connected to the rest of
the country by only a narrow sliver of land and with
its own distinct cultural and culinary traditions.
“This is a snail collected from the paddy (rice) field,”
he told visitors at a recent international food fair as
he encouraged them to taste his produce.

“You have to eat it like this,” he said, as he
demonstrated sucking the snail from its shell. Naro
was one of around 40 exhibitors gathered in the
northeastern state of Meghalaya for the Mei-
Ramew festival, supported by the global Slow Food
movement that is based in Italy and promotes local
traditional cuisine. Geographically isolated from the
rest of India, the northeast has maintained a food
culture all of its own. Beef is widely consumed,
despite laws against slaughtering cattle in other
parts of Hindu-majority India, where a campaign for
a nationwide ban is gathering steam.

Meat-the staple meat of neighboring China but
relatively scarce in most of India-features promi-
nently on the dinner tables of the northeast. The
region is also home to a wealth of plant varieties
that experts say are dying out as diets become
more standardized-a global trend that the Slow
Food movement wants to combat.

Village on front line 
Nongtraw, a village in Meghalaya with stunning

mountain views and only around 200 inhabitants, is
on the front line of the battle to preserve regional
food varieties. The campaign began five years ago
when the villagers, who belong to the matrilineal
Khasi tribe, became concerned that the cultivation
of the nutritious local staple millet was dying out.
Millet had been used to make a variety of snacks as
well as the local beer, but villagers were increasing-
ly opting instead to buy state-subsidized rice. “Only
two families were growing millet in 2010 because
at that time we could get rice through the public
distribution system,” said local farmer Pius Ranee,
27.

Now they grow between 20 and 30 different
crop varieties simultaneously in each field, with the
village council deciding which crops will be plant-
ed. It has even banned villagers from growing the
straw used to make brooms-a lucrative crop-to try
to avoid a food monoculture. According to the
Slow Food movement, just three cereals-wheat,
rice and corn-now account for around 60 percent
of global consumption. Three types of apple
account for 90 percent of those eaten around the
world, even though there are thousands of less
well-known varieties.

Even in an area where chain restaurants are few
and far between-McDonald’s has around 300 out-
lets in India, none of which are in the northeast
there are concerns that diets are becoming too

standardized. Indian dietetics expert Gracedalyne
Rose Shylla Passah said recipes for many local foods
such as the small snacks made of rice that are pop-
ular among the Khasis have never been written
down. “The knowledge of how these snacks are
made is passed only verbally, only from mother to
child. There is no documentation on this,” said
Passah, of Avinashillingam University in the south-
ern city of Coimbatore.

For producers, the Mei-Ramew festival provided
an opportunity to introduce new consumers to the
foods of the area-from rare varieties of fermented
bamboo shoot to Jaha, a local rice variety known
for its sweetness-both listed as endangered by the
Slow Food movement. As people from the Khasi,
Garo and Naga ethnic groups indigenous to the
area showed off their food traditions, the aroma of
grilled pork and spiced beef rose into the air. “Even
in the most remote villages, the younger genera-
tion is facing a choice between standardized food
and this culinary heritage,” said Rahul Antao, coor-
dinator of the North East Slow Food and Agro bio-
diversity Society (Nesfas). “These communities are
the guardians of this biodiversity.”— AFP

In this photograph taken on November 7, 2015, visitors sample a variety of dishes at The
Indigenous Mei-Ramew Food Festival in Mawphlang in India’s northeastern state of
Meghalaya. — AFP photos

Different types of grains are displayed at The Indigenous Mei-Ramew Food Festival.

An Indian Naga shows a dish made of snails
at The Indigenous Mei-Ramew Food Festival.

An Indian Naga prepares a dish made from
millet at The Indigenous Mei-Ramew Food
Festival.

An Indian Naga tribal woman shows different types of millets at The
Indigenous Mei-Ramew Food Festival.

A dish made of larva is shown by a participant at The
Indigenous Mei-Ramew Food Festival.

Spiders on the menu as northeast
India embraces slow food
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Some prefer to spend their leisure time immersed in music or on
the sports field, but for a small group of tombstone tourists,
Britain’s graveyards are their playground. The “Cemetery Club”

shares its appreciation of “these often overlooked and misunderstood
places” every Monday on a blog, which is followed by a band of
“taphophiles”-the name given to cemetery enthusiasts. “Stories can
be found here: stories of heroes and villains, inventors and actors,
people who once lived, laughed, loved and cried,” boasts the blog,
which began in 2013. 

The group of mostly young people hunts the British capital for for-
gotten graves, mausoleums and other monuments to the dead.   “The
blog is almost a representation of these libraries of the dead,” found-
ing member Sheldon Goodman, 28, told AFP. “The blog is looking
back to those people and kind of bring them back to life almost for a
little bit. “And obviously also at the same time showing the places to
be marvelous open spaces” in the urban jungle, he added.

Goodman recognizes his hobby, and its association with death,
can be perceived as strange, even in Britain, which is renowned for its
weird pastimes. Strangers are usually “confused or intrigued, or a bit
of both” when he tells them that he runs a cemetery blog, he said.
“The standard reaction is ‘What?’, the tilting of the head, the wide
eyes,” he added. “I’m just a regular guy who goes over his daily busi-

ness... I don’t dress in black and sit in a corner holding a skull, or hold-
ing a picture of a coffin.”

‘iGrave’ 
Goodman’s fascination with the cities of the dead began in child-

hood. “As a kid I used to walk through the cemeteries and I used to
see all these marvelous headstones and graves but I never got the
chance to look at them because I was smaller,” he said. Two decades
later, Goodman is making up for lost time by visiting dozens of ceme-
teries, mainly in Britain, but also around the world. Detailed accounts
if the trips appear on www.cemeteryclub.wordpress.com and also on
the group’s Twitter page.  For example, visitors to the website can
read the story of swashbuckling British adventurer and historian
Richard Francis Burton, who rests in a grand mausoleum in Mortlake
cemetery, southwest London. 

“The tomb takes the form of a Bedouin tent, its stone skilfully
carved to resemble fabric,” writes Caroline, a member. “It is decorated
with gold stars and crescents, symbols that are more readily associat-
ed with the Islamic world and therefore rather an unusual sight in a lit-
tle Catholic churchyard.” It also highlights the unusual, such as the
computer-shaped tomb nicknamed “iGrave” by the club, or the story
of inventor Hiram Maxim, buried in West Norwood cemetery in south
London. 

“He is known as machine-gun man because he invented a type of
machine gun which was very popular especially in the outbreak of the
First World War,” said Goodman.  “What is not so known about him is
that he was a bit of an eccentric character because he also invented a
form of mouse trap. “They also found him sitting in an armchair with a
pea shooter, blowing beans at the Salvation Army people down
below”.

Virtual cemeteries 
These “tombstone tourists” are often driven off the beaten track in

their thirst to learn more. At the foot of London’s Hungerford Bridge,
Stephen Roberts has photographed a “skateboard cemetery”, known
only to the initiated.  “It’s another form of remembrance, when skate-
boarders break their deck, they almost give it a ritual funeral and
throw over the edge of the bridge onto this pier,” said Goodman.
Christina, another founding member of the club, sings the virtues of
the virtual cemetery in Rockstar Games’ blockbusting “Grand Theft
Auto V”, set in the fictional city of “Los Santos”, based on Los Angeles.

“I found it interesting that I could actually walk round the ceme-
tery in the game, and interact with it,” she told AFP.  “The digital
cemetery was almost as real and just as peaceful as real life,” she
added. “I felt calm walking around it.” This type of cemetery perhaps
foreshadows the resting places of the future, said Goodman. “What is
the true memorial to people nowadays? Is it cemetery where the per-
son is buried or is it online kind of profile?” he asked. “There might be
virtual cemeteries in the future where you can walk through a street-
map view, find a headstone, click on it and it comes with a biography
of the person”. — AFP

Crescent moon and start details are seen on the Victorian
mausoleum of British adventurer and historian Richard
Francis Burton.

A picture shows the plaque on the front of the Victorian mau-
soleum of British adventurer and historian Richard Francis
Burton taking the form of a Bedouin tent at the cemetery.

The coffins of British adventurer and historian Richard
Francis Burton and his wife Isabel Burton.

The Victorian mausoleum of British adventurer and historian
Richard Francis Burton taking the form of a Bedouin tent is
seen at the cemetery.

An unmarked grave with a headstone that resembles a com-
puter screen, nicknamed ‘iGrave’ by the Cemetery Club.

Tour guide Sheldon Goodman speaks to visitors at Tower
Hamlets cemetery.

A general view shows gravestones in Tower Hamlets ceme-
tery in east London.

Meet Britain’s grave-obsessed
cemetery hunters

Tour guide Sheldon Goodman speaks to visitors at Tower Hamlets cemetery in east London.
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INGREDIENTS

w 1 tablespoon olive oil
w 1 medium onion, halved and sliced
w 1/8 teaspoon ground nutmeg
w 4 cups reduced-sodium chicken broth
w 1/3 cup rolled oats
w 1-1/2 pounds broccoli, florets separated, stems peeled and cut into

1/2-inch rounds
w Coarse salt and ground pepper

DIRECTIONS
1. In a large saucepan, heat olive oil over medium-low heat. Add

onion, and cook until softened, 5 minutes. Add nutmeg; cook
until fragrant, 30 seconds.

2. Stir in broth, 1 1/2 cups water, oats, and broccoli. Season with salt
and pepper. Bring to a boil; reduce heat. Simmer until broccoli is
tender, 5 to 10 minutes.

3. Puree soup in batches, filling blender halfway. Return to pot. Season
with salt and pepper.

INGREDIENTS
w 2-3/4 pounds sugar pumpkin or butternut squash, halved and seed-

ed
w 1 onion, peeled and quartered through the stem
w 2 shiitake mushrooms, stemmed, caps wiped clean
w 1 garlic clove, peeled
w 1/2 cup olive oil
w Coarse salt and freshly ground pepper
w 5 cups homemade or store-bought low-sodium vegetable stock

DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 450 degrees. Cut pumpkin into 2-inch pieces.

Combine pumpkin, onion, mushrooms, and garlic on a rimmed
baking sheet. Add oil and 2 teaspoons salt; toss to coat, then spread
in a single layer. Roast until pumpkin is tender when pierced with
the tip of a sharp knife, about 30 minutes, rotating pan and tossing
vegetables halfway through. Let cool, then remove skins.

2. Transfer vegetables to a medium saucepan; heat over medium.
Pour in 2 cups stock; puree with an immersion blender until
smooth. With the blender running, slowly add remaining 3 cups
stock, and puree until smooth. Bring soup just to a simmer. Remove
from heat, and season with salt and pepper. Cover to keep warm. 
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DIRECTIONS
1. In a medium saucepan, heat

Garlic-Pepper Sauce over medi-
um heat. Cook, stirring occa-
sionally, 2 minutes.

2. Stir in black beans, chicken
broth, and 1/2 cup water. Bring
to a boil; reduce to a simmer.
Cook 5 minutes.

3. Puree with an immersion
blender or regular blender
(work in batches, filling con-
tainer halfway each time).
Season with salt and pepper.

4. Reheat if necessary. Stir in lime
juice; serve with sour cream, if
desired.

INGREDIENTS
w 1 cup thawed Garlic-Pepper

Sauce
w 1 can (14 1/2 ounces)

reduced-sodium chicken
broth

w 2 cans (15 1/2 ounces each)
black beans, drained and
rinsed

w Coarse salt and ground
pepper

w 2 to 3 teaspoons fresh lime
juice

w Sour cream (optional)
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The best teen books
of 2015 you shouldn’t miss 

Reading
between 
the lines

Lost on Mars
by Paul Magrs

You can see that Paul Magrs, the author of several
Doctor Who books, is comfortable writing about a
vivid extraterrestrial setting, and this gripping sci-fi

thriller is set on a futuristic Mars. The story is bold and
you have to love a chapter that opens with the words: “It
was late in our Martian autumn when we were allowed
to hold the funeral for Grandma’s leg.” Lora, stubborn
and complex, is at the heart of this first part of a trilogy
about third-generation settlers on the desolate red plan-
et. There’s also a likeable and talkative robot called
Toaster. It’s also a novel about alienation. But watch out
for the Martian flesh-eaters. 

Game Changer
by Tim Bowler 

We all have days when we feel like hiding in a
wardrobe but Mickey (Michael Molyneux) has
them all the time. The novel could be totally

bleak - “No root cause, no trigger. You’re born terrified,
you live terrified, you probably die terrified.” - Mickey
says. That it’s not is down to the wonderful way that sis-
ter and brother do what they should do: help each other
through the worst of things. There is also an engaging
humor to the protagonist, an unusual and interesting
boy who finds solace in reading Moby Dick and Charles
Dickens. When Mikey feels ready to face the world out-
side, something goes horribly wrong and he witnesses a
savage crime. The gang knows where he lives. What hap-
pens next is gripping and scary. 

The Last 
Leaves Falling 

By Sarah Benwell 

In her debut YA novel, Sarah Benwell follows Japanese
teenager, Sora, as he comes to terms with a diagnosis
of the terrible Lou Gehrig disease (the medical name is

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis). “I have an old man’s dis-
ease,” says Sora. The Last Leaves Falling is a complex
book that tells the story through a mixture of recollec-
tions, website message boards, text messages, emojis
and old-fashioned letters. We feel the pain as we see
what this fatal illness means for the boy and for those he
loves. The story, set in an accessible modern Japan, is
about life and death. It’s also about the power of friend-
ship and connection. 

We Are All Made 
Of Molecules 
by Susin Nielsen 

Teenagers
Stewart and
Ashley are

thrown together
when their parents
fall in love. Ashley
is the super cool
and popular girl
who dismisses her
new de facto step-
brother as “the
freakazoid”, with
the insult that he’s
so short “I wanted
to offer him a
booster seat”. He’s
gifted, possibly on
the spectrum, and
utterly charming.
And smart. “Yes, he really said plethora,” says Ashley.
“What kid says plethora? And what does plethora even
mean?” What he lacks are social skills. And a mum. She has
died of cancer. Will her “vibe” find its way to their new
home, he wonders in a very touching paragraph. Ashley,
so shallow and mean, is only worried that people will find
out that her father is gay. 
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Spotlight On
Sunny 

by Keris Stainton 

‘Ijust don’t like it when people make assumptions,” says
Sunny, the 14-year-old protagonist of the second book

in Keris Stainton’s Reel Friends series. Sunny is a Muslim,
who prays, wears a hijab and is not interested in a casual
boyfriend. In this follow-up to the impressive Starring
Kitty, Stainton takes Sunny and her best friends Kitty and
Hannah to London for a film-making course. They are all
out of their comfort zones, geographically and mentally,
and have to deal with the assumptions people make
about them (“really you have to keep coming out for your
whole life,” says Kitty). Sunny is a warm and a well adjust-
ed teenager, whose character provides an understated
insight into the life of Muslim teens in Britain, something
important given negative stereotypes. 

Remix
by Non Pratt 

Kaz and Ruby are teenagers, best friends and both
struggling with recent break-ups. Everything comes

to the fore, in a heady emotional mix, when they head to
a summer music festival. The protagonists, who alternate
telling the story, have their own distinct characters and
engaging dialogue. Pratt conjures up the insecurity and
intensity of being young and away at a festival (even one
with a Mellow Tent) and builds the tension well. So what
happens when teens are let loose at a music festival?
You’ll have to read Remix to find the key to that. The
novel is moving and a fun summer read.  

I Was Here 
by Gayle Forman

The suicide of a young girl is obviously one of the
most sensitive topics you could tackle and Gayle

Forman, the 44-year-old American, is clearly conscious of
that in the way she deals sympathetically with the
impact of such a tragic event in her mystery/thriller YA
novel I was Here. The opening sections of the book, in
which we are shown Cody’s reaction to the death of her
best friend Meg, are the strongest. It’s a mystery story,
with some snappy dialogue, but hampered by a few too
many clichÈs.  

Seven Days
by 

Eve Ainsworth

Life at home is miserable
for Jess since her father

left. School is even worse.
She is tormented by a girl
called Kez, for being fat and
scruffy (they call her The
Stig). What makes the book
interesting is that we see
the bullying from both
sides and see that Kez has
her problems too, particu-
larly with a violent father. It
is a gritty and painful tale -
“people always find a weak-
ness,” - but ultimately one
of redemption, even if it is
all wrapped up a little too
neatly (in seven days). But
the characters are strong
and the message important. 

End Game
by 

Alan Gibbons 

Nick Mallory, 17, is lying
in a hospital bed after a

horrific car crash. His mum
is by his bedside along with
his father, a politician and
former soldier. “Why does
the thought of calling this
man Dad stick in my
throat?” NIck wonders. He
can’t speak or move. Only
his 13-year-old sister Saffi
believes her brother can
hear and understand every
word being spoken. This is
the start of a gripping mys-
tery thriller, which examines
the problems and dangers
of trying to understand the
past and your own family.
The intrigue builds well and
there are also flashes of wit.
When Nick hears his
Grandad grunt and mumble
“chin up”, he says to him-
self: “ah, great, now I’m part
of a war film.” Another win-
ner from the reliable
Gibbons. 



All you need is some coloured paper and a
pair of scissors to make these easy origa-

mi butterflies.

What you need
* coloured paper (square)
* scissors

Activity
* First you need to create a number of

folds across the centre of the square.

* Fold the square diagonally
one way, open it out and then
fold it diagonally the other way.

* Now fold it in half one way,
fold it out and fold it in half the other

way.
* Open out the paper, you should have

folds criss-crossing the square in a star.
* Now fold it in half (to form a rectangle)

and using the diagonal folds as a guide, you
will need to push each side inwards where
the diagonal fold is to create a triangle
shape.

* Fold that triangle in half again.
* Cut a curved tip along the open tip of

the triangle. 

* Open it out so that you have two curved
tip points on either side and one pointy tip
facing downwards.  Now take half of each
curved tip side and fold it toward the middle
crease.

* Fold the pointy tip behind and bring it
up to peek about 5mm over the top edge.
Fold that 5mm tip down to overlap the main
part.

* Now bring the two curved points back
down to the front. The last step is to make a
crease in the centre, to keep everything in
place and finish off the butterfly shape.

See? It’s so easy you can’t stop at one. Make a
whole flock.

— www.kidspot.com.au
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How to make paper butterflies

Color It
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Make your own alphabet mag-
nets using cardboard and duct

tape and take learning to the fridge!
This is a great teaching tool for
younger children learning the alpha-
bet, and also makes a fun game for
older children who are learning to
read and spell.

Materials:
* Duct tape
* Scissors
* Magnets (3/4 inch round)
* Thin cardboard
* Paint pens

Instructions:

1. Cut out a small square of thin card-
board and lay it onto a strip of duct
tape.
2. Place a small magnet on the back

and flap the ends of the duct tape
over to cover the magnet. Trim the
edges if needed.
3. Add another layer of duct tape,

fold over and cover the square like

you are wrapping a present.
4. Once fully wrapped in duct tape,

write a letter on the front of the
magnet using a paint pen.
5. Decorate the letter with different

colored paint pens to make it inter-
esting and colorful.
6. Stick your magnets to the refriger-

ator and play some fun letter games!

Make some 
cool alphabet magnets!
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How to make 
a volcano at home

Kids can engage in imaginary play and a bit of
chemistry when they create their very own vine-

gar and baking soda volcano using a party hat!
Materials:
* 2 tablespoons of baking soda
* 1/2 teaspoon of salt
* Dish liquid
* Orange food coloring
* Vinegar
* Scissors
* Party hat
* Small glass jar

Instructions
1. Take a simple birthday party hat and cut the tip of it
off. Cut zig-zags in the top with scissors.
2. In a jar about the same height (or a bit shorter) than
the hat, add the baking soda, salt and add the food
coloring. Mix well.
3. Add a squirt or two of dish liquid to the top of the
mix.
4. Put the party hat on top of the jar and pour in the
vinegar to cause a volcanic eruption! Watch as the
bubbles and gases erupt through the opening and
ooze onto the table! Enjoy the messy fun!   

— www.pbs.org

Simple Science Facts For Kids
1. Volcanoes allow hot lava and gases to escape from
below the earth’s surface.
2. Adding vinegar to baking soda creates carbon diox-
ide gas.
3. The gas leaves the solution as bubbles, causing the
volcanic eruption.

Amini DIY Spring terrarium made
from a glass jar, a twig and some col-
orful tissue paper is a great craft for

a gift. This craft project is also a great way
to start a conversation with your child
about the changing seasons. Do you see
blossoms on the trees outside? What do
you see before the flowers bloom? Can
you create a different terrarium for each
season? What would each terrarium look
like?

Materials:
Glass jar with a lid
Small twig that fits in the jar and looks like

a tree
Different colored tissue paper (green, pink,
yellow)
Hot glue gun and hot glue sticks

Instructions:

• Tear off tiny pieces of green tissue
paper and scrunch them into crumpled
balls. Green tissue paper works best for
this part, as we will imagine this is the
grass.

•  Glue the tiny tissue paper balls onto
the bottom of the inside of the jar lid,
being careful not to get too close to the

edge. We want to be able to screw the jar
lid onto the jar when we are finished.

• Next, tear off tiny pieces of colored tis-
sue paper and glue those to the “branch-
es” of your twig.• 

•  Glue the bottom of the twig (which
should look like the trunk of the tree) to
the bottom of the inside of the jar lid with
the green paper.

• Carefully place the jar over the tiny
tree you have created and screw the lid on.

• Great job! Give your terrarium as a gift
or use it to decorate your room! What oth-
er terrarium seasons could you create with
this project?

Do-it-yourself Spring Terrarium 

Nature is always fun to look at - and beautiful to create.
Kids will love to help draw, cut and color the paper leaves.
They’ll also have a chance to see just how much they

have to be grateful for. 

Materials:
* Colored paper, any style or shape
* Pencil or crayons
* Scissors, adult and child-size
* Adhesive: glue dots, craft glue or tape
* 2 to 3 bare tree branches
* Tall vase
* Acorns (optional)

Instructions
1. Using a pencil or crayon, draw leaf shapes onto your colored
paper. We drew 25 leaves to fill our branches.
2. With your scissors, cut around the drawn leaf shapes on the
paper. Cut each leaf shape out; you’ll want a lot of these to
attach to your tree.
3. Write down different kinds of things you are thankful for on
the leaves. You can talk with your children and write their words
for them. Or if they’re old enough, let them write their own
words. Younger children can also draw a picture of what they

are thankful for on their leaf.
4. Add glue to the bottom edge of each leaf. I like to use glue
dots, shown above. They are mess free and stick really well to
the branch. You can also use hot glue (adult use only), craft glue
or even tape.
Once your tree is complete, the entire family can admire all the
wonderful things you are thankful for this holiday season.

Do you know how to make a Thankful Tree?
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ACROSS
1. The sixth day of the week.
4. Absence of systole.
12. A loose sleeveless outer garment made from aba cloth.
15. A resource.
16. A dicotyledonous genus of the family Ericaceae.
17. An anxiety disorder characterized by chronic free-floating anxiety and such symp-
toms as tension or sweating or trembling of light-headedness or irritability etc that
has lasted for more than six months.
18. Load anew with ammunition, "She reloaded the gun carefully".
20. Large burrowing rodent of South and Central America.
22. Of or relating to the Olympic Games.
23. The region of the body of a vertebrate between the thorax and the pelvis.
24. An associate degree in applied science.
27. An informal term for a father.
28. An inn in some Eastern countries with a large courtyard that provides accommo-
dation for caravans.
31. The branch of computer science that deal with writing computer programs that
can solve problems creatively.
32. A doctor's degree in education.
34. Antiquity that as survived from the distant past.
38. The mission in San Antonio where in 1836 Mexican forces under Santa Anna
besieged and massacred American rebels who were fighting to make Texas inde-
pendent of Mexico.
42. A rapid bustling commotion.
43. A motley assortment of things.
45. A chain of more than 200 islands about 400 miles long in the western central
Pacific Ocean.
46. An oral cephalosporin (trade names Keflex and Keflin and Keftab) commonly pre-
scribe for mild to moderately severe infections of the skin or ears or throat or lungs or
urinary tract.
48. Relatively small fast-moving sloth.
50. Being one more than two.
51. Nicaraguan statesman (born in 1945).
52. (military) Signal to turn the lights out.
54. A state in northwestern United States on the Pacific.
55. A hard gray lustrous metallic element that is highly corrosion-resistant.
59. Any of several related languages of the Celts in Ireland and Scotland.
63. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a skewer usually with vegetables.
65. A widely distributed system of free and fixed macrophages derived from bone
marrow.
66. Apathy and inactivity in the practice of virtue (personified as one of the deadly
sins).
70. Type genus of the Anatidae.
73. An island of Hawaii northwest of Oahu.
74. Tiny leafy-stemmed flowerless plants.
75. Of or pertaining to the adrenal glands or their secretions.
77. (Irish) The sea personified.
78. On or toward the lee.
79. An ambitious and aspiring young person.
80. A broad flat muscle on either side of the back.

CROSSWORD 1106
DOWN

1. A card game in which players bet against the dealer on the cards he will draw from
a dealing box.
2. The basic unit of money in Cambodia.
3. In an idle manner.
4. (Babylonian) A demigod or first man.
5. Sexual pleasure obtained by inflicting harm (physical or psychological) on others.
6. A soft silvery metallic element.
7. Piece of solid food for dipping in a liquid.
8. A beverage made by steeping tea leaves in water.
9. English scholastic philosopher and assumed author of Occam's Razor (1285-1349).
10. At risk of or subject to experiencing something usually unpleasant.
11. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
12. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions of the Old World.
13. Dried out by heat or excessive exposure to sunlight.
14. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan River.
19. Of or relating to Oman or its people.
21. Walk unsteadily, as of small children.
25. An obsolete firearm with a long barrel.
26. The capital and largest city of Albania in the center of the country.
29. Old World woody vines.
30. At or on or to the masthead or upper rigging of a ship.
33. A light touch or stroke.
35. A steep rugged rock or cliff.
36. A soft white precious univalent metallic element having the highest electrical and
thermal conductivity of any metal.
37. With the mouth wide open as in wonder or awe.
39. A name that has been assumed temporarily.
40. A member of a North American Indian people living east of the Sacramento river
in California.
41. A board with the alphabet on it.
44. Make less active or intense.
47. Provide with a terrace, as of a house.
49. North American republic containing 50 states - 48 conterminous states in North
America plus Alaska in northwest North America and the Hawaiian Islands in the
Pacific Ocean.
53. Small genus of South American trees yielding latex.
56. A large fleet.
57. A printed impression that is blurred or doubled.
58. Lower in esteem.
60. Reject with contempt.
61. A city in western Germany.
62. A white soft metallic element that tarnishes readily.
64. An organic compound that contains a hydroxyl group bonded to a carbon atom
which in turn is doubly bonded to another carbon atom.
67. Lacking in liveliness or animation.
68. The United Nations agency concerned with atomic energy.
69. Channel into a new direction.
71. The sound made by corvine birds.
72. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
76. The blood group whose red cells carry both the A and B antigens.

Yesterdayʼs Solution

Challenging Maze

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

Word Search

Daily SuDoku
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22 BULLETS ON OSN MOVIES ACTION

00:20 Fast N’ Loud
01:10 Predators Up Close With Joel
Lambert
02:00 Deadly Islands
02:50 Amish Mafia
03:40 Auction Hunters
04:05 Property Wars
04:30 Storage Hunters UK
05:00 Americarna
05:30 How It’s Made
06:00 Dynamo: Magician Impossible
06:50 Mythbusters
07:40 The Carbonaro Effect
08:05 The Carbonaro Effect
08:30 You Have Been Warned
09:20 Ed Stafford: Into The Unknown
10:10 Dual Survival
11:00 Predators Up Close With Joel
Lambert
11:50 Deadly Islands
12:40 Cuban Chrome
13:30 Misfit Garage
14:20 Wheeler Dealers
15:10 Cuban Chrome
16:00 Cuban Chrome
16:50 Cuban Chrome
17:40 Cuban Chrome
18:30 Cuban Chrome
19:20 Cuban Chrome
20:10 Manhunt With Joel Lambert
21:00 Misfit Garage
21:50 Wheeler Dealers
22:40 Cuban Chrome
23:30 Outlaw Empires

00:00 Violetta
00:45 The Hive
00:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
01:15 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
01:40 Wolfblood
02:05 Wolfblood
02:30 Violetta
03:15 The Hive
03:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
03:45 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
04:10 Wolfblood
04:35 Wolfblood
05:00 Violetta

00:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
00:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
01:00 Rev Run’s Sunday Suppers
01:30 Rev Run’s Sunday Suppers
02:00 Siba’s Table
02:30 Siba’s Table
03:00 Man Fire Food
03:30 Man Fire Food
04:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
04:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
05:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
06:00 Chopped
07:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
07:30 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
08:00 Chopped
09:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
10:00 The Kitchen
11:00 Barefoot Contessa: Back To
Basics
11:30 Barefoot Contessa: Back To
Basics
12:00 Chopped
13:00 Guy’s Big Bite
13:30 Guy’s Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
14:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
15:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
15:30 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
16:00 Chopped
17:00 The Kitchen

01:05 Autopsy: The Last Hours Of...
02:00 Emmerdale
02:25 Coach Trip
02:55 Coronation Street
03:25 Midsomer Murders
05:15 Come Date With Me Australia
05:40 Come Date With Me Australia
06:10 Autopsy: The Last Hours Of...
07:05 Coronation Street
07:30 Midsomer Murders
09:20 Peter Andre’s 60 Minute
Makeover
10:10 Autopsy: The Last Hours Of...
11:05 Derren Brown - The Great Art
Robbery
12:30 Come Date With Me Australia
12:55 Come Date With Me Australia
13:25 Emmerdale
13:50 Emmerdale
14:20 Coronation Street
14:45 Peter Andre’s 60 Minute
Makeover
15:35 The Chase: Celebrity Specials
16:30 Paul O’Grady: For The Love Of
Dogs
17:00 Paul O’Grady: For The Love Of
Dogs
17:25 The Syndicate
18:20 Come Date With Me Australia
19:10 Coronation Street
19:35 The Chase: Celebrity Specials
20:30 Paul O’Grady: For The Love Of
Dogs
21:00 Paul O’Grady: For The Love Of
Dogs
21:25 The Syndicate
22:20 Coronation Street
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 Emmerdale
23:40 Derren Brown - The Great Art

05:45 The Hive
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Lolirock
06:25 Hank Zipzer
06:50 Girl Meets World
07:15 H2O: Just Add Water
07:40 H2O: Just Add Water
08:05 Austin & Ally
08:30 Austin & Ally
08:55 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
09:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
09:45 Jessie
10:10 Jessie
10:35 Teen Beach 2
12:20 Hank Zipzer
12:45 I Didn’t Do It
13:10 I Didn’t Do It
13:35 Liv And Maddie
14:00 Liv And Maddie
14:30 H2O: Just Add Water
14:55 First Class Chefs
15:20 Austin & Ally
15:45 Austin & Ally
16:10 Violetta
17:00 I Love Violetta
17:10 An Extremely Goofy Movie
18:30 Miraculous: Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
18:55 Frozen Fever
19:05 H2O: Just Add Water
19:30 Violetta
20:20 I Love Violetta
20:30 The Princess Diaries 2: Royal
Engagement
22:25 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
22:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
23:10 Wolfblood
23:35 Wolfblood

00:00 Christina Milian Turned Up
00:55 The Grace Helbig Show

00:35 Mythbusters
01:20 How It’s Made
01:44 How It’s Made
02:08 How The Universe Works
02:55 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
03:42 How The Universe Works
04:29 Mythbusters
05:16 How The Universe Works
06:03 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
06:50 Nyc: Inside Out
07:37 How It’s Made
08:00 How It’s Made
08:23 Mythbusters
09:08 How The Universe Works
09:53 Nyc: Inside Out
10:38 How It’s Made
11:00 How It’s Made
11:23 Strip The Cosmos
12:08 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
12:53 Nyc: Inside Out
13:38 Mythbusters
14:23 How It’s Made
14:46 How It’s Made
15:10 How The Universe Works
15:57 Strip The Cosmos
16:44 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
17:31 Nyc: Inside Out
18:18 How The Universe Works
19:05 Mythbusters
19:50 Mighty Ships
20:40 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
21:25 How It’s Made
21:50 How It’s Made
22:15 How The Universe Works
23:00 Mighty Ships
23:45 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?

00:00 Nina Needs To Go
00:05 Henry Hugglemonster
00:20 Calimero
00:35 Zou
00:50 Loopdidoo
01:05 Art Attack
01:30 Henry Hugglemonster
01:45 Calimero
02:00 Zou
02:15 Loopdidoo
02:30 Art Attack
02:55 Henry Hugglemonster
03:05 Calimero
03:20 Zou
03:30 Loopdidoo
03:45 Art Attack
04:10 Henry Hugglemonster

04:20 Calimero
04:35 Zou
04:45 Loopdidoo
05:00 Art Attack
05:25 Henry Hugglemonster
05:35 Calimero
05:50 Zou
06:00 Loopdidoo
06:15 Art Attack
06:35 Henry Hugglemonster
06:50 Calimero
07:00 Zou
07:20 Loopdidoo
07:35 Art Attack
08:00 Calimero
08:10 Zou
08:25 Limon And Oli
08:35 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
09:05 Sofia The First
09:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:30 Doc McStuffins
11:00 Sofia The First
11:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
11:55 Miles From Tomorrow
12:25 Henry Hugglemonster
12:55 Loopdidoo
13:10 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
13:35 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
14:00 Sofia The First
14:30 Henry Hugglemonster
14:45 Calimero
15:00 Doc McStuffins
15:30 Zou
15:45 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
16:15 Sofia The First
16:45 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
17:10 Aladdin
17:40 Adventures Of The Gummi
Bears
18:10 Chip n Dale Rescue Rangers
18:40 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
18:55 Cars Toons
19:00 Miles From Tomorrow
19:30 Sofia The First
19:55 Doc McStuffins
20:15 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
20:45 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
21:05 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
21:35 Sofia The First
22:00 Aladdin
22:30 Adventures Of The Gummi
Bears
23:00 Chip n Dale Rescue Rangers
23:30 Lilo & Stitch

01:25 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
02:20 E! News
03:15 Giuliana & Bill
04:10 E! Entertainment Special
05:05 E! Entertainment Special
06:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
06:55 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
07:50 Style Star
08:20 E! News
09:15 Giuliana & Bill
10:15 Giuliana & Bill
11:10 The Grace Helbig Show
11:35 The Grace Helbig Show
12:05 E! News
13:05 Christina Milian Turned Up
14:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
15:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
16:00 Dash Dolls
17:00 Dash Dolls
18:00 E! News
19:00 Hollywood Cycle
20:00 WAGs
21:00 Fashion Bloggers
21:30 Fashion Bloggers
22:00 E! News
23:00 House Of DVF

18:00 Jenny And Reza’s Fabulous
Food Academy
18:30 Grandma’s Secret Cookbook
19:00 Chopped
20:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
21:00 Follow Donal... To Vietnam
21:30 Follow Donal... To Vietnam
22:00 Bite This With Nadia G
22:30 Bite This With Nadia G
23:00 Girl Eat World
23:30 Girl Eat World

00:10 Ultimate Airport Dubai
01:00 The Border
02:00 Engineering Connections
02:55 Megastructures
03:50 Ultimate Airport Dubai

04:45 Man V. Viral
05:40 Hard Time
06:35 Inside Cocaine Wars
07:30 Dog Whisperer
08:25 Inside Combat Rescue
09:20 Man V. Viral
10:15 Locked Up Abroad
11:10 Ancient X-Files
12:05 Cosmos: A Spacetime
Odyssey
13:00 Inside Combat Rescue
14:00 Dog Whisperer
15:00 Wild Case Files
16:00 Locked Up Abroad
17:00 Ancient X-Files
18:00 Survive The Tribe
19:00 Wild Case Files
20:00 Drugs Inc
20:50 Ancient X-Files
21:40 Survive The Tribe
22:30 Wild Case Files
23:20 Hard Time

00:10 The Food Files
00:35 A Marriage Of Flavours
01:00 Hook It, Cook It
01:25 Hook It, Cook It
01:50 Food School
02:15 The Food Files
02:40 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
03:05 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
03:30 Tales From The Bush Larder
03:55 Eat Street
04:20 Hotel India
05:10 Dream Cruises
06:00 Food School
06:25 The Food Files
06:50 Hook It, Cook It
07:15 Hook It, Cook It
07:40 Food School
08:05 The Food Files
08:30 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
08:55 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
09:20 Tales From The Bush Larder
09:45 Eat Street
10:10 Hotel India
11:00 Dream Cruises
11:50 Food School
12:15 The Food Files
12:40 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
13:05 Hook It, Cook It
13:35 My Sri Lanka With Peter
Kuruvita
14:30 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
14:55 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
15:25 Tales From The Bush Larder
15:50 Eat Street
16:20 The Peninsula: The Making Of
A Gala
17:15 Dream Cruises
18:10 The Great Food Revolution
19:05 Ariana’s Persian Kitchen
19:30 Tales From The Bush Larder
20:00 Eat Street
20:25 The Peninsula: The Making Of
A Gala
21:15 Dream Cruises
22:05 The Great Food Revolution
22:55 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
23:20 Hook It, Cook It
23:45 My Sri Lanka With Peter
Kuruvita

00:20 72 Dangerous Animals
Australia
01:10 Ultimate Animal Countdown
02:00 Game Of Lions
02:50 Built For The Kill
03:45 The Incredible Dr. Pol
04:40 Secret Life Of Predators
05:35 Game Of Lions
06:30 Built For The Kill
07:25 The Incredible Dr. Pol
08:20 World’s Wildest Encounters
09:15 Wild Russia
10:10 Wild Cambodia
11:05 Ultimate Animal Countdown
12:00 Fish Warrior
12:55 Ultimate Animal Countdown
13:50 I, Predator
14:45 The Incredible Dr. Pol
15:40 World’s Wildest Encounters
16:35 Wild Mississippi
17:30 Elephant Queen
18:25 Ultimate Animal Countdown
19:20 The Incredible Dr. Pol
20:10 World’s Wildest Encounters
21:00 Wild Mississippi
21:50 Elephant Queen
22:40 Ultimate Animal Countdown
23:30 Fish Warrior
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SUPERFAST ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

00:00 22 Bullets-18
02:00 The Courier-PG15
04:00 Assassin’s Bullet-PG15
06:00 Star Trek-PG15
08:15 Rush Hour 2-PG15
10:00 The Courier-PG15
11:45 The Perfect Storm-PG15
14:00 Star Trek-PG15
16:15 Rush Hour 2-PG15
18:00 Superfast-PG15
20:00 The Day The Earth Stood Still-
PG15
22:00 Blade: Trinity-18

01:00 Pawn
03:00 The Immigrant

01:15 Two Mothers-18
03:00 The Single Moms Club-PG15
05:00 Step Up All In-PG15
07:00 Pompeii-PG15
09:00 Blended-PG15
11:00 The Boxtrolls-PG
12:45 Into The Woods-PG
15:00 Draft Day-PG15
17:00 Blended-PG15
19:00 Edge Of Tomorrow-PG15
21:00 The Maze Runner-PG15
23:00 The Equalizer-18

01:15 Bamse And The City Of
Thieves
02:45 The Heart Of The Oak
04:15 Ghatothkach - Master Of Magic
06:00 Back To The Sea
08:00 Tiny Heroes
11:30 Jelly T
13:00 The Heart Of The Oak
14:30 Blackie And Kanuto
16:00 Tarzan
20:00 The Dragon Pearl
22:00 Blackie And Kanuto
23:30 Tarzan

00:30 Hot In Cleveland
01:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
02:30 You’re The Worst
03:30 2 Broke Girls
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 Last Man Standing
06:00 I Hate My Teenage Daughter
06:30 My Name Is Earl
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:30 Last Man Standing
10:30 My Name Is Earl
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 I Hate My Teenage Daughter
12:30 $#! My Dad Says
13:00 Last Man Standing
13:30 My Name Is Earl
14:00 2 Broke Girls
15:30 Hot In Cleveland
16:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
16:30 I Hate My Teenage Daughter
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Fresh Off The Boat
18:30 Black-Ish
19:00 About A Boy
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:00 Hot In Cleveland
21:30 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
23:00 You’re The Worst
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers

00:00 Bates Motel
01:00 Blindspot
02:00 Empire
03:00 Secrets And Lies
04:00 Franklin & Bash
05:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
06:00 Unforgettable
07:00 Franklin & Bash
08:00 Graceland
09:00 Secrets And Lies
10:00 Unforgettable
11:00 Franklin & Bash
12:00 Emmerdale
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Graceland
15:00 Unforgettable
16:00 Emmerdale
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 Graceland
19:00 C.S.I. Cyber
20:00 Blindspot
21:00 Grey’s Anatomy
22:00 Survivor: Cambodia
23:00 The Strain

00:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
01:00 Good Morning America
03:00 Tyrant
04:00 Helix
05:00 Good Morning America
07:00 Emmerdale
08:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
09:00 Red Band Society
10:00 Emmerdale
11:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
12:00 Drop Dead Diva
13:00 Once Upon A Time
14:00 Red Band Society
15:00 Live Good Morning America
17:00 Drop Dead Diva
18:00 Once Upon A Time
19:00 Red Band Society
20:00 Drop Dead Diva
21:00 Once Upon A Time
22:00 Tyrant
23:00 Helix

00:00 Blade II
02:00 22 Bullets
04:00 The Courier
06:00 Assassin’s Bullet
08:00 Star Trek
10:15 Rush Hour 2
12:00 The Courier
13:45 The Perfect Storm
16:00 Star Trek
18:15 Rush Hour 2
20:00 Superfast
22:00 The Day The Earth Stood Still

00:00 Delivery Man
02:00 The Nutty Professor (1996)
04:00 Major Payne
06:00 Roommates
08:00 Until She Came Along
10:00 Major Payne
12:00 The Nutty Professor (1996)
14:00 Streetdance: All Stars
16:00 Until She Came Along
18:00 Last Vegas
20:00 Think Like A Man Too
22:00 Without Men

00:00 Nurse-18
02:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles-
PG15
04:00 Police Story-PG15
06:00 A Gift Of Miracles-PG15
08:00 The Package-PG15
09:45 The Past-PG15

01:00 United Passions-PG15
03:00 Inside Llewyn Davis-PG15
05:00 The Signal-PG15
07:00 Crawl-PG15
09:00 Breathless-PG15
11:00 United Passions-PG15
13:00 Breathe In-PG15
15:00 Middle Of Nowhere-PG15
17:00 Breathless-PG15
19:00 Begin Again-PG15
21:00 Decoding Annie Parker-PG15
23:00 The Riot Club-18

05:00 Jack And The Cuckoo Clock
Heart
06:30 Far And Away
09:00 See Girl Run
11:00 Jack And The Cuckoo Clock
Heart
12:45 Great Expectations
15:00 Grace Of Monaco
17:00 See Girl Run
19:00 How I Live Now
21:00 Thank You For Smoking
23:00 Donnie Brasco

12:00 Tinker Bell And The Pirate
Fairy-FAM
14:00 Alexander And The Terrible...
Very Bad Day-PG
15:45 The Package-PG15
17:30 Captain America: The Winter
Soldier-PG15
20:00 Welcome To The Punch-PG15
22:00 The Interview-18

04:50 Big Screen
05:05 Waking Up In Reno
06:40 The Crocodile Hunter: Collision
Course
08:10 Teen Witch
09:40 The Hills Run Red
11:10 Pork Chop Hill
12:45 Big Screen
13:00 The Great Escape
15:50 The Watsons Go To
Birmingham
17:20 Pieces Of Dreams
19:00 Impromptu
20:45 Big Screen
21:00 FX
22:50 Be Cool
00:50 Blown Away
02:50 Doubt

03:35 Tanked
04:25 Bull Shark: World’s Deadliest
Shark...
05:15 Gator Boys
06:02 Treehouse Masters
06:49 Charles & Jessica: A Chimp
Tale
07:36 Call Of The Wildman
08:00 Call Of The Wildman
08:25 Bull Shark: World’s Deadliest
Shark...
09:15 Gator Boys
10:10 Treehouse Masters
11:05 Tanked
12:00 Dog Rescuers
12:30 Dog Rescuers
12:55 Bondi Vet
13:50 Dr. Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet
14:45 Bull Shark: World’s Deadliest
Shark...
15:40 Treehouse Masters
16:35 Tanked
17:30 Charles & Jessica: A Chimp
Tale
18:25 Bull Shark: World’s Deadliest
Shark...

03:00 Starlings
03:50 The Cafe
04:10 The Weakest Link
05:00 Teletubbies
05:25 The Green Balloon Club
05:50 Charlie And Lola
06:00 Teletubbies
06:25 The Green Balloon Club
06:50 Charlie And Lola
07:05 The Weakest Link
07:50 Frankie
08:40 Doctors
09:10 Eastenders
09:40 Up The Women
10:10 Starlings
10:55 Call The Midwife
11:50 The Weakest Link
12:35 Frankie
13:30 Starlings
14:15 Call The Midwife
15:10 Frankie
16:05 Doctors
16:35 Eastenders
17:05 The Weakest Link
17:50 Frankie
18:40 Doctors
19:10 Jack The Ripper: Prime
Suspect
20:00 Sherlock
21:30 Alan Carr: Chatty Man
22:15 Stewart Lee’s Comedy Vehicle
22:45 Watson & Oliver
23:15 The Weakest Link
00:00 Doctors
00:30 Jack The Ripper: Prime
Suspect
01:20 Sherlock
02:50 Watson & Oliver

01:00 Live MSNBC Mtp Daily
02:00 Live MSNBC News
03:00 Live NBC Nightly News
03:30 ABC World News With David
Muir
04:00 Live MSNBC All In With Chris
Hayes
05:00 Live MSNBC The Rachel
Maddow Show
06:00 Live MSNBC The Last Word
W/ Lawrence O’Donnell
07:00 NBC Nightly News
07:30 ABC World News With David
Muir
07:57 NBC Nightly News
08:18 ABC World News With David
Muir
08:39 Live ABC Nightline
09:06 MSNBC The Rachel Maddow
Show
10:00 MSNBC The Last Word W/
Lawrence O’Donnell
11:00 Live ABC World News Now
11:30 Live ABC World News Now
12:00 Live NBC Early Today
12:30 Live ABC America This
Morning
13:00 Live ABC America This
Morning
13:30 Live ABC America This
Morning
14:00 Live ABC America This
Morning
14:30 MSNBC First Look
15:00 Live NBC Today Show
18:57 MSNBC Hardball W/ Chris
Matthews
19:38 MSNBC The Rachel Maddow
Show
20:19 MSNBC The Last Word W/
Lawrence O’Donnell
21:00 Live MSNBC Live With
Thomas Roberts
23:00 Live MSNBC Live With Kate
Snow

19:20 River Monsters
20:15 Tanked
21:10 Roaring With Pride
22:05 Treehouse Masters
23:00 River Monsters
23:55 The Lion Queen
00:50 Gator Boys
01:45 Call Of The Wildman
02:15 Call Of The Wildman
02:40 River Monsters
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Afghanistan 0093
Albania 00355
Algeria 00213
Andorra 00376
Angola 00244
Anguilla 001264
Antiga 001268
Argentina 0054
Armenia 00374
Australia 0061
Austria 0043
Bahamas 001242
Bahrain 00973
Bangladesh 00880
Barbados 001246
Belarus 00375
Belgium 0032
Belize 00501
Benin 00229
Bermuda 001441
Bhutan 00975
Bolivia 00591
Bosnia 00387
Botswana 00267
Brazil 0055
Brunei 00673
Bulgaria 00359
Burkina 00226
Burundi 00257
Cambodia 00855
Cameroon 00237
Canada 001
Cape Verde 00238
Cayman Islands 001345
Central African Republic 00236
Chad 00235
Chile 0056
China 0086
Colombia 0057
Comoros 00269
Congo 00242
Cook Islands 00682
Costa Rica 00506
Croatia 00385
Cuba 0053
Cyprus 00357
Cyprus (Northern) 0090392
Czech Republic 00420
Denmark 0045
Diego Garcia 00246
Djibouti 00253
Dominica 001767
Dominican Republic 001809
Ecuador 00593
Egypt 0020
El Salvador 00503
England (UK) 0044
Equatorial Guinea 00240
Eritrea 00291
Estonia 00372
Ethiopia 00251
Falkland Islands 00500
Faroe Islands 00298
Fiji 00679
Finland 00358
France 0033
French Guiana 00594
French Polynesia 00689
Gabon 00241
Gambia 00220
Georgia 00995
Germany 0049
Ghana 00233
Gibraltar 00350
Greece 0030
Greenland 00299
Grenada 001473
Guadeloupe 00590
Guam 001671
Guatemala 00502
Guinea 00224
Guyana 00592
Haiti 00509
Holland (Netherlands)0031
Honduras 00504
Hong Kong 00852
Hungary 0036
Ibiza (Spain) 0034
Iceland 00354
India 0091
Indian Ocean 00873
Indonesia 0062
Iran 0098
Iraq 00964
Ireland 00353
Italy 0039
Ivory Coast 00225
Jamaica 001876
Japan 0081
Jordan 00962
Kazakhstan 007
Kenya 00254
Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965
Kyrgyzstan 00996
Laos 00856
Latvia 00371
Lebanon 00961
Liberia 00231
Libya 00218
Lithuania 00370
Luxembourg 00352
Macau 00853
Macedonia 00389
Madagascar 00261
Majorca 0034
Malawi 00265
Malaysia 0060
Maldives 00960
Mali 00223
Malta 00356
Marshall Islands 00692
Martinique 00596
Mauritania 00222
Mauritius 00230
Mayotte 00269
Mexico 0052
Micronesia 00691
Moldova 00373
Monaco 00377
Mongolia 00976
Montserrat 001664
Morocco 00212
Mozambique 00258
Myanmar (Burma) 0095
Namibia 00264
Nepal 00977
Netherlands (Holland)0031
Netherlands Antilles 00599
New Caledonia 00687
New Zealand 0064
Nicaragua 00505
Nigar 00227
Nigeria 00234
Niue 00683
Norfolk Island 00672
Northern Ireland (UK)0044
North Korea 00850
Norway 0047
Oman 00968
Pakistan 0092
Palau 00680
Panama 00507
Papua New Guinea 00675
Paraguay 00595
Peru 0051
Philippines 0063
Poland 0048
Portugal 00351
Puerto Rico 001787
Qatar 00974
Romania 0040
Russian Federation 007
Rwanda 00250
Saint Helena 00290
Saint Kitts 001869
Saint Lucia 001758
Saint Pierre 00508
Saint Vincent 001784
Samoa US 00684
Samoa West 00685
San Marino 00378
Sao Tone 00239
Saudi Arabia 00966
Scotland (UK) 0044
Senegal 00221
Seychelles 00284
Sierra Leone 00232
Singapore 0065
Slovakia 00421
Slovenia 00386
Solomon Islands 00677
Somalia 00252
South Africa 0027
South Korea 0082
Spain 0034
Sri Lanka 0094
Sudan 00249
Suriname 00597
Swaziland 00268
Sweden 0046
Switzerland 0041
Syria 00963
Taiwan 00886
Tanzania 00255
Thailand 0066
Toga 00228
Tonga 00676
Tokelau 00690
Trinidad 001868
Tunisia 00216
Turkey 0090
Tuvalu 00688
Uganda 00256
Ukraine 00380
United Arab Emirates00976

Your ideas and thoughts may not meet with the support you would like.
There is no need, however, to give up on your ideas. Step back and wait a
few more days. Do not become caught up in some sort of a proving-a-point
time warp. Like the cheshire cat, you can smugly step aside and wait for a
more acceptable time. More than likely, you are just ahead of most people’s
ideas of how things should be for a while. Again, slow and easy will get you
to your goals with a great deal of satisfaction. With weather changes likely
soon, you prepare the plants, animals and home for any extreme weather.
This afternoon, you plan and then prepare home and hearth with warm,
delicious meals and treats that would satisfy a bear all winter.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

You are very busy today, concentrating on doing the very best job you can.
A friend or co-worker shares a confidence. This could draw you into a proj-
ect requiring discretion. At work today, a slow and steady mindset will help
you reach your destination with success. If there is something you have
wanted to tackle, chances are that this is the best time to make your plans.
You are ready for a new body and this winter you concentrate on making
this a reality. Transformation takes more than a few days, however. As you
can see, this is a goal-setting time. You concentrate on ways in which to
better your health. Remember, plenty of water will help you feel full and
flush the toxins as well. Walk, don’t run.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

This busy day brings with it many interruptions. You are at your very best
when it comes to dealing and working with others . . . Now you need to put
a polish on how to stay focused through the interruptions. You will know
just what to do when you take a few minutes to study the situation. This
afternoon you will happen across a bit of news that will be of benefit to you
later. Keep a file folder for random notes and you will have more time to
review the topics later, thus avoiding more interruptions. This evening
there are temptations to spend too much of your hard-earned money on
things that catch your eye. Just remember that you will still be obligated to
pay the piper, if you listen to the music. Romance is very likely this evening.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Stick with what you know best-this may not be a good time to try out new
things or break away from the old routine. Now is the best time to com-
plete unfinished business, including personal banking. There is a need for a
reprieve from demanding realities and pressures of late. This may mean
you can say yes to a weekend with your friends at a health spa or retreat of
some sort. Your companions are most supportive of your hard work. They
offer hopeful inspiration for your ideas toward change. Your creative talent
earns admiration this evening. Perhaps you are preparing for the holiday
ahead by putting up decorations or cooking special candies for surprise
gifts and holiday presents. Animals gain your attention this evening.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

If you have been procrastinating about making a date with
someone special, applying for the right job, or in some way making your-
self known, now is the time to act. You will appear perhaps more charming
than usual. You may find this a time when your career takes a turn, and that
could require some careful thought and good judgment on your part. The
current flow of events may dictate a path that runs against your best tal-
ents and abilities; however, do not sell yourself short. Keep working toward
your goals, you have some good opportunities opening up on the horizon
because you dare to try your wings with new experiences. You have the
ability to demonstrate great understanding of the needs of others and this
ability endears you to people.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

New ways to get your message across or an easy working
style will make conversations and interactions go well. You may find your-
self more talkative than usual. A dialogue with an older person may take
place. Feeling nostalgic and domestic will emphasize your need for security
and a feeling of roots. The family, home, relatives and real estate all play a
large part in your life this season. This may be a time of adjustment: a time
that the traveler sees the past, the road behind; the present, where they
stand; and the future, where the roads ahead vanish into the horizon. The
choices for career have been acceptable and now it is time to build upon
your relationships and secure the connection. Tonight is a great time to
enjoy an evening with friends or loved ones.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

This could prove to be an excellent time to dare to be a little
on the unconventional side. You will prosper through new visions. Your
career could open up by opening up amazing opportunities. You will be
able to make an assessment and decision about the path you will take. You
find the advantage of some new approaches. New and interesting involve-
ment in some new studies could find you dabbling in such things as poli-
tics, law, education, religion and metaphysical or philosophical studies. You
should not be bored! You have a lot of confidence that happy outcomes
are possible, no matter what the story. With a realistic goal in mind, you
may add ability, discipline, hard work, sacrifice, time and experience to the

mix; success happens.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You may find that your energy is a bit slow this morning.
However, your mind is sharp and if you just take a deep breath and think
before you speak, you will find the right answers. Refuse to become side-
tracked. You could experience challenges or even downright opposition
when it comes to matters of your job or practical skills. Someone may chal-
lenge or question your authority. Again, keeping focused is the answer of
your successes today. Some very tempting travel requests or opportunities
are coming your way soon. Lovers, children and other people or things that
are dear to your heart are emphasized this afternoon. Being well-thought-
of for your gifts and talents is something you consider. Taking chances can
bring big rewards.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

If you have not noticed, your attitude is more easygoing than most when it
comes to understanding the human condition. Nothing seems to surprise
you and you listen with an open mind. You are not guarded; you just have a
keen acceptance of differences. You may be considering a new profession
at this time and entertainment, law, politics, religion or psychology holds
your interest. Consider a night class in some form of acting and add this to
a new hobby for yourself. You need the diversion and will be uplifted by
the exercises. You always have two career choices: one job possibility from
education and one from your experience and training. It is rare to meet a
person who understands humanity as well as you.

Things of a personal nature may be pushed aside just now.
Work, family and responsibilities are important to you. During the noon
break, you will be able to walk and think about future plans. Anything new
or unusual may catch your eye and give you ideas of some art project to
attempt. Later this evening you might sketch, take notes or talk about
some new idea you have to family members or friends. If you allow your
creative and intuitive nature to surface, you could find many nice things
develop. New answers to old problems are possible. Archaeology, ship-
building, greek gods and goddess are the fun things that turn your atten-
tion into some fun discoveries for yourself. You enjoy telling a new story to
a young person this evening.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

There is work to be done today and concentration on the
work at hand is your top priority. If your work comes under scrutiny, you
will definitely feel much pleasure from the comments you hear. Now is the
time you feel secure in the professional realm of life. A shopping spree may
find you wanting to spend more than necessary; avoid extravagance this
afternoon. On the subject of spending, be careful with your bets as well.
You may feel disappointment when expected money does not come; a
delay is the only problem here. Relationships begun during this time will
have long-lasting results. You will have insights into your needs and per-
haps those of a romantic partner now. You and your loved one plan an out-
of-town trip for this weekend.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

A difficult situation in the workplace this morning gives you the perfect sce-
nario to come to the aid of your co-workers. You see the problem for what
it is and you do not involve yourself personally or emotionally so as to give
honest answers, when asked. Onlookers are impressed and the situation
may be entered into your employee progress report as the beginning of a
new job identity for you. Detecting the real difficulty in solving problems is
just what you like. Soft lights against a hillside mark the outline of where
you live and walk with a loved one this evening, bringing all things roman-
tic to your mind. Poetry, art, nature and all things beautiful are only the
foundation of what is on your mind tonight. This day ends peacefully.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

COUNTRY CODES



NEW YORK: This Sept 29, 2015, photo provided by Cornell University
College of Veterinary Medicine shows seven week-old puppies born
by in vitro fertilization at the Baker Institute for Animal Health. — AP
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LONDON: There’s good news for
grumpy women: Being happy appar-
ently has no effect on how long you
might live. That’s the conclusion of the
latest attempt to find out if happy peo-
ple live longer. Previous studies have
linked happiness to longevity but
researchers now say there’s no such
scientific connection. So while being
sick makes you unhappy, just being
grouchy isn’t enough to make you ill or
shorten your life.

The results are based on question-
naires from more than 715,000 British

women aged 50 to 69 who were
enrolled in a national breast cancer
screening program in the late 1990s.
The women were asked things like
how often they felt happy and how
healthy they were. Nearly 40 percent of
the women said they were happy most
of the time while 17 percent said they
were unhappy. After a decade of track-
ing the women, 4 percent had died.

Scientists found the death rate
among unhappy women was the same
as those who were happy. The
research was published online

Wednesday in the medical journal
Lancet. “It’s such a common belief that
stress and unhappiness causes death
and disease but it’s actually the other
way around,” said Richard Peto, a pro-
fessor at the University of Oxford who
was one of the study’s authors. “People
should focus on the real issues that
shorten their lives, like smoking and
obesity.”

In an accompanying commentary,
French scientists suggested that the
results might not be the same in men,
since “men and women probably
define happiness differently.” The
researchers said the latest paper was
the biggest-ever to evaluate happiness
and noted it accounted for potential
confounding factors. Some previous
studies among older adults have found
that women were grumpier than men.

Peto said the pursuit of happiness is
still worthwhile, even if it doesn’t
extend your life. “Happiness is very
nice,” said Peto, who was relieved to
have finished the study after two
decades. “I had some of it myself when
I was young.” But not everyone was
convinced by the study’s conclusions.

Hazel Newton, 69, said she believed
having a positive attitude was instru-
mental to her recovery from a stroke
several years ago. “I’ve always been a
glass half-full kind of person and I think
that helps keep you healthy,” Newton
said while enjoying a day of shopping
in London with her sister. The Sheffield
native said it’s important to consciously
decide to be happy. “You always have
to enjoy every day,” she said. “You nev-
er know what’s coming.” — AP 

LONDON: Women smile outside Selfridges department store on
Oxford Street. — AP 

Feeling grumpy? At least it
won’t shorten your life

LOS ANGELES: A team of veterinarians,
scientists and lab workers gathered
around a surrogate hound and watched
her give birth to seven half-pound pup-
pies, the first dogs ever conceived in a
test tube.

“We each took a puppy and rubbed
it with a little towel and when it started
to squiggle and cry, we knew we had
success,” said Dr. Alexander Travis, who
runs the lab at the Baker Institute for
Animal Health at Cornell University’s
College of Veterinary Medicine in
Ithaca, New York. “Their eyes were
closed. They were just adorable, cute,
with smooshed-in faces. We checked
them to make sure they looked normal
and were all breathing,” he said.

The puppies born July 10 are a mix
of beagle, Labrador and cocker spaniel
and are now healthy 5-month-olds,
Travis said. All but one female were
adopted. She’s being kept by the lab to

have her own litter. The lab kept track of
the puppies by painting their nails with
different color polish. Travis adopted
two, still known by their nail polish
names, Red and Green.

In vitro fertilization, the process of
fertilizing an egg with sperm outside
the body, is widely used to assist
human reproduction these days. The
first human birth from IVF took place in
1978. But IVF efforts with dogs repeat-
edly failed until now, according to Dr.
Pierre Comizzoli, a reproductive physi-
ologist for the Smithsonian
Conservation Biology Institute in Front
Royal, Virginia, which works with
Cornell. “The biology of the dog is really,
really different than humans,” Comizzoli
said. Dog pregnancies last only two
months and females go into heat just
once or twice a year, releasing imma-
ture eggs instead of mature eggs need-
ed for IVF. — AP

7 pups become world’s
first test-tube puppies 
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Kuwait KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO
WEDNESDAY (10/12/2015 TO 16/12/2015)

SHARQIA-1V8-2 11:30 AM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 11:30 AM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 1:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 4:15 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 6:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 9:15 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 11:45 PM

SHARQIA-2
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 1:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 3:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 5:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 10:00 PM
CREED 12:15 AM

SHARQIA-3
CLOSE RANGE 12:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 2:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 4:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 6:30 PM
BUS 657 8:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 10:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 12:30 AM

MUHALAB-1
BUS 657 11:45 AM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 1:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 4:15 PM
CREED 6:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 9:30 PM
CREED 12:05 AM

MUHALAB-2
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 1:00 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 3:00 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 5:00 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 2:00 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 4:00 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 7:00 PM
TAMASHA - Hindi 7:00 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 10:00 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 1:00 AM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 10:00 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 12:05 AM

MUHALAB-3
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 12:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 2:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 4:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 9:15 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 11:30 PM

FANAR-1
STRIKE ONE 12:15 PM
STRIKE ONE 2:45 PM
STRIKE ONE 5:00 PM
STRIKE ONE 7:30 PM
STRIKE ONE 9:45 PM
STRIKE ONE 12:05 AM

FANAR-2
V8-2 11:30 AM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 1:30 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 4:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 6:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 9:15 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 11:45 PM

FANAR-3
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 12:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 2:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 4:30 PM
NO FRI+SAT+MON
V8-2 4:30 PM
FRI+SAT+MON
BUS 657 6:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 8:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 10:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 12:30 AM

FANAR-4
THE GOOD DINOSAUR   -3D 1:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 3:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR   -3D 5:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR   -3D 10:00 PM
BUS 657 12:15 AM

FANAR-5
CREED 12:45 PM
TAMASHA - Hindi 3:30 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 3:30 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 6:30 PM

BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 9:30 PM
CREED 9:30 PM
CREED 12:30 AM

MARINA-1
HYENA ROAD 12:45 PM
HYENA ROAD 3:00 PM
HYENA ROAD 5:15 PM
HYENA ROAD 7:30 PM
HYENA ROAD 10:00 PM
HYENA ROAD 12:30 AM

MARINA-2
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 12:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 2:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 5:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 9:30 PM
CREED 11:45 PM

MARINA-3
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 11:30 AM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 1:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 4:15 PM
BRIDGE OF SPIES 6:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 9:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 12:15 AM

AVENUES-1
BRIDGE OF SPIES 1:00 PM
BRIDGE OF SPIES 4:00 PM
BRIDGE OF SPIES 7:00 PM
BRIDGE OF SPIES 10:00 PM
BUS 657 2:00 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 4:00 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 7:00 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 10:00 PM
BUS 657 1:15 AM

AVENUES-2
HOWL 11:30 AM
BUS 657 1:30 PM
HOWL 3:45 PM
BUS 657 6:00 PM
HOWL 8:15 PM
HOWL 10:30 PM
HOWL 12:45 AM

AVENUES-3
CLOSE RANGE 1:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 3:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 5:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 7:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 9:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 11:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 1:00 AM

AVENUES-4
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 12:30 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 3:15 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 6:00 PM
Special Show “IN THE HEART OF THE SEA”
6:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 8:45 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 11:30 PM

AVENUES-5
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 1:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 1:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR -3D 3:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR -3D 5:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:45 PM
Special Show “HOWL” 7:45 PM
CLOSE RANGE 10:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 12:05 AM

360º- 1
THE GOOD DINOSAUR   -3D 1:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR   -3D 3:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 5:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR   -3D 7:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 10:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 12:15 AM

360º- 2
BUS 657 1:00 PM
BUS 657 3:00 PM
V8-2 5:00 PM
BUS 657 7:00 PM
BUS 657 9:00 PM
BUS 657 11:00 PM
BUS 657 1:00 AM

360º- 3
BRIDGE OF SPIES 11:30 AM

CREED 2:30 PM
BRIDGE OF SPIES 5:30 PM
CREED 8:30 PM
BRIDGE OF SPIES 11:30 PM

AL-KOUT.1
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 1:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 3:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 5:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 10:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.2
HYENA ROAD 12:45 PM
HYENA ROAD 3:00 PM
HYENA ROAD 5:15 PM
HYENA ROAD 7:30 PM
HYENA ROAD 9:45 PM
HYENA ROAD 12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.3
STRIKE ONE 11:30 AM
STRIKE ONE 1:30 PM
STRIKE ONE 3:45 PM
STRIKE ONE 6:00 PM
STRIKE ONE 8:15 PM
STRIKE ONE 10:30 PM
STRIKE ONE 12:45 AM

AL-KOUT.4
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 11:30 AM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 2:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 4:30 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 7:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 9:30 PM
CREED 12:30 AM

BAIRAQ-1
THE GOOD DINOSAUR -3D 12:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 2:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR -3D 5:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 7:15 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR -3D 9:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 11:45 PM

BAIRAQ-2
CLOSE RANGE 12:00 PM
CLOSE RANGE 2:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 4:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 6:30 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 9:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 11:30 PM

BAIRAQ-3
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 12:15 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 2:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 4:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 6:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 8:30 PM
ZINZANA (Emirati Film) 10:30 PM
CLOSE RANGE 12:30 AM

PLAZA
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 3:30 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 5:45 PM
SALT MANGO TREE -Malayalam 8:00 PM
CREED 10:30 PM

LAILA
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 3:45 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 6:00 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 8:15 PM
IN THE HEART OF THE SEA 10:45 PM

AJIAL.1
SALT MANGO TREE -Malayalam 4:30 PM
SALT MANGO TREE -Malayalam 7:00 PM
SALT MANGO TREE -Malayalam 9:30 PM

AJIAL.2
BUS 657 4:15 PM
PATHEMARI - Malayalam 6:00 PM
PATHEMARI - Malayalam 8:30 PM
BUS 657 11:00 PM

AJIAL.3
TAMASHA - Hindi 4:00 PM
THE GOOD DINOSAUR 6:45 PM
TAMASHA - Hindi 9:00 PM

AJIAL.4
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 3:45 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 6:45 PM
BENGAL TIGER - Telugu 9:45 PM

Sabah Hospital                                             24812000
Amiri Hospital                                               22450005
Maternity Hospital                                     24843100
Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                    25312700
Chest Hospital                                               24849400
Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010
Adan Hospital                                               23940620
Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300
Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000
Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center                                                 25716707
Rawda                                                                22517733
Adaliya                                                              22517144
Khaldiya                                                           24848075
Kaifan                                                                24849807
Shamiya                                                            24848913
Shuwaikh                                                         24814507
Abdullah Salem                                            22549134
Nuzha                                                                22526804
Industrial Shuwaikh                                  24814764
Qadsiya                                                             22515088
Dasmah                                                             22532265
Bneid Al-Gar                                                   22531908
Shaab                                                                 22518752
Qibla                                                                   22459381

THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY
FOR CIVIL INFORMATION

Automated enquiry
about the Civil ID card is

1889988

CHANGE OF NAME

Fajr: 05:07
Shorook 06:32
Duhr: 11:41
Asr: 14:31
Maghrib: 16:50
Isha: 18:13

Prayer timings

I, Potturi Harsavardhana
Naidu, holder of Indian
Passport No: M7062597, R/o
Diguvanallaguttapalli Village,
Guttapalli Post, Sambepalli
Mandal, Kadapa Dist., AP,
changed my name as
Muhammad Arshad. 
(C 5095)
10-12-2015

I Busi Reddy Ravi, holder of
Indian Passport No. M 5459488,
issued at Kuwait, date of issued
10/03/15. S/o Busi Reddy
Mallikarjuna shall henceforth be
known as Ayyavar Reddy
Lekkala S/o Busi Reddy
Mallikarjuna for the purpose of
correction of wrong entries
mentioned in my passport.
(C 5094)
8-12-2015
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War, low oil prices 
cripple Iraq Kurds’ 
once-vibrant economy

Page 39

BAILLEUL: People gas up their car at a gas station in Bailleul, northern France yesterday. Oil prices fell 35 cents to $37.16 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange (Nymex),
the lowest close since February 2009, and shed 15 cents to $40.11 a barrel in London few days after a decision by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries not to
cut output despite the weak global market. —AFP

Who’s probing fake Chinese goods? Fake investigators Page 41

LONDON:  OPEC forecast yesterday that oil supply from
non-member countries will fall more sharply next year,
a development that would suggest its strategy reaf-
firmed last week of defending market share not prices is
working. But the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) also said its members
pumped more oil in November, adding to a supply glut,
and forecast global oil demand growth would slow
down next year.

OPEC’s report follows an acrimonious meeting on
Dec. 4, where it rolled over a policy of pumping crude to
safeguard market share. A year ago, Saudi Arabia
pushed through an OPEC decision to defend market
share instead of cutting output, hoping to slow growth
in rival supplies. Supply outside OPEC is expected to
decline by 380,000 barrels per day (bpd) in 2016, the
report said, as output falls in regions such as the United
States and former Soviet Union.  Last month, OPEC pre-
dicted a drop of 130,000 bpd. “US tight oil production,
the main driver of non-OPEC supply growth, has been
declining since April 2015,” OPEC said in the report.
“This downward trend should accelerate in coming
months given various factors, mainly low oil prices and
lower drilling activities.” OPEC production, which has
surged since the policy shift of November 2014 led by
record Saudi Arabian and Iraqi output, rose by 230,000
bpd in November to 31.70 million bpd, said the report,
citing secondary sources.

The figures do not include Indonesia, which
rejoined OPEC at last week’s meeting. With extra barrels

coming from OPEC, the report points to a 860,000-bpd
supply surplus in the market next year if the group
keeps pumping at November’s rate, up from 560,000
bpd indicated in last month’s report. OPEC left its 2016
oil demand growth forecast unchanged, predicting
global demand would rise by 1.25 million bpd, marking
a slowdown from 1.53 million bpd in 2015.  

Output hike
The first response of commodity producers to a

drop in prices is normally to increase production -
ensuring price falls become deeper and more pro-
longed. Producers attempt to make up in volume
what they have lost in prices. But what might be
rational for one is disastrous collectively. Cuba’s top
trade negotiator warned a conference as long ago as
1946: “We know from experience that sometimes a
reduction in prices not only does not bring a reduc-
tion in production, but as a matter of fact stimulates
production, because farmers try to make up by a larg-
er volume in production the decrease in income
resulting from the fall in prices.”

He was speaking about sugar, but the same
response has been true for other commodities,
including petroleum. In 2015, most oil producers
have responded to the slump in prices by raising out-
put, ensuring the market remains flooded and post-
poning the anticipated rebalancing of supply and
demand. Russia, Saudi Arabia and Iraq have all
increased production in 2015. Iran hopes to follow in

2016 once sanctions are lifted.
Combined output from nine of the world’s largest

oil and gas companies rose by 8 percent in the first
nine months of 2015. Output from US waters in the
Gulf of Mexico was almost 19 percent higher in
September 2015 than the same month a year earlier,
according to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration. Oil companies have said the Gulf of
Mexico remains an attractive prospect even at low
prices and they intend to continue increasing produc-
tion there.

Even in the major shale-producing areas of the
United States, production is not falling as fast as
had been predicted. Companies have sought to
maintain production volumes even as they slash
costs. North Dakota’s oil output is down only 5 per-
cent from the peak and has been surprisingly stable
in recent months. Bakken producers even accelerated
output and sales in October ahead of an OPEC meet-
ing they feared would result in even lower prices, the
state’s chief regulator told reporters on Dec. 9. In
Texas, output from the Permian Basin, one of the old-
est oil-producing areas in the country with particular-
ly attractive geology, is still increasing.

Investment redirected
Some of the increase in worldwide production is

the lagged effect of decisions taken to expand when
prices were still high.  New fields given the go-ahead
between 2012 and 2014 are only now coming

onstream. But some of the growth is coming from a
deliberate strategy to maximize production from
existing fields even as spending on exploration pro-
grams and new field developments are cut back.

Britain’s North Sea oil and gas producers have
managed to raise output this year by reducing the
number of field outages.  The new mantra for North
Sea operators is to do more with less.

Russia and Iraq have ramped up output from
existing assets in 2015 even as they have cut spend-
ing on new fields scheduled for development in 2016
and beyond. In effect, oil and gas producers are
sweating existing assets harder to maximize produc-
tion in 2015 and 2016 even as they cut back on
investment needed to maintain and increase produc-
tion in 2017 and beyond. Capex is being redirected
towards projects which increase short-term output
and away from projects with a longer-term focus.
Around the world “nearly 5 million barrels per day of
projects have already been deferred or cancelled,”
Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman, Saudi Arabia’s vice min-
ister of petroleum and mineral resources, has warned.

“Beyond 2016, the fall in non-OPEC supply is likely
to accelerate, as the cancellation and postponement
of projects will start feeding through into future sup-
plies,” he said at a conference in Doha in November.
In theory, this creates an even more exaggerated pro-
duction and price profile, with prices falling further in
2015 and 2016, then rebounding faster and higher in
2017 and 2018. —Reuters

Cheap oil to hit rival supply harder: OPEC 
Oil producers offset fall in prices by raising output



TOKYO: A pedestrian walks past a share price board illustrating the numbers on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
(L) and another showing the yen-US dollar rate (R) in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP

DUBAI: Egypt’s market rose slightly yesterday,
while Saudi Arabia’s index again slipped back
below a psychological support level, with
investors wary ahead of the release of the
kingdom’s 2016 annual budget later this
month. Riyadh’s bourse dipped 0.3 percent to
just below 7,000 points and within 120 points
of November’s 35-month low.

“Investors are holding off on entering the
markets,” said a Riyadh-based portfolio man-
ager. “The budget announcement will be the
decisive factor (for deciding) trade positions.”

The budget’s monetary value will indicate
the extent to which slumping oil prices have
weakened the government’s finances, the
trader said. The budgetary allocations to each
sector will also shape economic activity in
those industries and so are also of great inter-
est to investors, he added.

Kingdom Holding escaped the market
gloom to rise 3 percent after the investment
firm announced a $339 million cash and 5.8

percent share ownership deal with French
hotel giant AccorHotel.

“The deal will most likely be completed at
the end of (the) first or second quarter of
2016,” said Sarmad Zok, the chairman and
chief executive officer of Kingdom Hotel
Investments, a wholly-owned Kingdom
Holding subsidiary. “The hotel industry is
undergoing a wave of consolidation and this
deal, when it goes through, will make us
shareholder of the third largest hotel chain in
the world.”

Egypt’s main index rose 0.3 percent,
advancing for a second day. Global Telecom
climbed 1.5 percent.  

Benchmark of Kuwait Stock Exchange
(KSE) dropped by 43.37 points to 5,686.15
points, followed by the weighted index which
went down by 2.96 and Kuwait-15 index
which lost 9.02 points, upon closing yester-
day’s session.  Value of traded shares amount-
ed at the closing to approximately KD 15.8

million, share turnover some 125.5 million,
done in 2,679 deals. 

The lackluster performance of Kuwait
Stock Exchange (KSE) during this week’s trad-
ing was highlighted by lack of incentives, prof-
it-taking, selective selling operations. Traders
this week tried to avoid heavy losses at the
market which was heavily affected by the
drop in oil price, a determining factor in set-
ting the next year’s budget for many of the
oil-rich countries. 

At first, small shareholders preferred to
wait for more market data before embarking
on any moves especially with rumors spread-
ing on the pumping liquidity into the pock-
ets of several leading companies; however,
the performance still remained poor at the
KSE. Leading operating shares faced heavy
losses to their November gains which led the
main market players to avoid trade and
forced small shareholders to sell their assets
randomly. — Agencies

Saudi stocks stay weak; 
Kuwait down, Egypt up 
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US dollar firm against
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.303

KUWAIT: The US dollar stabilized vis-a-vis the Kuwaiti dinar yester-
day trading at KD 0.303 while the euro went up to KD 0.333, as
compared  to Wednesday’s rates, the Central Bank of Kuwait said.
Sterling pound went up to KD 0.459, the same case with the Swiss
franc to KD 0.307 while the Japanese yen firmed at KD 0.002. 

OPEC basket price 
at $34.80 pb

VIENNA: The OPEC daily basket price stood at $34.80 per barrel
Wednesday, compared with $35.30 pb the previous day, said the
OPEC bulletin yesterday. The new OPEC Reference Basket of Crudes
(ORB) is made up of the following: Saharan Blend (Algeria), Girassol
(Angola), Oriente (Ecuador), Iran Heavy (Islamic Republic of Iran), Basra
Light (Iraq), Kuwait Export (Kuwait), Es  Sider (Libya), Bonny Light
(Nigeria), Qatar Marine (Qatar), Arab Light (Saudi  Arabia), Murban
(UAE) and Merey (Venezuela). 

News
i n  b r i e f

Egypt’s core inflation 
rises to 7.44% in Nov

CAIRO: Egypt’s annual core inflation rose to 7.44 percent in
November from 6.26 percent in October, the central bank
said in a statement yesterday. Egypt said in November it
would control the prices of ten essential commodities and
use its state grain buyer to import a broader array of goods
in an effort to curb inflation as food prices rise.  

Irish economy
expands 7% in
year to Sept

DUBLIN: Ireland’s economy grew 7 percent in the year to the end
of September, data showed yesterday, leaving it on course to be
the fastest-growing in Europe for the second year running.

The economy expanded by 5.2 percent last year, its best per-
formance since 2007, before a property crash plunged it into
recession and triggered a fiscal and banking crisis. That growth has
accelerated as exports benefit from the weak euro and years of
pent-up demand boost the domestic economy. “Today’s figures
are once again very strong and provide further confirmation that
economic recovery is now firmly embedded,” Finance Minister
Michael Noonan said in a statement.  “The figures also confirm that
the increase in economic activity is broadly based.”

Ireland’s economy is outperforming the rest of the euro zone at
least partly because of how far it fell. Peak to trough, Irish gross
domestic product dropped 11 percent during the crisis, more than
double the decline in the rest of the European Union, said Austin
Hughes, KBC’s chief economist.

It is also getting a boost from a weak currency compared with
key trading partners Britain and the United States. The end of years
of austerity mandated by the European Union and International
Monetary Fund mean its budget added around 1.3 percent into
GDP after taking 1.25 percent out of it last year.

“That’s a big swing,” Hughes said. “It affects consumer spend-
ing and builds confidence. Then we have pent-up demand - peo-
ple are starting to replace cars, doing up houses.”

Relatively strong demographics also give Ireland a much high-
er natural growth rate than the EU average, he said. “Everything
that can go right, seems to be going right,” he said.

Spending Minister Brendan Howlin on Wednesday told Reuters
that growth in the economy might exceed 7 percent for 2015 as a
whole, better than the official forecast of 6.2 percent announced in
October. Hughes said he is now forecasting growth of 7.25 percent
for the year, which would be the fastest since 2000. — Reuters

MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

CAIRO: A shortage of foreign currency in
Egypt, still struggling to revive its economy
in the political turmoil following its 2011
uprising, will make the central bank’s Dec. 17
interest rate decision particularly tricky.
Some economists say rates need to rise to
bolster the Egyptian pound and curb near
double-digit inflation in a country where mil-
lions live hand to mouth. Pressure to raise
could intensify if the Federal Reserve lifts US
interest rates on Dec. 16, as expected.

But Egypt’s lending and deposit rates are
already high at 9.75 and 8.75 percent,
respectively. An increase would further hit
investment and economic growth. It would
also be expensive for the government - debt
servicing accounted for 22 percent of spend-

ing last year.
“The decision is more difficult this time.

So far, we know there are efforts to prevent a
massive devaluation in the currency,” said
Ziad Waleed, an economist at Beltone
Financial.

Since Tarek Amer became its governor in
November - a month after his appointment,
a month where he was working behind the
scenes - the central bank has supported the
pound by indirectly raising interest rates and
supplying banks with dollars. But dwindling
foreign reserves-down from $36 billion in
2011 to $16.423 billion in November-means
it lacks the firepower to stay on that path.

Egypt’s 2011 uprising drove away tourists
and foreign investors, starving it of hard cur-

rency it needs to pay for imports of every-
thing from food to gasoline to raw materials.

That forced the central bank to ration
sales of its dwindling stock of dollars to
banks as it sought to defend its the pound
against intensifying downward pressure.
Last month, Egypt’s top two state banks,
National Bank of Egypt and Banque Misr, also
raised interest rates on Egyptian pound sav-
ings certificates to 12.5 percent from some
10 percent.

But that increase has yet to be reflected
in higher government debt yields. Bankers
say state banks have been aggressively
pushing yields lower at regular treasury bill
auctions to keep government borrowing
costs down. — Reuters

With foreign currency short, 
Egypt’s rate move hard to call

UK regulator wants water 
firms to do more trading 

LONDON: British water utilities regulator Ofwat has suggested
that the regional companies can make their operations more
efficient by trading water supplies and extracting useful ener-
gy from sewage, measures that it said could save more than 1
billion pounds ($1.5 billion). Ofwat wants suppliers to increase
water trading across regions to make sure resources are
deployed more efficiently in view of an expected 20 percent
rise in the population in the coming 20 years, most of it in dri-
er areas of the country. 
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IRBIL, Iraq: Less than two years ago, Iraq’s
northern Kurdish region was booming, as oil
revenues poured in and foreign investors
flocked to a rare island of stability in a turbu-
lent region, but that all began to change
when the black flags of the Islamic State
group darkened the horizon.

Kurdish forces backed by US-led airstrikes
repelled an IS assault in the summer of 2014
and have been among the most effective
forces battling the extremists. But low oil
prices and a longstanding dispute with the
central government over revenues, along
with an influx of refugees, have crippled the
local economy. The regional capital, Irbil, is
littered with half-finished or abandoned
building projects-hotels, offices and apart-
ments that many had hoped would one day
transform the largely autonomous region
into a Kurdish Dubai. Foreigners attracted to
the region by business opportunities and lib-
eral social mores are leaving, civil servants
haven’t been paid for months and day labor-
ers gather on street corners, hoping for work.

“The economy today has very bad indica-
tors. Savings are running out, people are start-
ing to borrow and cut their expenses, which is
directly affecting the market’s direction,” said
Nabil Al-Ethari, an economic analyst and
chairman of Development Iraq, a consultancy
firm based in Irbil. “The housing sector is
declining in a way that has never been seen
before, the trade sector, including car sales, is
also seeing declines, and all this is connected
to the important fact that the region’s market
is disconnected from its customers and mar-
kets in central and southern Iraq.”

The relatively secure region was largely
spared the unrest that convulsed Iraq follow-
ing the 2003 US-led invasion, but local
authorities have been locked in a longstand-
ing dispute with Baghdad over the sharing of
oil revenues. Kurdish officials say the regional

government is entitled to 17 percent of Iraq’s
budget, or about $12 billion a year. But the
central government has withheld much of
those funds to punish the region for export-
ing oil independently, and in the first half of
2015, the government received just $2 billion.

Oil price impact
Low oil prices have exacerbated the eco-

nomic crisis, as have fears about the IS group,
which is manning front lines some 24 miles
(38 kilometers) from Irbil. The region has also
taken in more than a million refugees from
Syria and other parts of Iraq, costing local
authorities some $1 billion last year.

“It’s all interrelated. The Daesh issue is
connected to the economic situation,” said
Amjad Rafat, 35, a household appliances
salesman in Irbil, using the Arabic acronym
for the IS group. “You have the government
employees, who have not been paid, along
with the war, and these have all had a nega-

tive impact on us.” Economic growth in the
Kurdish region was just 3 percent last year,
down from 8 percent in 2013, and the pover-
ty rate has climbed from 3.5 percent in 2012
to more than 8 percent last year, according to
the World Bank.

“Before Daesh, our sales were very high.
And that was only two years ago,” said Rafat.
“Now our sales have dropped dramatically.
It’s 5 percent compared to 80 percent
before.” The region has no reliable statistics
on unemployment, but experts estimate that
the rate has doubled in the last two years.

“It has been two years that I haven’t been
able to find a job. There is nothing at all.
Because of the war there is not much room
for work and jobs,” said 30-year-old Ayoub
Tayib, an unemployed gardener. “In 2013,
2012, and back to 2008, things were not bad
at all. But now everything has disappeared,
which makes me very worried,” he said. “You
almost prefer death to this life.” —AP

War, low oil prices cripple Iraq 
Kurds’ once-vibrant economy

Black flags of IS darkened a bright horizon

IRBIL: In this Thursday, Dec. 3, 2015, photo, women shop at Langa popular market, in Irbil, Iraq. Less than
two years ago, Iraq’s northern Kurdish region was booming, as oil revenues poured in and foreign investors
flocked to a rare island of stability in a turbulent region, but that all began to change when the black flags of
the Islamic State group darkened the horizon. —AP

Turkish economy 
grows 4% in Q3,
beats forecasts

ISTANBUL: Turkey’s economy grew a higher-than-expected
4.0 percent year-on-year in the third quarter, official data
showed yesterday, in a boost to the government after expec-
tations of a second-half growth slowdown. Deputy Prime
Minister Mehmet Simsek, who is in charge of the economy,
said the growth was driven by private sector demand and
forecast that next year would be “much better” as reforms are
enacted and growth potential increases.

The growth exceeded a Reuters poll forecast of 2.8 percent
and outstripped expansion of 3.8 percent in the second quar-
ter. The ruling AK Party founded by President Tayyip Erdogan
won a convincing victory in a Nov. 1 parliamentary election,
winning back the single-party rule it had lost in June and
reducing political uncertainty.

The lira, which has lost around 20 percent of its value
against the dollar this year, firmed to 2.9127 from 2.1975
before the data. The main share index rose 0.53 percent.

Output grew 1.3 percent from the previous quarter on a
seasonal and calendar-adjusted basis, the Turkish Statistics
Institute data showed. There was also a mildly positive sur-
prise on the current account deficit, generally a weak spot of
the economy, which came out at $133 million in October,
below an expected $200 million. —Reuters

Incoming Argentina 
official will begin 

debt talks ‘promptly’ 
NEW YORK: A court-appointed mediator in the Argentina
debt dispute said on Wednesday that the country’s
incoming secretary of finance intends to begin settle-
ment talks in the long-running litigation “promptly.”
Daniel Pollack, a New York lawyer appointed to oversee
the settlement discussions, confirmed he had a meeting
earlier this week at his offices with the incoming finance
official, Luis Caputo. Pollack said Caputo expressed the
intention of the new administration to commence settle-
ment negotiations “promptly” after Argentine President-
elect Mauricio Macri is being sworn into office.

Pollack said he also met a week earlier with represen-
tatives of bondholders holding $10 billion in judgments
against Argentina. No substantive negotiations to resolve
the litigation occurred at either meeting, he said in a
statement. The statement came a day after a spokesman
for incoming Economy Minister Alfonso Prat-Gay dis-
closed the meeting between Caputo and Pollack, who
was named to oversee talks to resolve cases flowing from
Argentina’s $100 billion default in 2002. Aurelius Capital
Management, a leading creditor in the litigation, in state-
ment later on Wednesday said it looked “forward to
meeting with Argentina’s new officials and working
toward a prompt, constructive and long-overdue settle-
ment to our dispute.”

Macri, who was elected last month, has made settling
the multi-year dispute between Argentina and creditors
who rejected the terms of the country’s 2005 and 2010
bond restructurings a high priority.  The holdout creditors
spurned Argentina past debt restructurings, which result-
ed in 92 percent of its defaulted debt being swapped and
investors being paid less than 30 cents on the dollar.

Argentina defaulted again in July 2014 after refusing
to honor court orders to pay $1.33 billion plus interest to
holdouts including Elliott Management’s NML Capital Ltd
and Aurelius when it paid restructured bond holders.

US District Judge Thomas Griesa in Manhattan, who
has overseen the litigation, in October extended similar
relief to holders of several billions of dollars more in
defaulted bonds. The judge has repeatedly urged
Argentina to reach a settlement, and appointed Pollack to
facilitate talks. But outgoing President Cristina Fernandez
resisted settling and called the hedge funds suing the
country “vultures” and “terrorists.”

Macri, the business friendly mayor of Buenos Aires
who won the Nov. 22 presidential runoff election, last
week expressed confidence that a deal could be reached
with the holdout creditors. —Reuters

New Zealand cuts 
rate to record low

WELLINGTON: New Zealand’s central bank returned interest rates to a record
low yesterday, in a bid to spur the stalling economy and drive up weak infla-
tion.  The move takes the bank’s benchmark rate to 2.5 percent, matching the
low set between 2011-14 to help the economy recover after a major earth-
quake in Christchurch.

The 0.25 percent cut, the fourth reduction since June, was predicted by 15
out of 18 economists surveyed by Bloomberg News.  New Zealand, the world’s
top dairy exporter, has been struggling as a slump in global milk prices to the
lowest point in more than a decade has dragged growth down to 2.5 percent.

But Reserve Bank governor Graeme Wheeler predicted rising export prices
and improving confidence would drive a pickup in the economy next year. He
also forecast that inflation would rise from 0.4 percent currently into the bank’s
target range of 1.0 percent to 3.0 percent by early 2016.
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JOHANNESBURG: South Africa’s rand dropped to historic
lows yesterday after President Jacob Zuma sacked his
respected finance minister in a move that triggered wide-
spread fears about the country’s economic outlook. South
Africa has faced mounting financial problems in recent
years, with unemployment at over 25 percent, GDP
growth grinding almost to a halt and power cuts hobbling
industry.

Zuma removed Nhlanhla Nene late Wednesday with-
out giving any reason, and replaced him with David van
Rooyen, a little-known lawmaker from the ruling Africa
National Congress (ANC) party.

“We view this as profoundly negative,” Peter Montalto,
an analyst at Nomura, said in a scathing criticism of the
president. “The removal of a technocratically sound,
decent, hardworking, well respected, fiscally conservative

and reform-minded Finance Minister is a serious blow.”
Montalto said Nene’s surprise sacking appeared to be

because he publicly slapped down a move by state-
owned South African Airways (SAA) to renegotiate a
plane-leasing deal with Airbus. Nene, who was appointed
in 2014, also criticized the affordability of a nuclear plant-
building program.

Both projects are seen as being controlled by Zuma
loyalists, who are regularly accused of using their influ-
ence to benefit from government contracts. Nene’s sack-
ing came less than a week after South Africa was moved
closer to “junk” status by credit rating companies, which
highlighted growth predicted at a sluggish 1.4 percent
this year, and rising interest and inflation rates. Falling
commodity prices have also added pressure to the coun-
try’s key mining sector. — AFP

Sacking of finance minister shakes S African confidence

SHANGHAI: It has taken a slump in the prop-
erty market, a white-knuckle ride on local
shares and a currency devaluation, but China’s
retail investors are finally taking a serious look
at overseas stocks and bonds. That is music to
the ears of foreign brokers and wealth man-
agers and to local entrepreneurs who can
make a profit on their coat tails, for the sums
involved could be vast.

Investment bank CICC says China’s high
net-worth individuals control $4.4 trillion in
assets, but allocate only 5 percent of their
wealth overseas, compared with a global
average of 24 percent, and ordinary middle-
class savers hold further trillions on deposit in
Chinese banks.

If both groups reallocate their assets in line
with global norms, some fund managers say
as much as $6 trillion of Chinese money could
find its way into overseas stock and bonds.

Money is already leaving China, especially
after a summer stock market crash and
August’s devaluation of the yuan. In

November China’s foreign exchange reserves
drained by their third-sharpest rate ever to
their lowest level since early 2013. Official fig-
ures don’t distinguish between retail and insti-
tutional investment, but Chinese purchases of
offshore debt and equities rose a hefty 11 per-
cent in the second quarter.

And they don’t capture reallocations from
existing offshore portfolios including real
estate, home to many billions of dollars of
Chinese money. Domestic fund managers say
growing interest in a scheme that lets local
mutual funds invest in offshore assets is
revealing. The Qualified Domestic Institutional
Investor (QDII) scheme had failed for years to
attract much interest from Chinese until this
year, when institutions started bidding up the
price of the scheme’s investment quotas trad-
ed between them.

“QDII quota suddenly became very expen-
sive this year,” said Shen Weizheng, fund man-
ager at Shanghai-based Ivy Capital, who plans
to launch a Hong Kong bond fund to meet ris-

ing demand for overseas assets from main-
land clients.

“Domestic capital is rushing out as the
yuan is no longer firm,” he added. David
Friedland, manager of Asia Pacific operations
for trading platform Interactive Brokers, which
has offices in Hong Kong and China, said
increasingly sophisticated Chinese investors
were looking overseas. “We’re seeing a good
chunk of interest. People can’t just put all their
money into apartments,” he said.

BUBBLE RISK
Brian Qian, a 33-year-old risk controller at a

Chinese bank, fits the profile of this new breed
of investors. He said he had invested several
million yuan, half his investable wealth, into
overseas stocks and bonds this year.
“Investment returns in China are much lower
than previously,” he said, and he no longer
trusted the local stock markets after the sum-
mer crash, nor China’s risky high-yield wealth
management products (WMP). — Reuters

HANGSHAN CITY: Men playing cards under a bridge next to the Xin’an River on a rainy day in Huangshan city,
southern Anhui province. China’s consumer inflation rate edged up in November, official data showed on
Wednesday while factory gate price falls lingered at a six-year low as the world’s second-largest economy
grapples with slowing growth. — AFP 

Chinese investors warm 
to foreign stocks, bonds 
China experiencing sharp capital outflows

BoE points to new
oil price fall,

slower wage growth
LONDON: The Bank of England’s rate-setters focused on a
renewed fall in global oil prices and slower wage growth at home
as they voted 8-1 again to keep interest rates at their record low of
0.5 percent. The minutes of the Bank’s latest policy meeting
showed it was in no hurry to match an expected rate hike by the
US  Federal Reserve next week as there was “no mechanical link”
between the Bank’s thinking and that of other central banks.

The BoE also said it expected the softer spending cuts
announced last month by finance minister George Osborne
would give a boost to growth next year.

Britain’s economy has grown strongly for more than two years
but inflation remains below zero and the BoE has kept rates at the
level to which they were cut during the worst of the financial crisis
nearly seven years ago. Governor Mark Carney and other
Monetary Policy Committee members said the “material news” in
the month since they previously met was that the price of oil had
“fallen markedly again”, which raised the likelihood of inflation
staying subdued. They also highlighted a levelling off in wage
growth in Britain, something which is central to the Bank’s deliber-
ations on when interest rates need to rise.

“Despite lower unemployment, nominal pay growth appears
to have flattened off recently,” the minutes said. The slowdown
could be a blip in the numbers, or the result of people working
fewer hours, they said. It might also be a reflection of employers
offering lower wage deals because of low inflation, something the
Bank has said previously said could hurt Britain’s recovery.

“The Committee noted this effect was likely to reverse in due
course, however, as inflation increased,” the minutes said. The
Bank reiterated that it expected headline inflation to remain
below 1 percent until the second half of 2016.

When the Bank first made that short-term inflation forecast last
month, it prompted investors to push back into late 2016 and
2017 their expectations of when the BoE was likely to finally start
raising rates. A top BoE official then warned investors against read-
ing too much into the Bank’s projections based on market esti-
mates when it came to assessing the outlook for rates.

Economists polled by Reuters expect the Bank to start to raise
interest rates in the second quarter of 2016. As in previous meet-
ings, Ian McCafferty, one of four external members on the nine-
person MPC, voted to increase rates to 0.75 percent.

All 52 economists in a Reuters poll had predicted the Bank
would keep Bank Rate at 0.5 percent and an overwhelming major-
ity had forecast another 8-1 vote.

BoE Governor Mark Carney has previously said that the deci-
sion on when to raise rates was likely to come into “sharper relief”
around the turn of the year. But more recently, he has said the
Bank will move when the time is right. Carney has previously sent
other messages that a rate hike might be on the way, only to be
knocked off course by surprises such as the plunge in oil prices.

Another reason for the Bank to be cautious is Britain’s planned
referendum on its membership of the European Union.
Economists polled by Reuters said uncertainty over the vote’s
result, which could hurt business investment and growth, was the
biggest risk to Britain’s economy in 2016. Prime Minister David
Cameron has said he plans to hold the referendum before the end
of 2017. The BoE said yesterday that a softening of spending cuts
planned by finance minister Osborne could add 0.2 percentage
points to growth next year. — Reuters 

PRETORIA: South African president Jacob Zuma (right)
shake hands with newly appointed Minister of Finance
David Van Rooyen after a swearing  ceremony as the
new South African Minister of Finance yesterday. — AFP



China’s November
auto sales accelerate

on SUV popularity
BEIJING: China’s auto sales grew at this year’s fastest rate in
November as Chinese manufacturers took market share from
global rivals, helped by the popularity of their lower-priced SUVs,
an industry group reported yesterday. Sales of cars, SUVs and
minivans in the world’s biggest auto market rose 23.7 percent
over a year earlier to 2.2 million vehicles, according to the China
Association of Automobile Manufacturers.  That was an improve-
ment over October’s 13.3 percent rise.

Total vehicle sales, including trucks and buses, rose 20 percent
to 2.5 million vehicles. Auto sales suffered an unexpectedly sharp
contraction from June through August, sending shock waves
through an industry that looks to China to drive future growth.
Demand rebounded in September after Beijing cut sales taxes on
vehicles with smaller engines. November sales were helped by a
72 percent rise in purchases of sport utility vehicles, especially
Chinese brands in lower price tiers.

Sales by domestic Chinese auto brands outpaced the market,
rising 26.9 percent. Their market share grew by 1.1 percentage
points to 41.9 percent. Sales of Chinese-brand SUVs soared 88.1
percent to 395,000 vehicles. Their share of the SUV market
expanded by 4.7 percentage points to 55.2 percent.

China’s auto market has been cooling since growth peaked at
45 percent in 2009 but this year’s plunge prompted analysts to cut
growth forecasts. General Motors Co. and Volkswagen AG
reduced prices to spur sales.

Sales have been dented by measures imposed by Beijing,
Shanghai and other major cities to curb smog and congestion by
limiting new vehicle registrations.

This week, half the vehicles in Beijing were ordered off the
road on alternate days after the Chinese capital’s air pollution
spiked to dangerous levels. November sales by German brands
rose 18.2 percent over a year earlier. Sales by Japanese brands
rose 15.7 percent and those of US brands 12.4 percent. — AP
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SHANGHAI: Multinational corporations
doing business in China face a losing battle
when it comes to keeping copies of their
products off the market: The anti-counter-
feiting industry they rely on is plagued with
fraud, making it that much easier for poten-
tially dangerous fake goods - from air bags to
Christmas lights - to reach consumers, an
Associated Press investigation has found.
Most Western companies subcontract anti-
counterfeiting work to private investigators
paid on commission. More seizures mean
higher fees, creating powerful incentives to
cheat in an industry with little oversight. As a
result, money spent fighting counterfeiting
often doesn’t make things better, and some-
times makes them worse.

The AP found instances of investigative
fraud involving products that could be haz-
ardous: counterfeit auto parts, pharmaceuti-

cals, personal care products and electrical
components.

The wrongdoing took many forms:
Western firms paid investigators who were
themselves manufacturing or selling coun-
terfeit versions of their clients’ own goods.
Investigators doctored documents, fabricat-
ing raids that never took place. Investigators
colluded with factories to make counterfeit
goods they could “seize” and present to their
Western bosses for payment.

As counterfeiting has flourished in China
over decades, a lucrative, parallel industry
has blossomed to fight it. Counterfeiting
today is a multibillion-dollar business in
China, which produces nearly nine of every
10 fake items seized at US borders.

Chinese authorities have been getting
better at fining counterfeiters and sending
them to jail.  But the momentum of reform

has yet to reach the front lines of the fight
against fakes, according to previously undis-
closed material from legal cases and internal
corporate investigations in China reviewed
by the AP, lawsuits, and interviews with 16
private investigators, lawyers and law-
enforcement  officials.

All described a broken system, beset by
endemic and underreported fraud, made
worse by Western companies that have a
poor command over how to successfully
fight fraud. Shanghai’s Public Security
Bureau took the unusual step of warning for-
eign brand owners to be watchful of the
investigators they hire. “We very much hope
that brand owners will pay attention and
devote more manpower and material
resources to ensure that the fight against
counterfeiting is healthy and orderly,” the
bureau said in written response to questions
from the AP. 

Copycat investigator
One of the world’s largest consumer

goods companies hired an investigator to
track down counterfeit anti-dandruff sham-
poo. But instead of finding real counterfeit-
ers, the investigator, Wang Yunming, set up a
factory to produce counterfeit shampoo
himself, which he then “seized” and billed to
the firm as a successful raid, according to two
employees involved in the investigation who
spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of
losing their jobs. It wasn’t the first such facto-
ry Wang founded. It was the fourth. Wang
was convicted of fraud and is due to be
released from prison in 2023, according to a
copy of a judgment from Hefei Intermediate
People’s Court in China’s Anhui province.

Swiss power technology giant ABB Asea
Brown Boveri found that one of the investiga-
tors it was paying to hunt counterfeiters was
herself selling fake ABB circuit breakers. ABB
sued the firm she worked for, the China
United Intellectual Property Protection
Center, which was one of China’s oldest and
largest investigations companies. ABB lost its
case in Beijing, despite the fact that the inves-
tigator, a woman who called herself Flaming
Lee, was convicted of selling ABB counterfeits
by a court in Dubai, where she lived. — AP

KEARNEY: US Customs and Border Protection officer Jerome Bria, foreground, carries a cache of counterfeit
designer bags found in a shipment at H&M Terminals Transport Inc warehouse in Kearney, NJ.
Counterfeiting today is a multibillion-dollar business in China, which produces nearly nine of every 10 fake
items seized at US borders. —AP 

Who’s probing fake Chinese 
goods? Fake investigators

MNCs fighting a losing battle amid investigative frauds

FRANKFURT: A great majority of European
Central Bank governors do not want to
boost quantitative easing further, Yves
Mersch said, adding that its move to buy
new bonds as old ones mature would inject
hundreds of billions of euros. “The very
large majority of the Governing Council is of
the view that the measures are appropriate
and that more is not needed to reach our
goal,” Mersch told a journalists’ club dinner
on Wednesday, referring to the group that
sets policy to keep inflation ticking
upwards.

Mersch’s comments also gave fresh
detail about how the ECB will extend mon-
ey printing, one week after markets dipped
on disappointment that ECB President
Mario Draghi had opted to extend rather
than ramp up its quantitative easing pro-
gram. Mersch, who sits on the six-person
executive board at the core of ECB policy,
said the decision to keep buying bonds
would amount to an injection of 320 billion
euros ($351 billion) if continued for two
years from 2017.

He also said the total market for regional
or municipal debt, where the ECB will also
start buying, was worth up to 380 billion
euros. “This is no verbal promise. We’re
backing up our words with action,” he said.
But Mersch played down any prospects of
further steps to soup up quantitative eas-
ing, the ECB’s money-printing scheme to
buy chiefly government bonds.

Last week, Draghi said the ECB would
extend money printing by six months until
early 2017 and reinvest the proceeds of the
program from maturing bonds. But many
economists were disappointed that he had
not been bolder.

In order to have done that, the majority
of governors from across the 19-country
currency bloc would have had to agree that
more ambitious action was needed. Many
of them, sources have told Reuters, were
skeptical. “What was completely underesti-
mated was the fact that we are a collective
decision-making body,” Mersch said, refer-
ring to the heightened expectations of
investors. — Reuters

ECB policymakers do not 
want more QE: Mersch

VW: Only small number 
of staff behind scandal

WOLFSBURG: Volkswagen believes that only a small number of
employees were behind the emissions scandal, but its board
chairman said yesterday the company is still investigating and
suggested the probe does not exclude top managers.

In an update on the German automaker’s attempt to get to
the bottom of the scandal, Hans Dieter Poetsch said “we are
relentlessly searching for those responsible for what happened
and you may rest assured we will bring these persons to
account.” He confirmed the company had suspended nine man-
agers for possible involvement in the scandal, in which the com-
pany was found to have cheated on US diesel emissions tests
with the help of software installed in engines. The software was
installed on 11 million cars globally, about 500,000 of which in
the US.

Poetsch said there are so far no indications that board mem-
bers were directly involved, but indicated the company’s probe
would be broad: “This is not only about direct but overall
responsibility.”

He said the investigation has so far analyzed data from lap-
tops, phones and other devices from 400 employees. More than
2,000 have been informed in writing that they cannot delete any
data in case it becomes relevant to the investigation, he said.
External auditors have already gone through 102 terabytes of
data, which he said was the equivalent of 50 million books.

“I’m not saying all of those people are under suspicion, but
what it means is that on computers, sim cards, or USB sticks
there might be information that could be important,” he said.

“We still believe that only a comparatively small number of
employees was actually actively involved in the manipulations.”
CEO Matthias Mueller said that the scandal’s had so far not
caused the “massive slump that some feared earlier.” He said
“the situation is not dramatic, but as expected it is tense.”

“We are fighting for every customer and every car.” He said
Volkswagen’s finances are strong enough that the company
does not have to consider selling any units to cope with the
costs of the scandal. The automaker has estimated the scandal
would cost 6.7 billion euros, though analysts expect that figure
to ultimately be much higher. To avoid a repeat, Volkswagen will
start road testing its vehicles with third-party emissions verifica-
tions, as lab tests - so far the norm in the U.S. and Europe - had
proved too easy to cheat. — AP
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HOBART: Adam Voges and Shaun
Marsh scored unbeaten centuries and
combined for a 317-run partnership to
pace Australia to a commanding 438-3
on the opening day of the first test
against the West Indies yesterday.

Voges, who resumed on 9 after lunch
and reached his century before tea at
Bellerive Oval, was unbeaten on 174 at
the end of play. Fellow Western
Australian player Marsh made 97 in the
third session to finish the day on 139 not
out as the frustrated West Indies bowlers
failed to take a wicket after lunch.

Australia brought up its 400 in 78
overs, an average of more than five runs
per over, and finished the day with an
average of 4.92. “I started a little bit
slow, but once I got into my rhythm I felt
really good out there and I think Vogesy
really helped with that,” Marsh said. “He
was going really well and scoring runs
freely and sort of got me going as well. I
thought he batted beautifully today,
and to be out there with one of my real-
ly good mates (and) to both get hun-
dreds for our country was very special.”

Television commentator and former

legspinning great Shane Warne was crit-
ical of West Indies captain Jason Holder
for not taking the second new ball when
it was available after 80 overs, and for
not moving players in from the bound-
ary to the slip cordon in an attempt to
take a late wicket. 

‘Working really hard’ 
Voges made his first-class debut 13

years ago but did not earn his first test
cap for Australia until June on this year’s
tour of the Caribbean. It was the third
career centuries for each player, and
Marsh’s first at an Australian ground.
“It’s something I’ve been working really
hard to try and do,” said Marsh. “I got 99
last year (against India), so to get to
three figures on home soil was pretty
special.”

Earlier, West Indies left-arm spinner
Jomel Warrican took the important
wickets of opener David Warner and
captain Steven Smith as Australia went
to lunch at 121-3 after winning the toss
and electing to bat.

Warner and Joe Burns hit a combined
12 boundaries in an opening partner-

ship of 75 runs from the first eight overs,
but Australia went on to lose three wick-
ets for 51. Burns was clean-bowled by
paceman Shannon Gabriel for 33 and
Smith was caught at first slip off
Warrican for 10. Warner scored 64
before being caught behind in the sec-
ond-last over before lunch.

“We had Australia at 120-odd for
three, but Marsh and Voges were both
very good, and they put us on the back
foot,” Warrican told Australian
Broadcasting Corporation radio. “Later
in the day, it became more difficult for
the bowlers to get wickets. It just wasn’t
disciplined to be honest. We will have to
come out tomorrow and bowl really
well.” Gabriel left the pitch during the
final session with a left ankle injury and
was expected to undergo later scans. He
finished the day with 1-59 off 10 overs.

Australia gave fast bowler James
Pattinson his first test start in 18
months, replacing the injured Mitchell
Starc. Cricket Australia said yesterday
that Starc, injured in the final New
Zealand test last month, will undergo
surgery on his right ankle. — AP 

Voges, Marsh put Australia 
in charge vs West Indies 

Nadal casts doubt on 
next Grand Slam win

NEW DELHI: Rafael Nadal cast doubt yesterday on whether he
could win another Grand Slam after his long reign as French
Open champion ended in 2015 and his rankings slid during the
worst year of his career.

The 29-year-old Spaniard said he was working hard to return
to form and was happy with the way the year ended after a resur-
gence at the World Tour finals in London in November. But asked
whether he could clinch another major title to add to the 14
Grand Slams he has already accumulated, Nadal was uncon-
vinced when speaking to reporters in New Delhi.

“I don’t know when that will happen and I don’t know if that’s
going to happen,” he said. “The only thing I know is I’m working
very hard to try to get the opportunities.” Nadal was speaking
after hitting balls with youngsters during a coaching session in
the Indian capital where he plans to open an academy for talent-
ed players.  

Nadal sunk to world number 10 this year after losing at the
French Open quarter-final stage, before suffering early exits from
Wimbledon and the US Open. But Nadal, who has been plagued
with injuries and last year had surgery to remove his appendix,
rallied in the latter part of this year to finish at world number five.

“2015 has been not the best season,” he said. “(But) In the last
three months, I finished much better and I’m happy the way I’m
playing now. I need to keep going the same way that I finished
the 2015 season.” Nadal is in Delhi to play in the International
Premier Tennis League (IPTL) tour, which promotes a shortened,
speeded-up version of the game that organizers say is more tele-
vision-friendly than the traditional format. The IPTL, which began
in Japan this month, was held in Manila earlier this week and will
also have stops in Dubai and Singapore. — AFP 

HOBART: Australia’s Shaun Marsh dives to avoid a run out against the West Indies during their cricket test
match. — AP

NEW DELHI: Spanish tennis player Rafael Nadal smiles
as he is hugged by Indian Junior Tennis player
Sandeepti Sing, 12 after she and others participated in
a tennis clinic with the Spanish tennis star. — AFP 

LONDON: Jenson Button considered
leaving Formula One this  year as
McLaren endured their worst season
but said he decided to continue after
talks with boss Ron Dennis and other
key people at the team. 

“Last year I wasn’t sure If I’d be rac-
ing and it wasn’t my choice,” the 35-
year-old Briton told Sky Sports televi-
s ion.  “This  year  i t  was total ly  my
choice and there was a moment
where I thought ‘I am not sure I want
to do this anymore and be where we

are’. Obviously if we are where we are
right now next year it is not going to
be that enjoyable.”

McLaren, the second most success-
ful team after Ferrari in Formula One
in terms of race wins, finished ninth
of 10 this season. They have not won
a race since 2012, with 2009 champi-
on Button the last to do so, and their
new partnership with Honda has
been plagued by unreliability and a
lack of performance that has seen the
Briton and Spanish team mate

Fernando Alonso languishing near
the back.

There was considerable specula-
tion earlier in the year that Button
would announce his retirement but
instead the most experienced driver
on the starting grid, who made his
debut in 2000, signed up for another
season.

“I spent a lot of time with the engi-
neers and the aerodynamicists and I
spoke more with Ron in the two
months when I was trying to decide

what to do next year than I have in
my whole t ime at  McLaren,”  said
Button. “So that got me excited, that
got me pumped for next year know-
ing that there are big improvements
on the horizon, and we need them.” 

Alonso has two more years on his
contract but Dennis told reporters
last month that a possible sabbatical
had been discussed i f  the  car
remained uncompet i t ive .  The
Spaniard subsequently ruled that
out. — Reuters

Button considered leaving F1 after nightmare season
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LONDON: IAAF president Sebastian Coe
yesterday defended the decision to award
the 2021 World Championships to the
American city of Eugene after French pros-
ecutors opened an investigation into the
process. Eugene, which has close ties to
American sportswear giant Nike, won the
right to host the biennial event despite the
absence of a formal bidding procedure.

The BBC last month published an email
from a senior Nike executive that suggest-
ed Coe had lobbied his predecessor
Lamine Diack for the championships to be
awarded to Eugene, which Coe denies.
Coe subsequently stepped down as a Nike
ambassador, but he defended the process
that saw the event awarded to Eugene,

telling BBC Radio 4: “We have selected
cities before not within a bidding cycle.

“There was no bidding cycle. And
Eugene was not put forward by the IAAF, it
was put forward by United States Track
and Field, and by 23 to 25 votes. “My coun-
cil decided that for the forseeable future,
this was the best opportunity to get the
World Athletics Championships into the
United States. “Every sport is falling over
itself to get into the largest sports market
in the world.”

A judicial source revealed on
Wednesday that French prosecutors are
looking at the decision by the IAAF
(International Association of Athletics
Federations) to award the 2021 champi-

onships to Eugene. The preliminary inves-
tigation is understood to be looking at the
various suspicions raised by the British
media and to make sure that the French
courts have jurisdiction.

It is separate to an investigation into
allegations of corruption against Diack,
who is accused of accepting bribes in
return for covering up positive drug tests.
Prior to succeeding Diack in August, Coe
spent eight years working as IAAF vice-
president, but said that deals could have
been made during that time of which sen-
ior figures within the organisation were
unaware.

“(The IAAF’s conduct under Diack) is
now a matter of police investigation and I

can’t maintain a running commentary on
that,” he said. “If that has happened, that
will take its normal course and people will
be prosecuted.” Coe acknowledged that
the allegations facing Diack and other sen-
ior IAAF figures were “abhorrent”, but
rejected the suggestion the affair was
comparable to the corruption scandal
plaguing world football governing body
FIFA.

“I don’t believe that, and I’m not
remotely walking away from the serious-
ness of the situation,” said the two-time
Olympic 1,500 meters champion. “We’re
talking about a criminal investigation,
which is looking at a handful of people.
That’s of no comfort to me.” —AFP

Coe defends Eugene choice amid probe

By Abdullatif Shara 

KUWAIT: Information and State Minister
for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah
Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah received
a delegation yesterday from Kuwait
Handicapped Sports Club. The delega-
tion was headed by the club’s chairman
of the board Shafi Al-Hajiri and included
several athletes from the club.

Al-Hajiri lauded the support the club
receives from Sheikh Salman, which
reflects the support of the political lead-
ership to distinguished athletes of spe-
cial needs. He said Sheikh Salman urged
the club’s players to work hard and train
well to achieve more for Kuwait’s handi-
capped sports,  adding that Sheikh
Salman promised to solve all the prob-
lems the club faces in coordination with
the Sports Public Authority. Al-Hajiri
also said players promised to work
harder to improve their skills and to get
to the best level in preparation for their
participation in the paralympics in Brazil
next year.

Meanwhile, wheelchair 100 meter
world champion Ahamd Al-Mutairi

appreciated the initiative of Sheikh
Salmen Al-Humoud in receiving the
handicapped club players, adding that
this is a confirmation of the state’s care
for these distinguished athletes. Al-
Mutairi said the support of the board of

directors to the players in cooperation
with SPA is one of the most important
reasons for achieving victories, adding
that he and his mates will spare no effort
to make other achievements for Kuwait’s
handicapped sports.

Sheikh Salman receives
Paralympics athletes

LAUSANNE: UEFA President Michel Platini of France
arrives for a hearing at the international Court of
Arbitration for Sport, CAS. —AP

Platini to find out 
if CAS lifts his
90-day FIFA ban

LAUSANNE: Michel Platini will find out today if his 90-
day FIFA ban will be temporarily lifted by the Court of
Arbitration for Sport. Platini asked a CAS panel at a pre-
liminary hearing on Tuesday to be allowed to work. The
UEFA president is currently banned and his FIFA presi-
dential candidacy is on hold.

In Paris, the UEFA executive committee will meet
today and the 2016 European Championship draw is set
for tomorrow evening. The CAS panel could lift the ban
without taking a position on Platini’s guilt or innocence.
Interim bans can be overturned because the judges feel it
is unfair and out of proportion.

Platini and FIFA President Sepp Blatter face life bans at
FIFA ethics committee hearings in Zurich next week. The
case centers on Blatter’s approval of $2 million of FIFA
money that Platini got in 2011 as backdated salary. Platini
was a presidential adviser to Blatter from 1998-2002.

Both deny wrongdoing, but acknowledge there was
only a verbal agreement which they say is valid under
Swiss law. Still, FIFA was not required to pay Platini when
more than five years elapsed since the work was complet-
ed. The timing of the payment, which was not disclosed
to the FIFA and UEFA executive committees, also raised
suspicion. Platini was paid in February 2011, three
months before a FIFA presidential election which Blatter
won.

Both men face sanctions for a range of potential FIFA
Code of Ethics violations, including bribery, conflicts of
interest and false accounting. Blatter’s hearing is next
Thursday with FIFA ethics judge Joachim Eckert and
Platini follows at FIFA headquarters the next day. Verdicts
are expected within days, before Christmas. Any sanc-
tions can also be challenged at FIFA and CAS with
appeals likely to be done before the FIFA presidential
election on Feb. 26. —AP

By Abdullatif Shara 

KUWAIT: The organizing committee of Jaber
Stadium celebrated the completion of all
preparations related to the event, which is
being held on December 18 with the partici-
pation of Kuwait and world stars.

The past 24 hours witnessed an unprece-
dented demand on ticks. More than 30,000
seats have been booked, as ticket purchases
over the website are still on the rise. The elec-
tronic booking service will continue until the
day of the match, bearing in mind that the
gates will be open from 2 pm until 6 pm, while
the celebration will start at 7:30.

Sports Public Authority Deputy Director
General of Administrative and Financial Affairs
Dr Jassim Al-Huwaidi said Jaber Stadium is con-
sidered a piece of art that carries a name dear to
our hearts, the late Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah. He said it is a dream to have
Dec 18 the date for the celebration of this sports
structure which will be the focus of all sports
people, as it brings world stars together here in

Kuwait, the land of friendship and peace.
Al-Huwaidi said the celebration came at

the orders of HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to be a gift for

Kuwait’s peoples and sports fans in particular
after the shock suspension of Kuwait’s sports
activities. He added that the opening was sup-

posed to be during “Khaleeji 23” Gulf soccer
tournament, but the sudden suspension deci-
sion prevented that. He said every govern-
ment establishment provided their support so
that this sport facility can come out in a distin-
guished manner.  He lauded many areas
including the Amiri Diwan, Council of
Ministers, Ministers of Public Works, Health,
Interior and SPA.

Al-Huwaidi responded to general under-
standing that the celebration should have
been postponed due to the suspension by
saying if the suspension continued for one or
two more years, is it realistic to keep the sta-
dium without an opening celebration? He
also said it was the Amir’s wish to have the
opening ceremony before the end of the cur-
rent year.

He said the match wil l  be between
world stars and Kuwait, and stated that it is
a celebratory match not official. Kuwait
Football Association wrote to FIFA that this
match is not being held under its auspices
or organization.

Jaber stadium set for opening ceremony

Dr Jassim Al-Huwaidi
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TORONTO: DeMar DeRozan scored 28 points
and Kyle Lowry added 19 as the Toronto
Raptors ended the San Antonio Spurs’ four-
game winning streak with a 97-94 victory on
Wednesday. Luis Scola had 16 points and
Toronto never trailed in handing San Antonio
just its third loss in the last 18 games. Manu
Ginobili had 17 points off the bench for the
Spurs, who also got 13 points from LaMarcus
Aldridge. Danny Green hit a 3-pointer follow-
ing a timeout to make it a three-point game
with 2:47 to play, but Bismack Biyombo threw
down a dunk to restore the Raptors’ five-point
edge. Kawhi Leonard’s follow shot later nar-
rowed the advantage to three, but Toronto
was able to run out the clock.

GRIZZLIES 93, PISTONS 92
Matt Barnes tossed in a desperation 3-

pointer from just inside midcourt with 1.1 sec-
onds left to lift Memphis over Detroit. Marcus
Morris missed a contested shot with 7 sec-
onds left that could have clinched the game
for the Pistons, and Andre Drummond’s tip
bounced off the rim. The Grizzlies grabbed
the ball and fired an outlet pass to Barnes. He
let go a running, two-handed shot as he
crossed half court that went in, silencing the
Palace crowd as players on the Memphis
bench celebrated. Morris missed another
tough shot at the buzzer, and the Pistons lost
their second straight following a four-game
winning streak. Zach Randolph led Memphis
with 21 points and 16 rebounds, while Marc
Gasol had 19 points and 12 rebounds.
Drummond had 18 points and 19 rebounds
for the Pistons. Reggie Jackson added 18
points and seven assists.

CELTICS 105, BULLS 100
Isaiah Thomas scored nine of his 20 points

in the final 3 minutes to lead Boston past
Chicago. Kelly Olynyk added 15 points, Jae
Crowder and Evan Turner each had 13 and
David Lee scored 12 for the Celtics, who had
eight players in double figures and won for
the fourth time in five games. They host unde-
feated Golden State next on Friday. Jimmy
Butler led Chicago with a season-high 36
points, and Pau Gasol had his fifth straight
double-double with 16 points and 15
rebounds. Derrick Rose added 12 points for
the Bulls, who lost their third straight.

ROCKETS 109, WIZARDS 103
James Harden had 42 points, nine

rebounds and seven assists in Houston’s vic-
tory over Washington. Harden scored 23 in
the second half a day after he finished with a
season-low 10 points in a loss at Brooklyn.
Corey Brewer added 15 points and Patrick
Beverly had 14 to help Houston to its fourth
win in five games. 

John Wall had 26 points, 12 assists and
nine rebounds for Washington. Marcin Gortat
tied a season high with 18 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds in his first game back
after missing three for personal reasons. With
the game tied at 99, Harden stepped back to
hit a 16-foot jumper over Bradley Beal,
absorbed Beal’s foul and hit a free throw to
put Houston up by three with 2:13 left.

HORNETS 99, HEAT 81
Kemba Walker and Marvin Williams scored

18 points each to lead Charlotte past Miami
for its third straight victory. Tyler Johnson
scored 20 for Miami, which had won three of
four. Dwyane Wade and Gerald Green each
added 11. 

Nicolas Batum and Jeremy Lamb had 10
points apiece for the Hornets, who learned
earlier in the day the NBA suspended injured
center Al Jefferson for five games for violating

the terms of the NBA/NBPA Anti-Drug
Program. Jefferson, out with a strained left
calf, will begin to serve the suspension when
he returns to action.

TIMBERWOLVES 123, LAKERS 122, OT
Kevin Martin scored 37 points and Karl-

Anthony Towns had 26 points and 14
rebounds to lift Minnesota over Los Angeles
in overtime. Martin went 6 for 9 from 3-point
range and scored 17 in the fourth quarter to
help the Timberwolves (9-12) improve to 3-9
at home. Towns made 11 of 19 shots and tied
a career high for rebounds. D’Angelo Russell
scored a career-high 23 points and Julius
Randle had 20 points and 12 rebounds for the
Lakers (3-19) in what was likely Kobe Bryant’s
last game in Minnesota. Bryant scored 11
points on 5-for-13 shooting in 24 minutes.
The Lakers had a chance to win in overtime,
but Russell and Roy Hibbert missed jumpers
in the final 9.4 seconds.

CLIPPERS 109, BUCKS 95
JJ Redick scored a season-high 31 points as

Los Angeles pulled away in the second half
against Milwaukee. Redick, who averaged 24
points in two games against the Bucks last
season, once again tormented his former
team, scoring 15 in the third quarter. Blake

Griffin had 21 points and 14 rebounds, and
Chris Paul added 18 points and 18 assists for
the Clippers, who won their third straight.
DeAndre Jordan had 19 rebounds. Michael
Carter-Williams finished with 20 points and 11
assists for the Bucks.

HAWKS 98, MAVERICKS 95
Paul Millsap scored 20 points, including a

jumper that capped Atlanta’s game-turning
run in the final minutes against Dallas. The
Hawks trailed 93-89 with 3:07 to play before
Millsap scored four points in a 7-0 spurt. He
also led Atlanta with 11 rebounds. The
Mavericks inbounded with 11.4 seconds left
after Jeff Teague hit two free throws to put
the Hawks ahead 98-95. 

Deron Williams’ long 3-point attempt at
the buzzer banged off the rim. Williams led
the Mavericks with 18 points. Zaza Pachulia
had 11 points and 17 rebounds. Teague and
Al Horford added 14 points apiece for Atlanta,
which won consecutive games for the first
time since a seven-game winning streak that
ended in early November. The Mavericks shot
36 percent, their worst mark of the season.

JAZZ 106, KNICKS 85
Gordon Hayward scored 24 points as Utah

bullied New York from start to finish. Hayward

shot 9 for 14 from the field, including four 3-
pointers, to go with four rebounds and five
assists. 

The Jazz led 70-37 early in the third quarter
for their largest lead in any game this season.
Hayward and Derrick Favors combined to
score 15 of Utah’s first 18 points as the Jazz
sprinted out to an 18-4 lead. The game was
never competitive afterward. Favors finished
with 20 and eight rebounds. Carmelo Anthony
never found a groove, scoring 12 points on 3-
for-11 shooting. The 21-point loss was the
worst of the season for New York.

SUNS 107, MAGIC 104
Brandon Knight scored 17 of his 21 points

in the second half, and Alex Len set career
highs with 20 points and 14 rebounds as
Phoenix beat Orlando. 

Eric Bledsoe made a tiebreaking layup for
the Suns with 1:11 left and finished with 21
points and nine assists. 

The Magic had a couple of chances to tie
in the final 30 seconds but turned the ball
over, and Victor Oladipo and Evan Fournier
missed potential tying 3-pointers in the final
5 seconds. Nicola Vucevic led Orlando with
21 points and 11 rebounds, but missed a
short putback in the final minute that could
have tied it. — AP 

Raptors snap Spurs’ four game streak 

TORONTO: Danny Green of the San Antonio Spurs dribbles past Cory Joseph of the Toronto Raptors during an NBA game at the Air
Canada Centre. — AFP 
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KIEV: Denys Garmash scored a fortuitous
goal to earn Dynamo Kiev a 1-0 win over
Maccabi Tel Aviv on Wednesday and
enable the Ukrainian champions to grab
a place in the Champions League last 16.
Playing in an empty stadium because of
a UEFA ban, Dynamo’s winner came
courtesy of a good deal of fortune when
Maccabi’s Tal Ben Chaim deflected a free
kick towards his own goal.

Goalkeeper Predrag Rajkovic could

only push the ball into the path of
Garmash, who accepted the 16th minute
gift gratefully. The goal was enough for
Dynamo to leapfrog Porto, who lost 2-0
at Chelsea, and snatch second place in
Group G.

It was a night of celebration for Kiev
coach Serhiy Rebrov, who led the club to
the last 16 for the first time in 16 years.
The 41-year-old former Kiev striker was
part of the team that reached the second

group stage in 1999-2000, a year after
they made the semi-finals.

“It was a very tough game from the
point of view of psychology as it is
always hard to play without fans,” Rebrov
told reporters. “It is a completely differ-
ent story when you see the empty
stands. We tried to hide our anxiety but
the stakes of the game were high and
the lads were constrained in their
actions.

“We should take our time to enjoy the
moment as we have not been in the
knockout stage for 16 years. Half of our
team had no Champions League experi-
ence and I think it is a great success.”
UEFA had ordered Kiev to play two home
games in an empty stadium after racist
attacks on Chelsea fans at an earlier
Champions League match. They will also
have to hold the home leg of their last 16
tie behind closed doors. —Reuters

Kiev grab last-16 place with lucky break against Tel Aviv

VALENCIA: Valencia was eliminated from the Champions
League after a 2-0 home loss to Lyon in new coach Gary
Neville’s first game in charge on Wednesday. Maxwel Cornet
and Alexandre Lacazette scored a goal in each half to give
already-eliminated Lyon its first win in the competition this
season and end Valencia’s chances of advancing to the round
of 16.

“They were better than us and there’s no excuse,” Neville
said. “We can’t be happy with how we played and we can’t
blame anyone. We have a fight in front of us, an objective.
Today we simply weren’t good enough.”

Not even a win would have been enough for Valencia as
Gent defeated Zenit St. Petersburg 2-1 in Belgium to secure
second place in Group H and a spot in the knockout stage.
Zenit won the group with 15 points from six games, five
points ahead of Gent. Valencia finished third with six points,
good enough for a spot in the Europe League. Lyon was last
in the group with four points.

Valencia needed a win as well as Gent losing points
against already-qualified Zenit in the other group game. “I
think we had lead in our legs, as if we had played another
game today,” Neville said. “We were the better side in the first
half, but in the second we conceded a lot of counterattacks
and conceded the second goal. Lyon have good attacking
players but we should have done much better.”

‘It’s a good feeling’ 
Neville took over Valencia on Sunday, a day after the for-

mer Manchester United and England defender watched his
new team draw 1-1 with Barcelona in the Spanish league.
Valencia got off to a fast start at the Mestalla Stadium, with

defender Shkodran Mustafi hitting the post with a header in
the eighth minute and having a goal disallowed just minutes
later for a foul inside the area.

“This was one of those games where you have possession
but they end up scoring,” Mustafi said. “They did a good job,
because they scored two goals with two shots. Against
Barcelona everyone saw that we are a team that can play well
against the best sides. I think today we were just missing the
final pass.”

Already eliminated and playing without pressure, Lyon
also threatened, forcing Valencia goalkeeper Jaume
Domenech to make two great saves early on to keep his team
in contention. But there was nothing he could do to stop
Cornet’s remarkable shot into the top corner in the 37th, and
Lacazette sealed Lyon’s win with a low shot after a counterat-
tack in the 76th.

The victory should help ease criticism of Lyon coach
Hubert Fournier. In addition to being eliminated from all
European competition, his team has taken only one point
from its last four French league games. “It’s a good feeling,”
Lyon captain Maxime Gonalons said. “We have had tough
moments in this competition. We had nothing to lose here.
We showed, at least, we can produce good things.”

Valencia was trying to become the fourth Spanish team to
reach the round of 16, along with defending champion
Barcelona, Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid. Sevilla was elimi-
nated on Tuesday. Neville had to deal with a series of injuries
that ruled out defenders Antonio Barragan and Lucas Orban,
midfielder Andre Gomes, and forwards Sofiane Fegholi and
Rodrigo Moreno. To make things worse, Enzo Perez had to be
replaced early in the first half, also because of an injury. —AP

Valencia eliminated in Neville’s debut

Gent qualifies 
at first ever 

champs league                   
GHENT: Gent qualified for the last 16 in its first ever
Champions League campaign on Wednesday after
goals from Laurent Depoitre and Danijel Milicevic gave
the Belgian champion a 2-1 victory in Group H over
already-qualified Zenit St Petersburg.

Gent knew a victory would be enough to go
through and the home side attacked from the kickoff.
The tactic paid dividends in the 18th minute when
Depoitre was left free by his marker Nicolas Lombaerts
and glanced a high cross from Moses Simon beyond
the reach of keeper Yuri Lodygin.

St Petersburg got back into the game when Artim
Dzyuba slotted home his sixth goal in as many games
from close range in the 65th minute. But Milicevic used
his superb shooting skills for the decisive goal 13 min-
utes later.  In the end, even a defeat would have suf-
ficed for Gent, since Lyon went to Valencia and beat
Gent’s only challenger 2-0 in Spain.

Zenit won Group H with 15 points, but three wins a
row gave Gent 10 points for the runner up spot.
Valencia finished with six and a spot in the Europa
League with Lyon finishing last with four.

It was all Gent needed to become the first Belgian
team in 15 years to reach the knockout phase of the
competition.

“It is a historic win for Gent and Belgium,” Milicevic
said. “We were all waiting for this.” In front of 20,000
blue-clad home fans, Gent played with confidence,
belying their status as the newcomer in the competi-
tion. St Petersburg showed throughout the game the
lackluster style of a team already assured of top plac-
ing in the group, whatever the result. Now Gent can
face one of the world’s top sides after the winter break.
“If I  can pick and choose, I  go for Real Madrid,”
Milicevic said. —AP

VALENCIA: Lyon’s Henri Bedimo (left) Valencia’s Paco Alcacer (center) and Lyon’s Rafael challenge for the ball
during a Group H Champions League soccer match between Valencia and Lyon at the Mestalla Stadium.—AP

GHENT: Gent’s Danijel Milicievic (right) jubi-
lates after scoring a goal during the Champions
League Group H soccer match between Gent
and FC Zenit at the Ghelamco Arena. —AP
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ZAGREB: Robert Lewandowski scored twice for
already-through Bayern Munich to complete its
Champions League group campaign with a 2-0 win at
Dinamo Zagreb on Wednesday. Halftime substitute
Thomas Mueller set up Lewandowski’s opener in the
61st, three minutes before Sebastian Rode played the
Poland striker through for his second goal - his sev-
enth in six games.

Mueller struck the post with a penalty in the 87th,
though it made no difference as Bayern coach Pep
Guardiola celebrated his 50th Champions League vic-
tory. Already assured of first place in Group F, Bayern
was joined in the last 16 by Arsenal, which won 3-0 at
Olympiakos to deprive the Greek champion of sec-
ond place thanks to Olivier Giroud’s hat trick.

Bayern, which lost its first Bundesliga game of the
season on Saturday, rested Germany goalkeeper
Manuel Neuer, while Jerome Boateng, Arturo Vidal,
Mueller and Kinsley Coman, who all started on the
bench. Franck Ribery made his first start in nine
months after recovering from his long-standing ankle
problems, while American Julian Green started in his
second competitive appearance for the side.

Josip Pivaric drew a good save from Sven Ulreich
early on. The Bayern reserve ‘keeper also gathered
Domagoj Antolic’s effort from the resulting corner.
Green’s mistake let Domagoj Antolic play in El Arabi
Hilal Soudani, whose shot Ulreich did well to save in
the 26th.

Xabi Alonso’s 32nd-minute effort was the closest

Bayern went in the first half, which ended with
Soudani missing an open goal after Ulreich missed a
clearance. Mueller and Boateng came on for Ribery and
the injured Mehdi Benatia at the break, and Mueller
found Lewandowski with a perfect cross from the right
for the Poland striker to score with a diving header.
Then Rode caught the Dinamo defense out of position
and Lewandowski chipped goalkeeper Eduardo for his
second. Rafinha made a vital clearance to prevent
Soudani from pulling one back before Pivaric hit the
crossbar for the home side. Eduardo conceded the
penalty for bringing down Vidal, who came on for the
uninspired Green. Despite Lewandowski being on a hat
trick, Mueller took the penalty and struck his effort
against the right post. —AP

LEVERKUSEN: Leverkusen’s Wendell, (left) and Leverkusen’s Roberto Hilbert, (center) and Barcelona’s Lionel
Messi challenge for the ball during the Champions League Group E soccer match between Bayer Leverkusen and
FC Barcelona. —AP

LEVERKUSEN: Bayer Leverkusen bowed out of the Champions League
on Wednesday despite holding a weakened Barcelona side, led by
goal-scorer Lionel Messi, to a 1-1 draw. The Argentinian superstar gave
Barca the lead at the BayArena with a trademark early goal which was
cancelled out by Javier Hernandez’s 14th for Leverkusen in all competi-
tions this season.

With Roma drawing 0-0 at home to BATE Borisov, Leverkusen had
to beat Barcelona to progress but the Germans will instead find them-
selves in the Europa League come February. “I can’t believe that we
didn’t win, I’m very disappointed, and the fact that Roma didn’t beat
BATE makes it a tragedy,” said Leverkusen coach Roger Schmidt.

“We had the chances, we just didn’t use them.” The Spaniards went
through to the knock-out stages, for the 12th year in succession, as
Group E winners, ahead of Roma. Barcelona coach Luis Enrique started
just four of the side which beat Juventus 3-1 in last season’s final in
Berlin-goalkeeper Marc-Andre ter Stegen, Ivan Rakitic, Jordi Alba and
captain Messi.

Cameroon teenager Wilfrid Kaptoum made his Champions League
debut and midfielder Sergi Samper made only his third appearance at
this level in an experimental side. First-choice Spain internationals
Andres Iniesta and Gerard Pique were left in Barcelona while Dani Alves
was suspended.

Brazil superstar Neymar injured his groin in training on Tuesday and
Luis Suarez spent the game on the bench. The team selection was
understandable as Barcelona have a busy spell coming up with the
Catalans playing a Club World Cup semi-final in Japan on December
17.

‘Litmus test’ 
“I wanted to give the players who have played the most this season a

rest and I saw some good signs against a team which really had to win,”
said Enrique. “This game was a litmus test to see how we’d cope. A few of
our young players did well in the Champions League arena. “We’d like to
have won, but Bayer gave their all and we didn’t want to burden our
players with qualification assured.”

Leverkusen failed in their bid to beat the Spanish giants despite hav-
ing 25 shots on goal compared to the Spaniards’ six. This was their sev-
enth straight defeat to Barca, who took the lead when Rakitic’s through
ball caught the defence napping and gave Messi a one-on-one with
Bernd Leno. Barca’s superstar calmly rounded the Leverkusen goalkeep-
er and slotted home with a trademark finish on 20 minutes.

Having been unlucky to lose 2-1 at the Camp Nou in September,
Leverkusen did not panic at the BayArena and drew level when
Hernandez claimed his 12th goal in Leverkusen’s last 11 games. Swiss
winger Admir Mehmedi put in a low cross, which Hakan Calhanoglu left
for the Mexican striker and Hernandez crashed his shot past Ter Stegen
with his left foot on 24 minutes. 

It was 1-1 at the break, but Calhanoglu missed a golden chance in the
opening minutes of the second-half to put the hosts ahead. Hernandez
lobbed pass put him one-on-one with Ter Stegen, but Calhanoglu fired
across the face of the Barca goal. With an hour gone, Karim Bellarabi squan-
dered a half-chance when he fired at Ter Stegen after getting in behind the
defense. With ten minutes left another deft through ball from Rakitic
released Sergio Ramirez for a rare Barcelona attack, but the Spain Under-21
winger’s cross was pounced on by Leno as it finished level. —AFP

Leverkusen exit despite holding Barca

Super Lewandowski gives Bayern 2-0 win at Dinamo

Szczesny saves 
feeble Roma 

ROME: Goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny was the hero as unconvincing
Roma sneaked into the last 16 of the Champions League with a scoreless
draw at home to BATE Borisov on Wednesday. On-loan Arsenal ‘keeper
Szczesny has claimed throughout this season he aims to return to the
Emirates. And on this performance the Pole may have just convinced
Gunners boss Arsene Wenger of his value after denying BATE on two clear
chances in a dramatic second half at the Stadio Olimpico. Szczesny admit-
ted Roma fans had been right to react angrily at the end of a torrid affair,
saying: “Maybe it wasn’t the most beautiful (performance), but we’ve qual-
ified and that’s what’s important.

“They (fans) have the right to be frustrated. They pay to come here and
see their team win and play good football, but I think once they go home
and realize we’re still in the Champions League they will feel happy.” The
result left Roma in second place in Group E, albeit eight points behind
champions Barcelona with the Italians beating Bayer Leverkusen to sec-
ond spot because of their better head to head record.

BATE coach Aleksandr Yermakovich, who saw his team finish last, said:
“Right up to the last minute we hoped to win, but Szczesny pulled off a
couple of great saves for Roma. “We’re disappointed because there wasn’t
a lot between Roma and us but we’re also quite happy because we’ve
made improvements from last season.”

Like Szczesny, under-fire Roma coach Rudi Garcia preferred to see the
glass half full. “We had 24 attempts on goal and obviously if you score, it
takes a huge amount of pressure off. I don’t think the team played that
badly,” said Garcia. “When the goals don’t come, you have to be intelligent
and play to make sure you don’t concede any goals.

“We’ve achieved our first objective of the season, which is to qualify for
the last 16 of the Champions League.” Roma welcomed the Belarusian
champions knowing defeat would end their bid to reach the knockout
phase for the first time since the 2010-2011 campaign.

Injury setbacks 
The hosts suffered a serious setback when Gervinho pulled up in the

warm-up and was replaced by Juan Iturbe, an ominous sign given Rom
have failed to win a game of any kind since Gervinho and Mohamed
Salah’s respective injuries. The Gervinho setback certainly appeared to
have an effect: the hosts failed to spark in a listless opening half which they
dominated by creating a series of half-chances.

Roma enjoyed a promising start to second half, only for BATE to threat-
en at least twice on the counter. Minutes after the restart Miralem Pjanic
found Edin Dzeko with a short pass just outside the area but an alert Sergei
Chernik was out quickly to block with his legs what was Roma’s best
chance thus far. It finally jolted the Olimpico into song, although Roma
never really managed to lift a crowd of only 29,489 — many fans still stay-
ing away amid an ongoing boycott over recently-introduced security
measures.  Minutes later Nainggolan found Dzeko to the left of goal and
although the striker’s path was blocked by Maksim Zhavnerchik, the
Bosnian turned, got himself into position and shot wide of Chernik’s post.
Roma had the momentum and when Dzeko got the ball through a gaggle
of defenders to Florenzi, the Roma right-back hit a deflected effort wide
from a tight angle as Chernik came out to block. Roma’s bid was almost
completely derailed on 68 minutes when Szczesny pulled off a stunning
point-blank save on Mikhail Gordeichuk after he connected with Maksim
Golodko’s weighted cross on 68 minutes.

At the other end Chernik came out to intercept a cross for Dzeko and
Pjanic’s follow up strike was spectacularly cleared off the line by Nemanja
Milunovic. Szczesny saved the day again on a rising angled strike from Filip
Mladenovic, the danger cleared only when Igor Stasevich’s close-range
shot was blocked. Nainggolan and Salah late chances go amiss and Roma
hung, but the memory of clinching their last 16 ticket will come with the
sound of jeers and whistles that rang round the stadium at full-time. —AFP
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Chelsea outclass 

Porto as pressure 

eases on Mourino

LONDON: Jose Mourinho’s Chelsea turned from domestic
whipping boys back to European stalwarts on Wednesday,
beating his former club Porto 2-0 to top Champions League
Group G. A 12th-minute own goal which rebounded off Ivan
Marcano under pressure from Diego Costa and a well-
worked second-half strike from Brazilian Willian ensured vic-
tory for the struggling English champions and sent Porto into
the Europa League.

Chelsea, cheered by a beaming owner Roman
Abramovich, looked a completely different team from the
one that has slumped to eight domestic defeats in 15 league
games, including four at home. The result took the pressure
off Mourinho after intense speculation that the coach, who
has won the Champions League with both Porto and Inter
Milan, might lose his job if Chelsea failed to qualify for the
knockout stages.

Saturday’s 1-0 capitulation at home to promoted
Bournemouth and Wednesday’s lively and assured perform-
ance at the same ground were a Jekyll and Hyde transforma-
tion. Chelsea looked composed from the start and when
Belgian forward Eden Hazard served Costa a perfectly-
weighted pass in the 12th minute, Iker Casillas in the Porto
goal could only parry the Spain striker’s shot.

The ball rebounded off Porto defender Marcano and into
the goal. Chelsea began to play with more freedom and it
paid off when a speedy passing move between Costa and
Hazard in the 52nd minute found Brazilian Willian, who
cracked a shot inside the near post beyond the diving
Casillas. With Dynamo Kiev winning in the group’s other
game, Porto needed to attack and Thibaut Courtois had to
keep out strikes from Yacine Brahimi and Cristian Tello.

Turning point
A relieved crowd celebrated a possible turning point in a

turbulent season by chanting Mourinho’s name. Mourinho’s
future has been the subject of speculation after his team, so
masterly last season, slumped to 14th in the Premier league
and look unlikely to reach the top four and a Champions
League place for next season.

But the players showed their old passing precision and
defensive solidity to tame a Porto side who have lost only
one game this season-to Dynamo Kiev in the Champions
League last month. The Portuguese team tested Courtois but
the keeper and his defense held firm in a way they have
failed to do in the Premier League.

Chelsea grew in stature as time ran out for the Portuguese,
who looked short of the form they showed when they beat
the London side 2-1 in Portugal in September. Costa, top scor-
er last season but serially embroiled in controversy this sea-
son, earned a yellow card for stepping on Casillas early in the
first half. But he then proved a constant threat, testing Porto’s
experienced Spanish goalkeeper to re-ignite a rivalry dating
from their time at opposing Madrid sides Real and Atletico.
Oscar had a clipped shot expertly saved by Casillas and
Hazard hit the post with 10 minutes to go as Chelsea sought a
third goal. —Reuters 

ATHENS: Olivier Giroud grabbed a superb hat-trick as
Arsenal crushed Olympiakos Piraeus 3-0 to book their spot
in the Champions League’s last 16 with a classy demolition
job that ended the hopes of their Greek opponents on
Wednesday.

With Arsenal needing an emphatic victory to make it out
of Group F, France forward Giroud produced a high-calibre
display to ensure the English club finished second, level on
nine points with Olympiakos, but ahead by virtue of their
better head-to-head record.

Giroud opened the scoring in Greece with a powerful
header in the first half, doubled Arsenal’s advantage with a
calm left-footed finish quickly after the restart and rounded
off a superb individual display with a penalty. The victory
completed a remarkable turnaround in fortunes for Arsenal
who lost three of their first four games of the campaign
and needed to win by any result other than 1-0 or 2-1 in
their decisive group clash to finish second behind group
winners Bayern Munich.

“I told you before that it would be the greatest escape,”
Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger said. “I must say I’m very
proud of the team as we had to be right on the mental and
tactical side.”

In what was a straight shootout for the second spot in
the group at the Georgios Karaiskakis stadium, Giroud
opened the scoring with a stooping header from Aaron
Ramsey’s cross just before the half-hour.

Olympiakos responded to going behind positively, how-
ever, and finished the first half stronger. Felipe Pardo’s
cross was deflected over by Laurent Koscielny and Arthur

Masuaku tested Arsenal keeper Petr Cech with a long-
range drive.

Gunners extend record 
Arsenal grabbed the vital second goal shortly after the

restart as Giroud benefitted from Joel Campbell’s trickery to
latch onto the Costa Rica forward’s neat pass and side-foot
past Olympiakos keeper Roberto four minutes after half-
time. While Arsenal controlled possession, they looked vul-
nerable at times on the break and the hosts almost hit back
immediately. An unmarked Manuel Da Costa headed a cor-
ner straight at Cech, who shortly afterwards made a superb
flying save to deny the impressive Kostas Fortounis. Any
hope of a comeback from the hosts though was extin-
guished when Italian referee Nicola Rizzoli awarded a
penalty against Omar Elabdellaoui for handling Nacho
Monreal’s shot, with Giroud sending Roberto the wrong
way from the spot.

The win preserved Arsenal’s superb record in the
Champions League, having now qualified for the competi-
tion’s second stage for the 16th time in succession.
Olympiakos coach Marco Silva was understandably deflated
but gracious in defeat. “We were eliminated simply because
Arsenal were better; they showed their level tonight and we
just couldn’t make it despite a massive effort,” said the 38-
year-old, whose side will now play in the continent’s second
tier Europa League. “Our fans should be proud though... the
team gave all they had and it’s significant that we were in
with a chance of qualifying for the second stage in the last
round of group matches.”  —Reuters

Giroud treble inspires 

Arsenal to last 16

ATHENS: Arsenal’s French forward Olivier Giroud (center) celebrates scoring 0-3 with teammates during the
UEFA Champions League Group F football match between Olympiacos and Arsenal at the Georgios
Karaiskakis Stadium in Piraeus. —AFP

LONDON: Chelsea’s Brazilian midfielder Willian cele-
brates scoring their second goal during the UEFA
Champions League Group G football match between
Chelsea and Porto at Stamford Bridge. —AFP
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ATHENS: Arsenal’s Olivier Giroud celebrates after
scoring the third goal of his team during the
Champions League Group F soccer match between
Olympiakos and Arsenal at Georgios Karaiskakis sta-
dium in Piraeus port. — AP 
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